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CollectionEvaluation
and the Bibliographer
Introduction
Rrcneno M. Doucnnnrv, Asso,ciateDtrector
(Jniaersitt of Colorado Libraries
Bould'er, Colorado
|.l- HE UNIVERSITY BIBLIOGRAPHER:
who is he, what does he
do, why has he become a key stafi mernber of so many academic
I
libraries in such a short time? Whatever the answers to these questions,
professional interest in the bibliographer is running high. Last summer,
in Kansas City, at the joint meeting of the Reference ServicesDivision
and the Acquisitions Section of RTSD, Robert Haro presented an exciting picture of the duties, responsibilities, and potential of the specialist bibliographer. Allen Taylor outlined his role as African Studies
Bibliographer at the University of Indiana. Helen Welch Tuttle concluded the session by presenting a view from the opposite side of the
coin, namely that the major responsibility for collection development
still rests with the teaching and research faculties. The audience's teaction to the speakers left the unmistakable impression, at least to this
writer, that the bibliographer and his role in the development of researchcollections are vital issuesthat merit further discussions.l
The present collection continues that discussion. The Cassata and
Dewey paper outlines the guidelines developed at the State University of
New York at Buffalo to evaluate the quality of its library collections.
The paper should be very useful to others who are contemplati'ng similar projects. As anyone who has undertaken a comprehensive evaluation
can testify, it is a long-term project involving a great deal of tedious,
exacting bibliographical checking.
As difficult as a collection evaluation might be, such programs can

the library's researchcollections.
The Lopez paper is intended to help the neophyte bibliographer.
Since most profissional librarians were not specifically trained to function as bibliographers, this paper should provide useful insights to new
recruits.
l The Har.o and Tuttle papers appeared in Library Resources b Technical Serices,
(Spring 1969), r63-t74.
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The Evaluationof a UniversityLibraryCollection:
SomeGuidelines
Menv B. Cassere, Assistant Directoy lor Publi,c Seraices
Lochwood M emorial Library
State Uniuersity of lttrewYorh at Bufialo
and
GnNn L. Dnwnv, Chief of Acquisitions
Uni,aersity of I,VisconsinMemo,rial Library, Madison
I

The State University of New York at Buffalo, the largest unit of the
State University system, has been receiving increased financial supporr
since September 196z, when it was formed by the merger of the former
University of Bufialo and the State University of New York. Since the

r The libraries at SUNYAB include Lockwood Memorial Library, Art and Music
Library, Health SciencesLibrary, and Science and Engineering Library-all
on campus,
as well as the Law Library and Ridge Lea Library which are at off-campus locations.
Increasing demands for space on the already crowded main campus have had and will
have the effect of further fragmenting library collections and operations until an allnew, permanent campus is constructed.
z The following subject areas were assigned to bibliographers: Anthropology;
ArU
Business Administration (including Economics, Labor and Industrial Relations, and
Statistics); Classics; Education; Engineering and Applied Sciences; English and American Literature;
Health Sciences; History; Law and Jurisprudence; Library Science;
Linguistics; Modern Languages; Music; Natural Sciences and Mathematics; Philosophy
and Religion; Political Science; Psychology; Social Welfare; Sociology; Speech and
Theatre.

.
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necessity for carefully justifying and substantiating reque$ts for additional support. State budget officials no longer accepf broad justifications for acquisitions expenditures; they require evidence that state
funds are being utilized effectively. Consequently, long-range budget
plans developed by the libraries include definite programs for bringing
undergraduate and research collections up to acceptable levels over
several years with projections of the funding for these programs. The
need for justification, coupled with the libraries' further need to deter'
mine their relationship to the objectives of the Five Associated University Libraries (FAUL),3 and the advisability of providing accurate and
accessibleinformation on the libraries' collections prompted the pro'
posal for undertaking an evaluation of the SUNYAB collections.
At the request of the director and associatedirector of the SUNYAB
libraries, the authors formulated a set of guidelines to be used by the
bibliographers in evaluating the collections. While it was recognized
that outside consultants might be engaged to evaluate the total collection, or that faculty might be asked to participate extensively in an evaluation project, it was also apparent that these alternatives would not
permit the libraries to take full advantage of the evaluation with regard to collection building. The bibliographers would become more
familiar with their subject areas as a direct result of the evaluation process,enabling them to select additions to the collections more wisely and
to give better reference service in their subject specialties. Lacunae discovered by systematic bibliographic checking could become desiderata to
consider for retrospective purchase.
In summary, all of the above reasons, rationalizations, and advantages for evaluating the collections far out-balanced any of the considerations for not undertaking this long-term commitment; hence, the
evaluations project became a reality. What follows, then, is the methodology developed to guide this comprehensive evaluation of the collections of the SUNYAB libraries.
II
On the basis of the bibliographer's firsthand working knowledge of
the libraries' collection in his particular subject area, he was asked to
prepare a preliminary statement on how the collection measured up in
relation to the total literature of the field. That is, he was asked to state
whether the collection was "god," "so-so," "showed promise," or was
"really bad." It was expected that this statement would be subjective
and based primarily on all previous insights gained from the bibliographer's use of and familiarity with the collections, as well as his knowledge of the libraries' acquisition policy, cooperative acquisition policies,
and uncataloged special collections, documents, and microforms.
e The Five Associated University Libraries (FAUL) is a new cooperative association
of the libraries of the State University of New York at Binghamton, Cornell Univer'
sity, Syracuse University, University of Rochester, and the State University of New York
at Buffalo.
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At this very early stage of the project the bibliographer was not only
asked to rate the collection intuiiively, but he wai also asked.to state
the aims for the collection in his subject area as he viewed them. On
the face of it, this appeared to be a simple request; yet it was reasoned
that such a statement would be difficult to articulate. rt became evident
that the development of such an interpretative or conceptual statement
would demand all of the insights previously menrionea plus a broad
range of experience encompassing the bibliographer's total educational
background in the subject area, i.e., as student-librarian-bibliographer.
III

IV
The basic collection of a college or university library constitutes the
foundation upon which the research and special collettions rest. The
basic collection is usually thought of as those marerials without which
no college or university library could exist; it often forms the core of an

nTh:.. bibliographies are Harward university's catalogue of the Lamont
Library
_
(cambridge, rg53); Michigan University's (Jndergraduate Library shelf List (Ann Arboi,
n.d.); and Princeton University's,/ulian Street Library (New york, Bowker, 19'66).

.
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liographer was expected to prepare a listing of the specific subject categories checked in each tool and to state the percentages of titles held
by the SUNYAB libraries.
Another valuable source for building and/or evaluating the basic
collection is the basic subject bibliography, often a "recommended
four-star" bibliogtaphy which expands upon a list provided in any undergraduate collection catalog. These lists, such as Beckham,s the
Harvard 1ist,6and JansonTare often the right-hand tools of the bibliogtapher. After systematically checking these lists, each bibliographer was
asked to determine percentages of titles held and titles lacking as
another evaluative measure. (The bibliographic essayscontained in two
recent issuesof Library Trendss were suggestedas a possible source for
selectingbasic bibliographies in each subject area.)
Both of these approacheswill be as useful in collection building as in
collection evaluation. Collection building or book selection parallels
many of the patterns involved in collection evaluation, and it is practically impossible to separate these processes.Well-planned collection
building includes the types of bibliographic checking mentioned earlier.
If for some reason some lists have not been checked for selection purPoses, the collection evaluation, as outlined above, will identify those
materials which are needed for the basic collection; the file of desiderata
grows as the collection evaluation continues.
Little has been said thus far about the libraries' periodical holdings. In view of the abundance and importance of periodicals, their part
in an undergraduate or basic collection cannot be taken lightly. Since
the most important sources of periodical citations are the various indexing services,each bibliog'rapher was asked to indicate which lists of
periodicals indexed had been checked to insure adequate coverage. For
each checked list the percentagesof current titles received and back issue titles held were requested. In addition, there are many periodicals lists basic to subject areaswhich could be similarly checked.

v
Once the collection evaluation at the basic or undergraduate level
had been completed the subject-bibliographers were asked next to' evaluate the research collection. Whereas the undergraduate collection is
the cornerstone of a college or university library, the research collecs Beckham, Rexford S. "A Basic List of Books and Periodicals for College Libraries." In David G. Mandelbaum, et al., eds., Resources for the Teaching of Anthropology (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1963), pp.77-316.
e Harvard University. The Harz,ard List ol Books in Psychology,3d ed. (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1964).
?Janson, Horst Woldemar and Dora Jane Janson. History of Art (New York: Abrams,
196z), pp. bb4-6o.
Current
sLibrary Trends, January and April 1967; also published as Bibliography:
Trend.s (Illinois Contributions to I-ibrarianship, no. 8; Urbana: UniState and. iuture
versity of Illinois Press, r967).
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area.
suggested approach for testing the strength of a subject col- 9t..
lection is to determine whether recent scholarly ouiput could hive been
written by utilizing the resourcesavailable at the suNyAB libraries. By
checking the bibliography and footnotes of a definitive book or dissertation against the libraries' holdings the bibliographer might make
such an assessmentbased on the percentage of titleJ held.

or, special librarians possessingspecialized knowledge in a subject field
might suggest_additional measures fo' evaluating the under"graduate
and/or research collections.
VI
Although the present methods of selecting current materials have
little direct relationship to the evaluation of the libraries' extanr
collections, today's methods of book selection will, to a large measure,
determine how effectively the collections will be enlarged ind streng'
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thened. Prudent selection of current materials alone will result in an
excellent collection after a number of years. For this reason, each bibliographer was asked to list those regular book selection procedures
which he follows.
The Library of Congressproofsheets have provided an excellent way
of keeping up with current book production; with the expansion of
coverage brought about by the Shared Cataloging project, these proofsheetshave become even more important as a selection tool. Proofsheets
are sorted roughly by Library of Congress classification and made available to the bibliographers for selection purposes. Frequently, bibliographers review several sectionsof the classification in order to cover their
subject fields efiectively; also proofsheets are often exchanged in subjects
where disciplines and classification overlap. Each bibliogtapher was asked
to report which sections of the Library of Congress proofsheets he reviews for selection purposes. In addition the subject-bibliographers were
asked to indicate those current national and.for trade bibliographiesanother important source of information about current books-regularly
reviewed by them.
Scholarly journals in a subject area also furnish a great deal of information on curent materials in that subject. Although many of these
journals are rather slow in listing and/or reviewing new books, they
remain a useful resource for the librarian. Each bibliographer was asked
to list other current bibliographies he reviews for selection purPoses,
e.g., Public Affairs Information Seraice, Essay ancX General Literature
Index, Bibliography Index, Biography Index, and lists of new acquisitions from other libraries.
VII
A close relationship between the bibliographer and the faculty,
particularly with relevance to the libraries' collections, is expedient in
building a vital collection that will support instructional programs and
university research. The library's administration, cognizant of the importance of the interactive role between bibliographer and faculty, encourageseach bibliographer to establish regular contacts with his faculty
library committee andf or faculty representative. These contacts between
the bibliogtapher and his committee or rePresentative may consist of
nothing more than visits between the library and the department. They
may sometimes be more formal, with the bibliographer being invited to
faculty meetings to deliver progressreports on such topics as the state of
the collection, the book budget, and the libraries' future plans for the
collection. Or, a group of bibliographers, all concerned broadly with the
same subject area (e.g., bibliographers in modern languages) and members of the library administration, may be invited to carry on a dialogue
with representatives of the corresponding academic departments. Such
meetings may result in the exchange of valuable information, the de'
velopment of guidelines, and the establishment of priorities.
The degree of faculty interest as expressedto the bibliographer was
Volume 13, Number 4, Fall t969
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considered, then, as significant to the overall evaluation project. Each
bibliographer was asked to indicate this interest on the following scale:
(r) "very much interest," (z) "interested," (3) "agreeable, but no initiative," and (4) "no interest or concern." The level assigned was determined by the frequency of faculty requests for purchasing particular books and periodicals, by the degree that departments communicated
with the bibliographer on relevant matters, such as faculty changes,enrollment projections, and curriculum development, and by general attitudes toward the building of the collection. It was also suggestedthat
interesting and useful data might be obtained from a brief questionnaire
probing faculty involvement in and concern about collection building.
Faculty may demonstrate their interest in the library in other ways
as well. For example, a department may assign some part of its graduate

assistancereceived in his evaluation report.
Finally, each bibliographer was asked to report on the priorities
established by academic departments for the building of the collection
in his subject area. Many departmenrs do establish firm priorities for
current selection, retrospective book buying, and current and retrospective periodical selection.

vnr
The main findings of the evaluation project, the conclusions reached,
and discussion evoked were to be presented by the bibliographer in the
concluding section of his report. At this stage of the project the subjectbibliographer was to compare and reconcile his initial, intuitive assessment of and aims for the collection with his findings. As a result of the
study a bibliographer would be able to place the SUNYAB collection in
his subject area at some point on a continuum ranging from "an adequate (or inadequate) collection for undergraduate instruction" to "an
exhaustive research collection." In terrns both of the projections of the
university's curriculum and his findings, he might then wish ro restate
his objectives for the collection. Each bibliographer might also assign
priorities for the materials lacking in the SUNYAB collection and state
any ideas he had for improving upon the method of book selection. It
is anticipated that the evaluation of the collections at SUNYAB, once
the initial evaluation projects are completed, will be updated annually
without too much additional efiort.

.
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IX
The collection evaluation project has been generally accepted by the
bibliographers as a necessary iask. Many of the bibliographers who have
come to the stafi fairly recently have stated that this is an excellent way
to become better acquainted with the collection. Although it is not
the purpose of this paper to relate the results of the project' nor even
the exact methodology adopted by the bibliographers within the framework of the authors' guidelines, it can be reported that the project is proceeding well and that much work has already been done on it. Once
completed, the methodologies developed by the bibliographers and their
findings may well be reported in a future article.

ProiectCoED:A UniversityLibraryCollectionEvaluation
and DevelopmentProgram
Wrr-r-rePrWnss
U niaersity B ibliograP her
Unfuersity of Coldrado
Boulder, Colotado
Subject librarians at the University of Colorado wanted to know more
about their respective parts of the collection. Most were new at their
jobs, and the collectionJ*ere large. What they wanted was a better "feel"
for the collection, less intuition, more facts, but without the Steat
expense of a detailed study. The library administrators may have sensed
the yearning and the hesitancy, but they needed statistical datator budget
presentations to the university administrative officers. Ideas and needs
were hashed out in the inevitable meetings, and from the turmoil there
emerged a healthy ofispring called "Project CoED" (Collection ,Evaluation and Development), or more mundanely, Collection Development
Program.
A quantitative/qualitative improvement of the collections was imagined as coming in two steps:
(a) Use sampling techniques to comPare the library's holdings
against standard bibliographies. The statistics would reveal the poverty
of the collections in specific areas and thus goad the administrators to
commit more university funds to the library.
(b) When the money arrives, choose one (or more) of the areas
sampled and fill in the gaps.
Although the Collection Development Program did not quite turn
out that simply, it did turn out. llere's how.
The Reference Department took charge of the program. Five areas
were chosen for the initial surveys: medieval studies, art history, political
science, physics, and Slavic studies. Four areas had been originally seVolume rJ, Number 4, Fall 1959
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lected-medieval, Slavic, Asian, and African studies-but the university
deans rejected the original proposal and made their own substitutions.
This is not as bad as it sounds-after all, the deans possesstwo kinds of
power libraries need: money power and knowledge power. The deans
know, at least theoretically, where the university is growing; their advice
is essential to the growth of the library.
Reference librarians competent in each area hammered out the
methodology. The operating principles were:
(a) Choose bibliographies which are recognized by faculty and librarians as standard guides.
(b) Study three types of materials in each area: reference, monographic, and serial literature.
(c) Use a sampling technique to provide statistical data.
(d) The results of the surveys should indicate percentages of titles
owned by the library; average cost estimates could then be totaled to
provide a dollar amount needed to purchase every title in the sampled
bibliographies.
How did it really work?
The choice of bibliographies to be sampled was the most dimcult and
critical task. Some fields of knowledge have one or two standard guides,
accepted,if not adored, by all. Other fields, such as political science,have
no comprehensive, authoritative little golden calves. Interested faculty
members provided some help, and the final choices provided adequate
coverage for reference and bibliogtaphic tools, monographs, and serial
literature. In Slavic studies, for example, we used the following bibliographies: Karol Maichel, Guide to Russian Reference Boohs (196z); PauI
Horecky, Basic Russian Publications (196z) and Russia and the Soaiet
Union (1965); and Witold Sworakowski, The Hooaer Library Collec'
ti,on on Russia (rgf+).
The sampling technique appeared at first to be inadequate. \4'/ewere
dealing with difierent rypes of bibliographies, and comparability among
them was virtually nonexistent. We therefore accepted as a working
principle the fact that we would not directly compare apples and oranges.
We used Winchell's Gui,de to Ref erence Boohs for the reference sections
in three of the five areas but not in order to comPare one area against
the other. Further, we used roo percent samples (i.e., searched every
title) for the reference sections of four of the five areas. We simply
wanted to know which reference-type titles we actually had on hand.
Thus, rigid scientism was tempered by realistic pragmatism.
And speaking of sampling, the theory and the intricacies of sample
techniques can be involved and rather frightening. But, for the purposes
of our survey, we boiled it down to three simple rules: take a ro percent
sample when the universe is roo to r,ooo items; take a 5 percent sample
for up to z,ooo items; take a r percent sample for over ?,ooo items.
Statisticians may grimace, but the system worked. Follow-up tests showed
the samples to be accurate within 3 percent. Project CoED did not need
any greater accuracy.

'
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Student assistanrsdid most of the actual searching. Their instructions were relatively simple: take the bibliography; go to the public card
catalog; look up every tenth, twentieth, or whatever entry; place a check
beside it if we have it; place a small zero beside it if we do not have it.
Professional subject librarians then checked the completed bibliography to see that students understood instructions; no rechecking followed
(except for two follow-up tests of the sampling methodology). Then the
number of entries the library lacked and owned were added and percentagesderived. So much for product A.
Product B-dollar
amounts necessary to acquire every title the library did not own-was a bit tricky. Each bibliography had ro be treated
uniquely. In Slavic studies, for example, virtually all of the titles listed
in Paul Horecky's Basic Russian Publicati,ons are available in reprint at
an average cost of gz5.oo. In art history, the average title coit from
Boohs fm College Libraries is $r5.oo. Great variations in the costs for
periodical runs were found. Nevertheless, dealer catalogs did provide
aaerage costs and it was then relatively easy for a subject librarian to
estimate the total amounts needed for reference, monographic, and serial
titles in his area of specialization.
Conclusi,onsof Phase I
(t) The surveys provided meaningful quantitative data, together
with persuasive qualitative indices. In othei words, they were worthwhile. They did not tell us what we lacked or owned in precise detail,
but they did give a better "feel" than a "guesstimate." In some caseswe
were shocked. We thought we were strong in political science, for ex1mple, but the surv€y showed that we were only so-soin the monographic
literature, and, in periodical holdings, we were appalled to learn that we
owned only z5 percent of select titles listed in Ulrich's International
Periodicals Directory.
(z) Student assistantscan be used ro check samples, but nor roo percent samples. Previous experience with graduate assistantsfrom various
departments on campus forewarned us that stud€nts are not reliable
searchers.Our follow-up tests confirmed this. The principal stumbling
block was the familiar problem of main enrry. Not all bibliographies
follow LC form, and sometimes students simply did not comprehend the
frling intricacies of a large card catalog. Subject specialists therefore
searched bibliographies of reference materials for which we wanted to
know exact holdings.
(g) The surveys required much less work than anticipated. Put
another way, they were cheap. Approximately 6o to 75 hours of stu.
dent assistant time was needed for each survey, which comes to about
$roo apiece. This is not a lot of money when considered as an investment. The return has been high. We cannot attribute a $zoo,ooo increase in the book budget exclusively to Project CoED, but the impacr
of the surveys upon the university administration certainly had much to
do with the larger appropriation for the library. Further, reference to
Volume r), Number 4, Fall tg69
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the surveys can be found in the university budget justification presented
to the state legislature.
(4) Money aside, the surveys have paid ofi in the psychological sense
of serving as rallying points. A university library is so large today that
the patron-and
the librarian-is
almost literally lost in a maze of,
stacks. The survey data provided handles with which to corne to grips
with practical aspectsof collection building. For the faculty involved in
the areas studiecl, the surveys provided specific targets for "holy dissatisfaction." Too many of our faculty members had thrown up their
hands in frustration at the whole library situation; the surveyschanneled
energies into specific recommendations, and helped pave the way for
librarian-faculty dialogue and consequent understanding of mutual problems.
Table r presentsthe data for the survey of Slavic studies.
TABLE T
Slavic Studies
w

/o

Bibliography

Sample Size

Have

Lack

Owned

Maichel (Ref. & Bibliog.):

toolo of 246
entries

88

r58

zb%

Horecky (MonographsRuss. Lang.):

rolo of r,996
entries

b2

87

s7%

Horecky (MonographsWest. Lang.):

51" of t,g6o
entnes

63

40

6r7"

Sworakowski (Periodicals): rolo of r 8 r a) More than ys runi 2 roTo
entries
b) Less than2/s run: r Dr C// o
c) Lack entirely: r6 a" 5. a//o
Selectionof English/ American Studies
Three months after the completion of Phase I, we launched a massive (for us) program designed to fill in the gaps in our holdings relating to the literary and social history of England and America. We
budgeted $4o,ooo over a two-year period and hired two additional student assistants. Again, the Reference Department shouldered the responsibility for drawing up a comprehensive program and selecting the
bibliographies to be searched. Since we thought it wiser to build the
collection systematically frorn standard bibliographies, we limited faculty
participation to consultation on which bibliographies were to be used.
We did not invite faculty requests for specific titles to be added to the
collection.
The procedures followed in Phase II were different from those of
Phase I, in part because we were not sampling. Each student assistant
received a bibliography plus a thorough explanation of what the pro.
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gram was all about. FIe or she was then given a brief set of rules pertaining to main entry problems, government documents, serial titles,
and card catalog filing rules. After each bibliography was searched, a
student then typed order cards for missing titles. A professional librarian then studied the cards, weeding out any titles or editions which,
in his judgment, were not actually needed. The bibliographic unit in
the Technical Services Department then re-searched the purchase requests, this time in both the card cataTogand in the order file. We felt
this slight duplication of work was worthwhile: student assistantscost
lessthan trained clerks and the bibliogtaphic unit would not be swamped
with requestsfor titles already owned.
Conclusions of Phase II
It is still too early to evaluate completely the methodology of Phase
II. Tentatively, we beLieve that if one is going to build a research collection, then he must have virtually every title listed in a standard bibIiography such as Robert E. Spiller's L,iterary History of the United
States (gd ed., 1963). The searching takes time and costs money. Our
best estimate is that each title searchedcosts a nickel in student assistant
time, plus another nickel to type each order card. To translate this
procedure into gross figures, we have budgeted approximately eighty
student hours per week; by the end of the academic year, our cost in
student time will be about $4,ooo.Yet not all of this is additional cost to
the library; strictly speaking, only $e,4oo (for two additional student
assistants)should be considered extra cost of the program, because our
other student assistantscontinue to perform regular duties in the Reference Department.
The program, however, cannot be put merely into an accountant's
framework. High on the list of cost-efiectivenessis the professional staff
development factor. If the role of the subject and reference librarian is
to involve more than just the practical knowledge of where a few books
are, and, on the theoretical plane, what some of those books are about,
the librarian must have additional knowledge and even wisdom. The
Collection Development program in English and American studies requires reading, study of bibliographies, judgment of the value of variant
editions of an author's works. In other words, a self-education program
for subject specialistsis involved here. The use of students has freed the
subject specialists from clerical tasks and allowed them the "leisure" for
study and professional growth.
Third, we have found that two-thirds of the rnissing titles are out
of print, which is unfortunate, but not catastrophic. We are ordering
in-print materials first, and will send O.P. want lists to reliable dealers as
we Pro8ress.
Conclusion
Inexpensive surveys can be catalysts for large projects: samples whet
the appetite, provide local experience, and prove that a dent can be made
Volume t3, Number 4, FalI t969
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in the walls of ignorance which separate librarians from large collections.l The significance of statistical data derived from surveys seemsto
grow in proportion to the distance from the library. The subject librarians
realize the tentativeness,the qualifications, which lurk behind the figures.
The library administrators, insofar as they are one step removed from
the details, may be aware of nuances, but they tend to gloss them over
for the sake of clarity. By the time the sratisrics reach the top administrative offi.cers of the university, the bare figures are clothed in the
raiment of kings-absolute, authoritative-and
somewhat depressing.
For the bald statement (even more bareheaded when put into columnar
form) that the library possessesonly 4g percent of the standard periodicals in the field of art history will force a frown across the brow of the
Dean of Faculties. And statlstics exercise a subtle tyranny over busy
minds. The Dean, for instance, may not remember the statistic, but he
will remember that "glumpy" feeling in the pit of his stomach when
he firsc learned that the library lacks over half of the journals his
faculty needs.
Further, surveys are a first step toward improvement of library holdings. As practiced at the University of Colorado, small-scale,inexpensive
studies paved the way for a planned series of large acquisition projects,
of which English and American studies is only the first. The university
administrators no longer view the library as a bortomless pit. Not that
they were never concerned about research capabilities on campus; rather,
the surveys focused their concern and demonstrated needs in a way that
they could act upon.
Finally, the Collection Evaluation and Development Program has
contributed significantly to the professional growth of the staff and a
consequent closer working relationship with the faculty. A concern for
knowing quantities has led directly to a concern for quality. Put another
way, the base metal of quantification has been transmuted into the pure
gold of qualification-a betrer collection of books and a better collection of librarians.

A Guidefor BeginningBibliographers
MaNurl D. Loprz
Ref erence B ib li ograp her
State Uniaersity of New Yorh at Buffalo
Introduction
Discussionsof book s€lection and the utilization of bibliographers or
subject specialists in American academic libraries, with few exceprions,
r Faculty members have clapped for encores. At this writing,
another survey, this time in American intellectual history.
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either by chance, choice, or administrative decree, is functioning in the
capacity of bibliographer.
The Initial Approach
Initially a bibliographer may be almost overcome by panic when he
considers the enormity of his task, and the amount of money he is expected to spend wisely. But once experience is gained, a cry of poverty
will soon replace the feeling of surfeit.
The first task of a bibliographer is to become familiar with the
collection. Checking of comprehensive andfor critical bibliographies
against the card catalog will reveal the relative strengths and weaknesses
of the collection. A review of the shelflist will provide additional insights. Relevant abstracting and index services should also be checked.
H-ow many of the titles included in these Services are owned by the
library?
In addition to the assessmentof the library's resources, the bibliogtaphic resources in neighboring libraries should also be considered.
Visit other institutions and talk to the librarians. What regional publications are available (that is, regional union lists of serials, checklists of
specialized materials, or listings of newspapers)?What expensive reference or bibliographical resources are available, e.g., the Cumulati'ae
Subject Index to Psychological Abstracts, t9z7-t95o and the Dictionary
Catalog of the Uniaersity of California at Los Angeles? Is one's library a
member of cooperative ventures such as centralized cataloging, local specialized interlibrary loan arrangements, and/ot cooperative acquisitions
agteements?Such relationships could have a direct influence on selection
policies.
Once a bibliographer has become acquainted with local resources
and their relationship to his own library, Ite can begin to systematically
study his collection. FIas an acquisitions policy been written; if so, what
are its limitations and scope? Is ihe policy realistic? Is it outdated or
inadequate?Will it provide for present needsand future objectives?
The finest library becomes only an accumulation of books without
adequate bibliographic keys. A new bibliographer should familiarize
"book selector," and "subject specialist"
r In this paper the terrns "bibliographer,"
will be used interchangeably and as defined by Kenneth Humphreys in "The Subject
Specialist in National and University Libraries," Libri, XYII (1967) 3, "A subject
specialist is a member of the library staft appointed to develop one or more aspects of
a library's technical or reference service in a particular subject field"'
z The vagaries of the qualifications, status, and utilization of bibliographers has
been well illustrated by Robert P. Haro's survey "Book Selection in Academic Libraries," College & Research Libraries, XXVIU (March 1967)' ro4-ro6.
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himself with the card catalog and the philosophy of the cataloging department. Further, if special collections exist, how are they recorded?
The existence of special files and notebook records are not unusual
for archival, rare books, manuscripts, and other materials. Further, the
policies governing the handling of near-print materials should also be
investigated. It is important to determine how such materials are ordered
and serviced. Is there a verrical file and what are the policies regarding

The Faculty and the Curriculum
While most members of the faculty are rhe first to admit that the
Pressuresof teaching, research, and committee work leave them with
little time or inclination for book selection, their first reaction, neverthe-
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be couched in more diplomatic rerms.
One member of a teaching staff might be selectedor appointed as the
"library representative" with all communication and bo-ok orders from
the faculty forwarded through him. The advantages of such an arrange-

With the assistanceof the faculty, a system of priorities should be
formulated. The following brief statements are ofiered only as examples:
Priority One.
Those bibliographic materials, monographs, bibliographies, periodicals, etc., necessaryto support the present and projected curriculum.
Priority Two.
Materials that will create a well-balanced subject collection. That is,
this priority designation will be used regarding the selection and
acquisition of the "classics'i and .standards, regardless of form, in
the subject area. While translations of foreign materials are to be
included in this category, marerial writren in the original language
also is to be obtained.
Priority Three.
Extensive acquisition in the subject area limited to the formulated
interests of the department. Consequently those publications that
are usually included in another discipline will be purchased only i,f
they are within the scopeof the stated interest of the department.
Priority Four.

,

Research materials for faculty and graduate publication should be
considered carefully. The department's library allocation is not unlimited and as a consequencethe facilities of interlibrary loan and
the processesof photoduplication should be given first consideration before the expenditure of department funds for items that will
be of limited use.

In addition to preliminary meetings with the faculty, the following
information should also be obtained: (r) number of undergraduate
majors, (e) number and levels of graduate students, (3) projected enrollments for the next year, the next five years, (4) future plans of the
department (new programs, courses, institutes, etc.), and (5) specific
research interests of the facultv. Onlv after this information has been
Volume t j, Number 4, FalI 1959
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acquired can the evaluation of a collection really become relevant.
Preliminary Eualuation of the Collection
Does the reference collection include the biographical sources, directories, abstracting and indexing servicesrelevant to the subject area?
Are they supported by specialized union lists of serials and subject
union catalogs as well as statistical resources, guides to the literature
of . . . and specialized book review sources?Does the library currently
receive the bibliographical publications that will be needed to function
efiectively? The process of checking comprehensive and critical bibliographies against the library's holdings should have already been initiated. Does the collection include the "classic" and standard works in
the subject area? FIow well represented are the writings of the pioneers
and major contributors to the development of the academic discipline?
What supportive resources are available, i.e., dissertations, reprints,
near-book near-print materials, vocational, grant, and scholarship material?
Most libraries have had at least one period of budgetary lean years
in their history. Consequently, what titles published during those times
need to be added to the collection? Were periodical and serial subscriptions cancelled during that time? Have they been renewed? Is it necessary
that the volumes lacking for the intervening years be added to the collection?
Browse in the stacks.Does the collection need weeding? Examine the
overall conditions of the books. Estimate the percentage of titles that
should be bound or rebound.
A profile of the collection's weaknessescould emerge from a study of
interlibrary loan statistics. This approach must be applied cautiously
as thesestatistics are subject to a number of variables.
A cquisition of M aterials
Perhaps no other individual on a library's stafi must be as familiar
with all aspectsof the library as rhe bibliographer. His successdepends
upon his knowledge of and relationships with the various departments.
Vital to that successis the acquisitions department. Some bibliographers
acquire the erroneous idea that the acquisitions department exists only
to do their bidding. This attitude is unrealistic and seldom conducive to
a successful partnership.
The bibliographer's responsibilities and obligations to acquisitions
will be considered later. It should not be necessaryto urge the bibliographer to learn the procedures and problems of the acquisitions department. For instance, does the library utilize blanket orders or standing
order press arrangements; if so, with which publishers, what subject
areas are covered?
The acquisitions department has many responsibilities and cannot be expected to cater to an individual subject specialist who may be
simply one of many; consequently, a bibliographer should develop his
.
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own sources of information. For example, specialized lists of professional interest groups can be found in the national directories of a
discipline. He cin also request to be placed on the mailing lists of such
groups and informed of any publicaiions available or to be published.
The catalogs of out-of-print booksellers and dealers specializing in subject fields are particularly valuable.
While contacts with various societies and associations will provide
an awarenessof a certain amount of inexpensive and gratis material, the
obvious source for such near-book, ttsal-print materials is the Vertical
FiIe Index. To complement the items listed there, almost every discipline publishes lists, usually in a periodical, of free and inexpensive
materials available.
The selection of dissertations has been facilitated by the recently
refined subject index to Dissertation Abstracts. Ffowever, It D.A. is used
as a selection device, it must be done with full awarenessof its limitations. Not all institutions contribute to this cooperative venture. It is
possible that the universities granting degteesin the areas of research of
greatest interest to a bibliographer do not participate. Consequently,
the situation may require the supplemental use of American Doctoral
Dissertations.
The gifts and exchange unit of a library, if properly utilized, can be
an invaluable resource. Sometimes the only way to obtain a title is by
exchange; this is particularly true of the publications of developing
countries. Review the gift and exchange lists of other institutions. From
out-of-print and desiderata files a bibliogtapher can develop his own
"want list" to be circulated by his gift and exchange dePartment.

ternational Directory , and the Standard Periodical Directory. Retroactive
purchaseswill be aided by information found in Dorothy Hale Litchfield's
Classified' List of 48oo Serials, and of course subject-oriented union
lists of serials will also be useful. Excellent current awalenessserial selection publications are to be found in New Serial Titles-Subiects, Ste'
chert-Hafner Book Neus, and Interdoc.
The decision to add back issuesof a serial is not without its vagaries.
Availability, form, and cost are factors that must be weighed; however,
imagination and effort can sometimes produce remarkable results. Guide
to Microforms in Print often will list titles not obtainable in any other
form. Reprint publishers are generous with their catalogs, which often
contain not only titles for sale but considerable historical information
about those titles, e.g., mergers, and title changes. John Neverman's
International Directory of Bach Issue Vendors: Periodicals, Newspapers
and Documents (zd enl. ed.; New York, Special Libraries Association,
Volume r3, Number 4, FalI 1969
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tg68) provides an excellent subject approach to back issue dealers. And
one should not overlook the possibility of writing directly to the publisher of a serial for a quotation. This is often a profitable and productive
approach.
Since the bibliographer must review many publications on a regular
basis, it is wise for him to develop a technique to ensure that relevant
titles and subjects are not overlooked. One practical method is for him
to create his own tickler file. Subject headings or categodes and subdivisions that are to be reviewed regularly can be recorded. Each time a
publication has been checked, the proper month or week is noted and
the card is returned to the file.
The RoIe and Functions of a Bibliographer
Book selection is only one aspect of the bibliographer's role in the
library. As a member of the staff, his obligations are twofold. As the
specialist in the literature of a subject area, €very colleague and every
department of the library should be expected and encouraged to utilize
his particular expertise. Consequently, he should be willing to assist his
colleagues in other departments. His assistancemay be needed to verify
bibliographical information or to locate addresses,and perhaps even ro
resolve cataloging problems of materials within the purview of his subject specialty.
His other obligations extend beyond the library and are specifically
concerned with the faculty and students of the departments he serves.
In this capacity he should ar:range introductory tours of the library for
new faculty and graduate students. The faculty are usually appreciative
of the bibliographer's offer to lecture to senior and graduate classesin
the "Methodology of . . ." or "Bibliography of . . ." cours€s.Compilation
of "Guides to the Literature of . . ." outlining the bibliographical resources of the library is an excellent way of creating favorable facultylibrary relations. Providing the faculty with lists of standing order presses
is another technique to consider and one that has the concomitant
benefit of reducing the number of requests from faculty for titles that
are already in the library or will be received automatically. The bibliographer should also function as a consultant to the faculty and graduate students regarding their research projects.
Often the rate of growth of a library is such that the production of
accessionslists becomes prohibitive. When this situation occurs and the
service is discontinued, library public relations may suffer. A successful
compromise can sometimes be developed with cooperation from several

type and duplicate its own list if the forms described above are forwarded to the department.

.
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Eualuation of Efiort
Once the necessaryselection procedures have been established and
the problem areas reduced to a minimum, a periodic review of the
Program should be undertaken. This would include examinations of the
collection, selection procedures, policies, and objectives. Only through
periodic reviews will the bibliographer be able to measure the progress
of the program.
Review the library's acquisitions policy. Is it still adequate, reasonable
and consistent with the defined needs? Has a department modified its
objectives and future goals?Will the statement of its "interests" have to
be expanded, contracted? As precisely as possible, attempt to define the
level of completeness of the collection; the collection supporting the
undergraduate curriculum, the graduate research collection, and the exhaustive research collections. Is each collection at an appropriate level
of completeness?Review the library's budget allocation for each area.
Is it adequate?Does the situation require additional allocations to correct
a particular debilitating lack?
A survey of the faculty will provide some concr€te indication of the
faculty's attitude toward the library, its collections, and indirectly a
bibliographer's performance as a selector. A questionnaire might ask
the faculty to compare and rate the collection against those in other
libraries, the percentage of materials available in the library necessary
for teaching and research needs; faculty might also be asked to indicate
their own level of interest and participation in book selection. One of
the most useful aspectsof such a questionnaire is the open-ended "addi
tional comments." These can be very enlightening. The tabulated
results o[ such a survey must be studied very carefully as a variety of
motives may bias the answers and attitudes. Do not be surprised at the
individual who rates the collection as poor but indicates on the same
questionnaire that the library has 85 or go percent of his teaching and
researchneeds.
The evaluation of the collection will require several approaches.
Document No. 48r of the Middle States Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, "Evaluating the Library: Suggestionsfor the Use of
Faculties and Evaluation Teams" will provide some guidelines.s When
appropriate, accrediting criteria and standards of professional associations should also be considered.
Quantitative indexes of a collection can be devised by checking against
the card catalog, critical bibliographies, and the bibliographies from
recent books and dissertations. A review of the out-of-print file may reveal a pattern of inadequacy.
The following technique provides, to a degree, a qualitative index
of the collection. Select at random from a critical bibliography, a
number of references. Check these references against the library's holdsThe CoIIege Blue Book, Book
pp. r65-r66.

Three
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ings. If those references are available, then take, as your second reference, the first citation in that publication's bibliography, the first chapter's list of references, or the first bibliographic footnote. Repeat the
procedure until either the library lacks the material cited or until a
fourth and final citation is obtained. Staggering the citations may also
be necessary,e.g., use the first item cited in the first reference in order
to obtain the second reference, the third citation in the second reference
to obtain the third reference. Thus a concentration of referenceslimited
to a few authors may be avoided.
To quantify the above results assign a value of ro to each citation
at fhe level of the first source. zo to those at the level of the second
source, 40 to those at the third source, and 8o to those at the fourth
source. The rationale for the geometric progression of value is the
assumption that the materials on each succeeding level require a cumulative expenditure of effort on the part of the patron and would be more
difficult to obtain due ro the publication date.
In practice the above technique would operate in the following
manner. Assume that ro is the number of citations at the first level. The
total number of citations at this level multiplied by the assignedvalue,
ro, is roo. The total possible value for the second level is (ro x :o)
too, the third (ro x 4o) 4oo, and the fourth is (ro x 8o) 8oo. The total
for all four levels is r,5oo. When the survey is completed, compute the
values attained for each level and total them. What percentage of the
possible total represents the material found in the collection. This percentage should indicate to the bibliographer the disparity between the
reality of the collection and the attainment of desired goals. How does
the library collection rate; is this figure consistent with the desired level
and purpose of the collection? What level of completeness does a library require?
Summary
Maturity, experience, critical judgment, scholarship, and subject
training are the qualities and qualifications that have been described as
necessaryfor a bibliographer. This guide, limited as it is to technigues
and procedures, should not be considered as a substitute for those personal qualities and formal qualifications. On the contrary, this guide
simply presentsthe craft aspectsof the art of book selection.

.
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Systems
The Development
of Classification
for GovernmentPublications
Donrs Cnucnn D,q'r,r
Assistant Professor
Southern lllinois UniaersitY
Carbondale, Illinois
The classificationof gouernmentpublicationshas aluayspresentedproblems to the librarian. It zuasnot until the principle of provenancezuas
adopted,lor the classificationof documents-thatorder was giaen to this
material. The Superintendentof Documentsclassi,fication
system,begun
soon after t895, was usedas a model by other goaernmentaliurisdictions,
both in the tlnited Statesand abroad. The League ol Nations and the
United Nations d.eueloped
classificationsystemsbasedon the sameprin'
ciple. Prouiding these classificationsysterls are coorclinateduith analyt'
ical indexes, such as the lJnited Nations Documents Index and the
Monthly Catalog of United StatesGovernment Publications,they are
understand,economical,and sertteas suitable shelf-Iocationde^
:f:"r.r"
HE HISTORY OF MODERN library classification is a story of
T
I adaptation of existing philosophical systems to library materials
and needs.l That this statement by JesseShera, although relating only to
the classification of books, can also be applied to the development of
classification schemes for government documents, is the thesis of this
PaPer.
The early book classification schemes,those of Jefferson, Dewey, Cutter, Martel, Flanson, and Bliss, were heavily indebted to the philosophers
Francis Bacon, Comte, Spencer, and Brunet.2 Similarly, if one considers
government documents as simply a body of printed archives, then it can
be said that the originators of documents classification systems,in deciding on an arrangement based on the issuing agency, have merely
reverted to archival classification based on the principle of proaenance.
This principle was succinctly defined by Dorsey Hyde in a PaPer presented at the 1936Conference of the American Library Association:
The adoption of this basic principle of archival classificationoccurred
after the unfortunate experiencesof the French and Belgian national archives
in attempting to devisea rearrangementby subject (comparableto LC' Dewey'
of their public records.
and other subjectclassifications)
Under this plan lwhich was first promulgated in France by the Ministerial
circular of r84r] the aim of the archives classifier is to devise a system which
takes the government agency concerned, rather than the subject, as its starting
Volume
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point and unit, and which "breaks down" this unit inro irs logical subdivisions of offices,bureaus,sectionsand the like, and finally reachesand
assignsnumbersto the various archival serialsof each such final administrative
subdivision.s
since that time this principle has been the basis not only for all archival
classification schemes but also for classification schemes developed for
g,overnment publications. Walton suggested this hypothesis. when he
claimed that most of our difficulties with documents have developed because we have felt that the publication and arrangement of them
should conform to standard libiary practice, and he proposed .'that we
substitute the technique of the archive for the technique of the document."4 He maintained that "so far as international doCuments are concerned, the informal paradise of the archivist may prove, not only a
relief, but also a practical way out."b
When the Library of the Division of Public Documents of the U.S.

system was given by William Leander Post, then in charge of the Library, in the preface to a List of Publications of the Agricitture Department, 186z-19oz.6Post gives credit for the development of the system,
which is a classification by governmental author, to Adelaide R. Hasse.
In a small autobiographical pamphlet privately printed in rgrg, Miss
Hasse also claims for herself the orlgination of the classification scheme.?
The scheme was begun while shJ was assistant librarian in the Los
A,ngele.sPublic Library, and the checklist thar she prepared in conjunction with it was published by the Library of the Department of Agriculture as its Bulletin No. g. In the preface to this list, Miss lfasse states:
The classification
and notation are the result of practicalexperienceand are
ofiered merely as a suggestionto librarians who keep their filei of government
publicationsapart from their generalcollectionof books.Such a notation may
be applied to the publications of every Department, provided they are
systematically
classified
afrer the systemof the publicationsof this Deparrment.s
A few examples of the scheme at this early stage will indicate the line
of its development.e

.

Secretaryof Agriculture,
Annual reports
Monthly reports
Farmers'bulletins

Ofrce
AG.
2i
AG.
zri
AG. 2L'.

Forestry Division
Annual reports
Bulledns
Circulars

AG' 87:
AG. ZTrl
AG. gTzl

/t79
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The basis of the present Superintendent of Documents classification
scheme is the grouping together of the publications of the various dePartments, bureaus, offices, divisions, etc. The organizational structure
of the government is followed, and subordinate bureaus are grouped
under the parent organization. Each department or independent agency
is assigned an alphabetical designation. To set off the subordinate bureaus, numbers are added to the symbols: r is used for the office of the
parent organization, and the numbers z, g, etc., stand for other subordinate bureaus. The third breakdown in the scheme is for the various
series of publications. Certain numbers are assigned to each series, and
it was originally intended that these numbers should be the same for all
agencies,but this rule has not always been followed. The most common
numbers are:
.r
.2
.3
.4

Annual reports
Generalpublications
Bulletins
Circulars

The individual book number or the number in the seriesfollows.
A few examples will illustrate the present scheme, and show how it
has changed from the original notation developed by Miss lfasse.10
Secretaryof Agriculture, Office
Annual reports
Farmers'bulletins
Forest Service
Annual reports

A

r.l:

A

r.g:

A r3.r:

In comparing the two notation schemes,the refinement of the present
scheme is evident. The original notation for the Farmers' Bulleti,ns was
AG. z4:-the AG standing for the Deparrment of Agriculture, the z
standing for the Office of the Secretary, and the 4 standing for the title
of the series. It will be seen that in this notation the number for the
subordinate office is separated from the letter designation for the parent
organization by a period, and that there is no separarion between the
number for the subordinate office and the number representing the
title of the series. In the present notation for the Farmers' Bulletin-A
r.g:-the author and the title are distinctly separated by the period,
with the parent organization and the subordinate body (Ar.) standing
together to the left of the period, and the number representing the title
(.9) standing to the right of the period. The hierarchical significance
of this notation is much more evident. This division between author
and title holds true for all of the nunlbers in current use, with the
exception of a few numbers for publications of the Department of State
where a form entry is used instead of an author entry, i.e., S 9.2:General Publications Relating to Treaties.
Two other well-known schemes developed for government publicaVolume r), Number q, Fall t969
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tions in the United States follow rhe same basic principles enumerated
above. Raynard Swank developed a classification system for state, county,
and municipal documents at the University of Colorado which also adheres to vertical divisions by issuing office rather than horizontal divisions by subject.ll States are indicated by their numbers in the alphabetical list-5 being the number for Colorado. Following a dash, the
legislature of the state is indicated by the letter A, and other departments
are designated by Cutter numbers. Series are indicated by arbitrary
numbers, and unnumbered publications are Cuttered by title. Bureaus
and divisions are indicated by adding one capital letter to the department symbol; and municipalities and counties are interfiled at the end
of each state by adding their Cutter number to the state symbol. A few
examples will indicate how this scheme can be used along with the
scheme for federal documents to bring together a unified collection of
public documents:
b-A5
4:3r

Colorado. Legislature. Senate.
Senate Journal of the grst Legislature.

SD43-P71
r:938

Denver. Colorado. Police Department.
Annual Report. 1938.

The notation system devised by Ellen Jackson for arranging public
documents at the Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical College was
also developed according to governmental
structure.xz This system designates by code all public documents-federal,
state, county, municipal,
interstate, foreign, and international-in
an alphabetical arrangement
by issuing agency. The system in 1946 had eleven main classes. Book,
volume, and issue numbering followed in general conventional library
usage. The main classes are designated by one capital letter, as follows:
A-J
M
N
P
T

United States
Statesof the United States
Interstate Agencies
Foreign Governments
International Agencies

One example will indicate the complexity
DEMr78
REf
R437
v. 2, no. 6

of this system:

D-President
EM-Office of Emergency Management
r78-Office of Price Administration
RE5-Retail Trade and Service Division
R437-The book number for the Retailer's
\r. ?, no, 6-volume

and issue number

The one advantage of using this system is that publications
of all
jurisdictions
governmental
can be integrated into one collection. The
chief disadvantage is the cost and time involved in individually
classifyir7A
T'f
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ing U.S. government publications instead of using the system already
devised for them and the system which can be coordinated with the use
of the Monthly Catalog.
Lena Keller, Cataloger of the New York County Lawyers'Association,
in devising a classification for a law library states that government
publications should be classified by author just as other law materials
are.13FIer line of argument is that although lawyers are interested in
the subject, the topic of law is pursued through the law of a particular
jurisdiction-a
particular country or state; and that this jurisdiction

follows:la
.r
.z
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

Annual Reports
Bills'
Hearings
Reports
Proceedings
I-aws
Decisionsand Digests
SeriesPublications
Miscellany

If you examine this scheme closely, you will see that her notations
follow the processof law-making from bills through decisions.
Two systems developed in other countries also follow the archival
principle of arrangement of documents. When the Public Administraiion Library of the University of the Philippines received a Rockefeller
Foundation grant to build up its collection of Philippine government
publications, it chose to adapt the Superintendent of Documents classihcation system for its documents.ls The library developed the Philippine
Documents Classification Scheme based on its present govelnmental
structure. A sample of a class number will illustrate its similarity to the
U.S. system:
EDr5.9
Pf a

ED-DePartment of Education
r5-Bureau of Public Schools
.g-Monographi c Publications
P53-Cutter number for Title

The arrangement of documents by issuing agency is also the basis of
the classification scheme for the large collection of government publications in the Central Secretariat Libtary in New Delhi which was
founded in 19oo.16An example of a classnumber will demonstlate how
its component parts are put together:
Volume r j, Nurnber 4, FalI t969
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fi(SSI).r

J6

Cl-Ministry
of Commerce and
Industry
(SSI)-The subordinate ofFce of
Small Scale Industries
.r-Annual Report
J6-Not explained

This scheme also has symbols for regional zones and states. For instance, the Northern Zone of India is numbered r, and the number for
Delhi is rD.
It was only natural, then, that both the League of Nations Library
and the United Nations Library should devise notation schemesbased
on the issuing agency. f{owever, both of these organizations developed
two separate series of symbols, one for official documents, based on the
issuing agency and one for salespublications based on a subject classification. The sales numbers were originally designed to help librarians
place standing orders for various categories of publications in certain
subject areas and were not intended for classification purposes at all.
Sales numbers for the League publications were also assigned to nonsales publications, and therefore cover almost all of the documents;
but this is not the casewith the United Nations salespublications. Out of
396 documents and publications received by the UN Library in March
1958, only four had sales numbers, hence these numbers are not satisfactory for use as shelving devices.l?Roman numerals are used to designate subjects, and some designations used by the League have been continued by the United Nations with only slight changes, as indicated
below.l8
III
IV

v
VIA
VII
XI

Healthr/Health Publications
Social Questiony'Social Welfare
Publications
Legal/Legal Publications
MandatesArusteeship Publications
Political/Publications on Political
Affairs
Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous
Drugs/Publications on Narcotic Drugs

The first classification sysrem for League of Nations official documents lasted only briefly from its beginning in January rgzo to April
rg2r.10 It is based on the organizational structure of the League, buian
arbitrary number was assigned to each agency, rather than an alphabetical notation, i.e., the number 29 was assigned to the Council, and the
number 48 to the Assembly. The class number began with the year; so
that the number 2o/2g/r would be interpreted as the first document distributed to the Council in rgzo. This scheme was changed on April :e,
rgzl, to the following type of number: C.z4o.M.98.rg28.IL This number
is read as the z4oth document distributed ro rhe Council, the q8th document distributed to a member of the League who was not a iember of

-
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the Council, in the year rgz8. The Roman numeral II is the class mark
for the Economic and Financial Section of the Secretariat, where the
document was prepared. This system, which used the name of the
agency for whom the document was prepared instead of the name of
the agency preparing the document as the main entry, developed into a
rather cumbersome notational scheme.
The problems of documentation of United Nations publications are
more complicated than was the casefor the publications 6f the I 'eagueof
Nations. Winto.t lists six factors which have contributed to this situation:2o (r) a greater number of princlpal and subsidiary organs, (z) a
more extensive membership, (3) a greater volume of documentation' (4)
the demand for rapid reproduction and distribution, (5) more extensive
cooperation of both governmental and nongovernmental organizations,
and (6) the greater public interest in the activities of the United Nations.
The preliminary meetings of the United Nations at San Francisco and
London provided a period for experimentation in documentation before the present systemwas put into effect. Bruce describesthe notational
system devised for the documents of the United Nations Conference on
International Organization held in San Francisco in t945.21Two numbers were assigned to each document. The documents were numbered
consecutively as they were received and registered by the documents
officer, Waldo Chamberlin. In addition to this serial number, each docu'
rnent was assigneda symbol classification and a paper number indicating
the organ of the conference from which the document originated and
that particular paper's relation to previous documents issued by that
organ:
Doo z4 (English)
P/8
April 29, rg45

The e4th UNCIO document.
The 8th paper pertainingto
the Plenary Session.

Doc. 8o
III/z
May 4, rg4g

The Soth UNCIO document.
The ed paper pertaining
to Commission III.

Again the use of Roman numerals instead of an alphabetical abbreviation made it difficult to identify Commission III. The Commissions were
Assembly,
Provisions, Il-General
numbered as follows: I-General
Organization. Committee r of ComCouncil, IV-Judicial
Ill-security
mission IV was the symbol for the International Court of Justice, a much

unnecessaryin order to retrieve information.
The classification system of the documents of the PreParatory ComVolume t j, Number 4, Fall t969
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mission, established for the purpose of making provisional arrangements
for the first sessionsof the United Nations, was planned on the basis
of UNCIO experience. Each UNCIO documenr had carried both a document serial number and a committee symbol and number. Becauseof the
confusion of having two numbers, the Preparatory Commission documents bore only one designation based on the system of committee
symbols and numbers. Chamberlin was aqain the Documents Officer in
London; however, the development of thi new classification system was
largely under the supervision of Hany N. M. Winton, the Index Officer.22
Each document number of the Preparatory Commission began with
the symbol PC/ it order to difierentiate the Preparatory Commission
documents from the documents to be issued later by the permanent
o gans of the United Nations. The Executive Committee documents
were labeled PCIEX. After this initial identification came a further committee symbol, if there was one, followecl by arabic numbers in series:
PC/EX/ry6

The r36th document of the
Executive Committee.

PC/EX/SEC/9

The gth documentof the
Committeeon the Secretariat.

Revisions, corrigenda, and addenda to documents were indicated by
adding /Rev. r, /Cotr. r, or /Add. r to the number assigned to rh;
original documenr. This systemis still used by the United Nations.
While the documentsof the PreparatoryCommissionand of its Executive
Committee are now primarily of historicat value, an understandingof the
documents system is useful not only to those performing researchin the
United Nations Archiveson rhe machinerybv whiih the United Narions as an
organizationwasbrought into being but alio to rhosewishinga full appreciation
of the documentssysremof the presenrorgansof the united Nations. This is
true because the documents system now used by the United Nations Secreariat is to a considerableextent basedupon that of the preparatory commission, with modificationsdrawn from the systemused by the League of
Nations.2s
The first outline of the present schemefor United Nations documents
was published on January g, 1946, as the first document of the General
Assembly.2aThe scheme was revised often. as the organization of the
united Nations expanded. Subsequent editions were issued.separateryfor
each organ: the General Assembly, the Econornic and Social Council,
the Tru$teeship Council, the Secretariat, the Security Council, and the
Atomic Energy Commission. In September r9gz, a Consolidated List of
United Nations Document Series Symbols was issued in a preliminary
edition which supersededall of the previous editions.2srhe latest edition
of the classificationschemeappeared in r965.26
detailed description of the symbol seriessysrem is given by Brenda
- A
Brimmer in her excellent handbook.2z As with other classification
schemes for government documents, the system is patterned on the

.
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organizational structure of the United Nations, and its divisions in general reflect that. structure. The basic sYstem has as its first element a

to the identification symbol of the commissions is the basic symbol for
the Economic Commission for Europe which is E/ECE instead of E/CN.
ro. The five major committees of the General Assembly are the following; First Committee-Political and Security; Second Committee-Eco'
nomic and Financial; Third Committee-Social, Humanitarian and
Cultural; Fourth Committee-Trusteeship; Fifth Committee-Administrative and Budgetary; and Sixth Committee-Legal . T}cLead hoc bodies
comprise all committees and similar bodies of a nonpermanent char-

-special Committee on the Situation with Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
for the InterCountries and Peoples (196z), and A/AC.rr8-Committee
national Cooperation Year (t963).
Successive elements in the symbol further demonstrate organizational delineation; i.e., the Economic Cornmission for Africa is E/CN.
r4,f, whlle E/CN.r4/CAP stands for the Conference of African Planners
which was held in Dakar in t964.
The last element in the symbol is a descriptive element which comprises a sub-series system. These are as follows: /Add.-Addendum;
Series; /MIN./Agenda; fCorc.-Corcigendum; /INF-Information
Records; /Res.-Resolution; /SR.-Summary
Minutes; /PV.-Verbatim
Records. The last number in the symbol indicates the number of the
document in the basic series. Document numbering in the same basic
series is consecutive and follows the order of registration in the Bureau
of Documents. Renurnbering does not start anew with each session of
the United Nations, as it does with the documents of each sessionof the
United StatesCongress.
In general, the translation of the complete symbol of a document
should be read backward:
A/PY.r,rzz

Verbatim Record of the rrzznd Plenary meeting of
the General Assembly, September r8, 196z.

A/INF/ro6

ro6th document in the Information Series-Human
Rights Day, November z, 1964.
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A/CN.4/r67/Addt

Addendum r of June g, ry64, to the r67th docu_
ment of the International Law Commission (The
Ihird Report on the Law of Treaties).

E/ggz5/Corc. t

Correction, in English only, of
June 25, 1964, to the
gg2bth document of the Economic and Soiial Coun_
cil (A Report of the Commission on Human Rights).

Because the numbers are assigned consecutivery throughout
each session and continuing from sessiJn to session,this tends
tJ separate serial
'st annual report
of the Seiretary_Gen.ion bears the symbol A/6g, the second
; 4/565, etc.
or series have been established, such

so_meexten_t by assigning arbitrary
SER. A-New Publications in thi I
-Index Notes, and SER. E-Unite,
of the dep_arrmenrsin the Secretariat have attempted
to do this with their
serial publicarions in order to keep them togethei.
some series of the United Nitions arJ issued witrrout
any symbols.
rh:,generat periodicals, such as rhe tr.N. Monthty
l?:^:i::i".::,.
Lnron,Cre, are issued without seriessyrnbols,as are
the Treaty series ani
the official Records. This causesp.oibl"*, in libraries
whicd atrempr ro
shelve all UN documents together in a separate coilection,
and arbitrary

have beendevisedfor thesep.,bli.urio*. Many
?:::.i'^:.1
oocuments lj^T{ljls
are published in two
formats. For examprg the annual ,.po.i
ed first as,a provisional mimeograpfrea
he annual report is later reprirrted in
t No. r. Many of the originil mimeo_
in the Official Records, either as Sup-

Two masters' theseshave been written suggesting notationar
schemes
for UN documents issued.without s
material into relationship with the
gests using Y for yealbools and Z fo
the General Assembly would have t
using the actual document numbet
the documents, rather than keepir
Oftcial Records.zs This poses additio
widely scattered, whereis the numt
remain the same, viz., number r i
Secretarl'G_eneral.
Johnson suggest
scheme.2eHe proposes a new symLol
series symbol of the issuing agency
(e) the letters XX in oraer 6 aist
' 48o
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a Cutter number in order to distinguish publications issued by the same

and the numbers of the meetings or the numbers of the supplements
or annexes as the last element. The classification number for the plenary
meetings of the ninetenth sessionof the General Assembly would then

Library. The call number for the United I'{ati,onsBulletin would be:
UNST
DPI
(oS)
U5

United Nations.Secretariat.
Departmentof Public Information.
(PeriodicalPublications)
Cutter number j.or United Nations Bulletin'

The advantagesof a documents classification schemebased on organizational structur; or the principle of provenance as plomulgated in the
nineteenth century can be summed up as follows:
(r) The notation is simple, easy to understand, and provides for

able to work this out for United Statesdocuments.
(a) A, a shelf-location device, the classification scheme serves its
purpose
very well.
(+) Full advantage can be taken of the analytical indexing provlaei by the United."Nations Documents Index. and the Monthly Catalog
of uniied, states Gouernrnent Publications. The intermediate step of

together on the shelf.
In conclusion, it may be stared that collections of government publications, whether of the United Nations, United States,or other jurisdictions, are most easily accessibleto the student and the scholar if they are
Volume r j, Number 4, Fall r959
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classified on the basis of the archival principle of organizational srructure. This statement is especially valid if these documents can be coordinated with analytical subject indexes.
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MultipleEditionsand SerialCataloging
JraNNr OssonN
AssociateProfessor
Department of Library Science
N o,rthern I llinois Uniaersity
De Kalb, Illinois

I
PUBLISHING
has grown to proportions unflONTINUATION
lr-,{ dreamed of when Panizzi and cutter tiia tne founditions of de-

cuffent u-sageis so loose that our various glossariesare hard put to make
a distinction with any real difference.

fall together as serial, with open-enry cataloging and compresseditemization of minor differences?It takes but a superficial review of current

'
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practice to show a paucity of guidelines, giving rise to a multiplicity of
interpretations.
The definitions with which c. A. cutter opened his Rules for a Di'ctionarry Catalo'g are almost simpleminded, by today's standards, in their
ia number of copies of a book published
concislness.Ai "edition" was
at the same time and in the same form"; "added edition" was "another
edition of a work already in the catalog." "Serial" meant "a publication
issued in successiveparts, usually at regular intervals, and continued
indefinitely."r
By rg+g conditions had changed sufficiently for the A.L'4'.Glossary
to drop;'iaaea edition" and to redefine "edition" as "one of the successive fo'rms in which a literary text is issued either by the author or by a

troduce the idea of numerical control within a variety of possible continua.

pertinent to distinguishing one edition from another.s Some hint of a
qualification to come in Chapter 7, on description of serials, would have
alerted the user to what brief respite was to be made available:
Certain types of publications that are not true serialsbut that are issued
frequently in- new editiotrs may be cataloged according to the lules of descriition for serials.These include certain directories,guidebooks,handbooks,
etc.,eventhough they may be of personalauthorship.G
No specific rule or definition is devoted to a more precise analysis of
the conditions fostering such a decision, or of the precise nature of the
materials lending themselves to such treatment. Possibly the vagueness
was intentional, to allow local libraries to develop their own criteria. If
so, Esther Piercy, a party to the code revision and an advocate of "commonsense cataloging-," gave the smaller libraries to which her textbook
was addressedlittle help:
Volume t j, Number 4, Fall t969
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Generally a new edition of a book is catalogedseparatelyif it varies in content
from the preceding one. Some works are frequently revised or issued at frequent intervals with difierent contents (such-as almanacs,yearbooks,"Best
plays," etc.); public and schoollibraries find ir helpful to catalogtheseas
open entries (like true serials),thus avoiding much recataloging.In research
libraries many more editions of works are retained, and details of edition
variation are important. For this reason those LC cards which catalog each
edition separatelyare not followedby smalllibraries.?
Strange that the only specific example she invoked, namely the
ubiquitous Best Plays, is precisely one which LC has, since rgzo, if one

ing the many similar annual "Best's" seemslargely accidental, although
both appear to have resorted to the serial approach in the majority bf
cases.
II
Since precise instructions for handling serial-edition monographs are
unavailable, further search for helpful hints in the AACR and the NUC
is our major mode of enlightenment. But LC's notorious d.roit administratif with regard to certain serial cataloging techniques makes coherent
interpretation of precept by practice fortuitous. For instance, a note
appended to the final clausesof AACR 6 advisesus:
The author of a work issuedperiodically in revisededitions is still considered
to be the author even after his connectionwith the work ceases
unlessthe new
editionsclearlyindicatethat the work is no longerhis.ro
The example given is I. K. Lasser'sYour Income Tax and the point
being made is that Jacob Kay Lasser, dead since rg54, should still be

title added entry to file alongside the title main entry of
. your
Income Tax,72
Actually, Lasser Institute main entries are now the rule rather than
the exception in the LC catalogs. An AACR-fostered concentrarion on
"types of authorship rather than types of works," seemsslowly to be developing at
I-C, in the Lasser case ar leasr, a comprehensible, if locally
unauthorized, order out of chaos. Most Lasser publications, both mono. 486
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explication of the AACR suggests:

corporatebody.l+

entry work, will some day easethe situation.
uniformity in serial treatment, if not main entry, has been achieved
at LC for . . .'Your Incovne Tax and. . .Your BusinessTax, plus numer-

duce card proliferation?
Volume r j, Number 4, FaII t959
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III

The t.ibrary of Congress catalogs each serial as a single bibliographical entity,
regardless of change of title, issuing body, or name of issuing body. The
entry
is taken from the litest volume.rs

The Lib:ary of Co-ngress
generally catalogsas a single serial the various publi
cationsthat result from changesof title, oi changesii the name of the corporare
body under which a serial is entered,so rong ai the xorume numbering i, ,ontin?oust-The entry is normally under the"latest title or name of corporate
author.le
The seriesof printed cards for The Read.efs Arluiser and Bookman's
Manual provide a different picture of LC's experimenrarion with descriptive short-cuts for recurreni reference tools. This time we find a finit
conversion from personal author to latest title entry. After at least seven
sets of monographic cards for the first seven ediiions under personal
author enfy, with Boohman's Manual as title, LC now uses'a serial
main entry under the new title, starting frorn the rgzf
frst] edition.2o
The original monogr_aphic cards are superseded, bui ."-uitr
publicly
enshrined in the LC catalo'g of printed. card,s and,its -"upplements.The
searcher after consistency is thus reminded that until Lc's resort to

old sins need not always be tried at the bar of new theory. It is more
distressing to discover that the description and entry of two other
.
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much-revised library classicsare formulated in a manner contrary to the
reasonably huppy solution for the Reader's Adtiser. We have quoted in
Part AACR 6, note rr, where there is also a reference to rule r4. Turning
dutifully to AACR 14, we find the well-known Guide to Reference Books
used twice in different editions to illustrate two complementary situations. Entry is interpreted to hinge on whether the nerv edition "clearly
indicates that the work is no lonser that of the oriqinal author."2l This
time a search of NUC turns up, in contrast to th; Boohman's Manual,
a progressive entry shift. Five sets of monographic cards ranging from
rgo2 to 19z6 ascribe the first three editions with their revisions to Miss
Kroeger, although we are told that she departed this life in r9o9. These
early editions were all titled Guide to the Study and Use of Reference
Boohs. Three cards published between rg23 and 19,36 (with the last
subjected to at least three revisions) give main entry for the "fourth"
through the sixth editions to Isadore Mudge. The rgzg cards show a
title change to New Guide to Reference Books but advise us that it is
"Based on the 3d edition of Guide to' the Study and tJse of Reference
Boohs by Alice Bertha Kroeger as revised by I. G. Mudge." Nowhere
is the designation "fourth edition" used, since it was apparently not so
identified by the publisher. The r9z9 edition was neverthelesscalled the
"frtth" with a still briefer title: "Guide to Reference Boohs, by fsadore
Gilbert Mudge," and a note referring directly ro the precedent rgz3
edition. Constance Winchell received credit for the seventh and eighth
editions.22 Now we learn that there is to be another "original" reviser.
Will he too take his place in the company of personal name main entries?

main entry, handicapped by their non-distinctiveness.Such an argumenr
did not deter the Harvard catalogers, and just possibly whar's good for
Harvard might be good for the country! Certainly LC's more heterodox,
bibliographically less precise Reader's Adaiser solution seemspreferable.
A related question concerns the nine editions of Sears List of
Su,biect Headings, for which LC uses still another way out. A similar
multiplicity of editors, variously memorialized on the successivetitle
pages, were uniformly subordinated to the original compiler. .'Sears,
Minnie Earl" appears as main enry on the full sequenceof nine monG
graphic cards, in spite of the fact thar she has had no calculable effect
on the Zisf's developrnenr since its rggS third edition. There is one
further precept in AACR which has bearing on such decisions. Rule 44.
accordsmain entry to an editor provided:
. . . r) he is named on the title pageof the work, z) the publisheris nor named
in the title, and 3) the editor appearsto be primarily responsiblefor the exisrence
of the work.za
Volume t j, Number 4, Fall t969
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The last of these three conditions, reiterated in rules 6 and 14, is
patently ambiguous, as the handling of the above examples demonitrates. The antithetical illustrations for AACR 4, furthermore, include
two taken from different editions of the Directory of American Scholars,

first two editions of the Directory of American Scholars had been cataloged monographically.25Similarly American Men of Science,though not
cited as an AACR illustration, was accorded title main entry serial treatment after the first, plus five subsequent, editions were separately cataloged under the editor, James McKeen Cattell.26
IV
It is tempting to cite other examples, all illuminating in different
degrees, as reated individually under old and existing rules, but incoherent when collectively studied from any morphological point of
view. The cases already reviewed, illustrating the characteristic difhculties encountered, need not be tediously multiplied. Only one further
type is persistent, and therefore merits brief consideration' A general
encyclopedia set or dictionary usually receives title main entry, tho'ugh
the NUC reminds us that Noah Webster as late as rg57 received
gratuitous credit for certain of the recent Merriam-Webster publications.
The logical next step in the evolution of such entries toward serial
cataloging has seldom been taken.
To nime but one signal case, tlne Encyclopaedi'a Britannica was
cataloged fiudging from the NUC) at least nineteen times for various
editions or issues, up to and including the thirteenth. There may be
justification by reason of historical interest for the monographic treat'
ment of those early editions. The fourteenth, which first appeared in

convert to a single "fourteenth" edition open entry?
It may be argued that the multiple'volume format of each set, plus
the fact that most libraries seldom keep any one issue for more than
five or six years, injects a descriptive complication into the picture- For
tloe American Men of Science,however, as for other common serial sets,
these reservations did not prove insurmountable. Why should the risks
of inconsistent added-entry work, so evident upon close comparison of
most successive-editionmonographic cards, be run when the result dooms
much catalog frling and searching to embanassment?
-
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The Library of Congress, predictably unpredictable, after issuing
twenty sets of cards for various editions and issuesof the Encyclopaedia
Britannica World Atlas, converted to serial description, beginning with
the original rg4e issue.27Neither edition numbers nor any other item
in the volumes indicated a publication change, or anything more than
inductive reasoning as the basisfor the revised treatment.
All of the major encyclopedias are cataloged monographically by LC.
The Encyclopedia Americana has received an even more constipating
array of parallel entries, because of its dual appearance from rg49 to
1963 in a Canadian as well as a U. S. format. Monographic description of
the contemporary "international edition" is available as recently as 1968,
climaxing a foliation of some sixty-nine card sets since the first issue
was cataloged in r9oz.

v
The major objects of this analysis have been to document the following propositions:
(r) that any extended effort to apply the basic rules of the present
code to the realities of book production show the AACR, in spite of
progress toward structural unity, to be fragmented, particularly in its
equivocations over a practical distinction between monographic edition
and serial edition publications, and
(z) that as chief originator of currently accepted modes of description, LC has done little, either by explication or precept, to smooth the
path of understanding and emulation in the thousands of catalog offices
over the country.
Is there anything logical yet practicable which can be done? The result of these portentous inconsistencieshas been a gradual falling from
grace in the library pecking order. Librarians divide into the many
abjurers versus the root-bound few. The distressed cataloger becomes
either a pedant or a skeptic, a sterile legalist or an irresponsible pragmatist. Our catalogs are stocked with filing errors and descriptive inconsistencies,turning our patrons into disgruntled shelf-browsers.
While there is no easy or obvious answer, either {or cataloging in
general or for the specific kinds of dislocations discussedhere, there are
surely methods of attack which, if properly executed, can provide workable solutions. Some light might be shed on present problems, for instance, by thoughtful review and definition of the multiple-edition concept. Whether arbitrary quantitative measures (e.g., "once every two
fthree] years" or "two [three] consecutive revisions within five [ten]
years") would solve present serial ambiguities needs further discussion.
Perhaps a more qualitative approach, such as "reference or fact books
with a history of two or more fully responsible author/editors" could
be adopted, either by itself or in conjunction with the quantitative designation.
However the formal problem of definition is handled, the advantages
Volume t j, Number 4, Fall 1969
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of group description for the typical continuous-revision-plan reference
tools seem to this writer to outweigh those of bibliographic nicety. Even
the obscure hints in our code and the incongruities of our largest
supplier of de facto card copy show, almost in spite of themselves,significant moves in that direction. Open-entry serial cataloging, preponderantly by latest title, will surely become more evident in our catalogs of
the future. We should take immediate steps to keep the idiosyncratic and
arbitrary factors within a presently fluid context from proliferating or
rigidifying. Only then will we be free to control the tendency for our
own best development.
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zo. Cf. e.g., LC cards no. 2r-r4572,54-858o, b7-rgz77rcvg, under entries: Graham, Bessie; and The Reader's adviser.
zr. AACR, p.32. Cf. G. N. Salvi and B. Guha, "The Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
with Emphasis on Rule r4 (Reviser or Original Author), Annals ol Library Science
and Documentation, 15 (March r968), z4-3o.
s s . C F . e . g . , L C c a r d s n o . z - z g 7 8 g ,2 g - 4 7 9 o , 5 r - r r r 5 7 ( l a t e r 5 r - r r r 5 7 r e v 4 ) , u n d e r e n t r i e s :
Kroeger, Alice Bertha; Mudge, Isadore Gilbert; and Winchell, Constance Mabel.
e3. Osborn, loc. cit.
24. AACR,p. 17.
15. Cf. LC cards no. 4z-r8822, 5r-8846, b7-gr2b, under entries: Cattell, Jaques; and
Directory of American scholars.
16. Cf. e.g., LC cards no. 6-7926, 98-1698o, 6-7gz6tevz, under entries: Cattell, James
McKeen; and American men of science.
27. Cf.e.g., LC cards no. Map 43-r, Map 57-269, Map b7-26gtev, and Map 68-873, under
corporate author entry: The Encyclopaedia Britannica.
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NeitherBooknor Manuscript:
SomeSpecialCollections
Evnnr Vorrnnsz
Special Collections Librarian
State Uniuersity of New Yorh at StonyBrook
(Formerly of the Department of Special Collections
(Jn'iaersityof Calif ornia Library, Los Angeles)

theseunusual material,s,
especiallyin relationshipto the book and manuscript holdingsof the Departmentof SpecialCollecti'ons.
pictorial
A MERICAN ALMANACS, ephemera, objects, pamphlets,
11, collections, rare maps, and scrapbooks form an important Part of
the research collections developed by the Department of Special Collections of the University of California Library, Los Angeles. These unusual collections constitute an important source for research, complement the book and manuscript collections, and support the teaching
functions of the University. New materials, whether gift, purchase, or
uncataloged b4cklog, are carefully scrutinized before incorporation into
the collections to prevent the danger of building uP a museum collection.
Before describing the nature and organization of these diverse collections, the purposes of the two public card catalogs and the cataloging
practices of the Department of Special Collections require explanation.
This is especially necessarybecause the departmental stacks are closed
to the public, and cataloging and classification adaptations have been
made to accommodate theseunusual special collections.
The Printed Books Catalog
The Printed Books Catalog records the book, pamphlet' and almanac
holdings of the Department of Special Collections. Duplicate setsof cards
for the book collections are maintained in the Departm€nt and in the
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together. This includes, for example, collections of printers and publishers, illustrators, and various historical materials. The advantages
of such classification exceptions are in shelving the collections and the
use of the shelflists as bibliographic and reference tools. Author and
subject collections which have been given "artificial" (i.e., fixed) LC
classifications by the rare books catalogers include Bodoni imprints,
incunabula, avant-garde literature, Henry Miller, Negro literature, and
the Rex Whistler collections, among many others. Cutter numbers for
these collections are occasionally adapted to allow for special shelf arrangements.
An earlier classification system, in which the LC classification was
replaced by the name of the collection (e.9., Children's Books, Emerson,
Dreiser, Rimbaud, Spinoza collections), was discontinued many years
ago. The Cutter number served as the actual shelf number. This adaptation turned out to be an impractical shelf and shelflist arrangement. It
required separate shelving for these collections, leading to location and
multiple shelflist problems. Experience has proven that it is simpler to
use a single continuous and expandable alphabet for all book collections.
The classification of the Michael Sadleir Collection of Nineteenth Century Fiction is an exception. Although it has been cataloged following
standard UCLA practices, the call number consists of the number in
Michael Sadleir's XIX Century Fiction.r
The Numbered CollectionsCatalog
The Numbered Collections Catalog evolved out of the need to
maintain bibliographic control over the manuscript and other non-book
collections. Descriptive and subject cataloging rules are followed as
closely as practicable for these materials. Flowever, instead of assigning
an LC classification number, collections are given a fixed shelf number
in sequence of cataloging. Additional subject headings and added entries compensatefor the absenceof manuscript classification.
When a manuscript collection occupies less space than a document
box, it is cataloged in the Miscellaneous Manuscripts Collection. After
one document box is filled, the procedure is repeated rvith a next one.
These miscellaneous manuscripts are filed alphabetically by entry within
each box, and the call number indicates the collection number (roo),
and the box number.
The main and shelflist cards are typed out in full for manuscript collections which require only a few added entries and subject headings.
For example:
989 Cray, Ed
Papers. Los Angeles,1966A registerof the collection
is in the CollectionsFile.
The number of document boxes in the collection is penciled in to allow
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for additions. The tracings are typed on the back of the shelflist cardIn this example they are: r. Police-Los Angeles. z. Liberty. I. American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California. Instead of typing full
cards for these, an abbreviated form is used, which has proven to be
quite useful. The first subject heading card looks as follows (subject
headings in red on the actual cards):
Police-Los Angeles
Seethe lollouing entry in this catalog
Cray,Ed Papers. Los Angeles,1966Only an original card is typed when a large number of added entries
and subject headings are to be made. The original is reproduced
mechanically for the desired quantity. The following card is an example:
2Zb Edson,KatherinePhilips, r87o-t933.
Papers,rgog-r934.
g boxes.
pamphlets,clippCorrespondence,

f*#i,,TTfiXri

ing:
aconcern

An indexed guide to the collection is
in the Collections File.
Gift of Katherine Edson Mershon,
March g, 1945.
The index of the guide or register, which is kept in the Collections File
in the Departmental office, is often used to list the tracings.
To facilitate cataloging ephemera, picrorial, and other collections,
form cards have been multilithed. Following are a few examples:
99
200
2000

Picture Collection
California Ephemera Collection
Graphic Arts Ephemera Collection

The entry is typed above the name of the ephemera collection as an
added entry or subject heading. One card is made for the Numbered
Collections Catalog and one for the shelflist. Additional cards are rarely
needed for these vertical file collections, because the subject matter of
each folder is quite limited.
The shelftists for these collections are very effective bibliographic
tools. Patrons interested in specialized subject areas can search through
the shelflist. This will be clarified in later discussionsof specific collections.
Standard forms have been developed to record Department of Special Collections materials in the University Research Library public
catalog. The tollowing form is used for manuscript materials:
For correspondence and PaPers under this
heading, consult the Numbered Collections
Catalog, Department of Special Collections.
Volume t j, Number
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Oral history typescripts are reported as follows:
For a typed transcript of a tape recorded
interview under this heading, consult the
Numbered CollectionsCatalog,Department
of SpecialCollections.
Other material, which are neither books nor manuscripts, are listed:
For additionalmaterialunder this heading,
consult the Numbered CollectionsCatalog,
Deparrmentof SpecialCollections.
-Although their classifications differ, American almanac and pamphlet holdings are recorded in the Printed Books catalog. The following
form is used to report almanac titles in the University Researci
Library public caralog:
For holdings see rhe Catalog in the Department of SpecialCollections.Due to the
fragility of thesematerials,their use is limited to research.
American almanacs have been assigned the "artificial" classification
AY 5o. Cutter numbers are laken from the title or entry, and the shelflist is in Cutter number (i.e., alphabetically by title) order. pamphlet
collections are Numbered collections, e.g., the southern californii Imprints collection is collection r6oo, the-British pamphlet collection is
collection r8oo. For classification purposes, the date of the imprint is
added to this Collection nu,mber, and a sequence number within'the
date is added. For example:
16oo/
r8g7/
5

Yates, Mary M
B
Ideals of the immanenr
love, by Hope Haywood Ipseud.]
Los Angeles, Commercial Printing
House, r8g].
164 P.

This is the fifth book cataloged with
California Imprints Collection.

an r8g7 imprint

in the Southern

Cataloging and classificarion procedures of the scrapbook, photograph album, and objects collections are essentially the iame aJ those
for the Miscellaneous Manuscripts collection. A . colleccion number is
assigned, and when there is more than one item to a document box,
oversize package, or album, a sequencenumber is added. The following
item is an example of this:
,
r5o
Scrimshaw. n.p., n:d.
bx.r5
r item. gv|am.
A whale'stooth engravedwith the
figures of two children in rgth century clothes.
Ex libris: Mrs.:ElvahJ. Karshner
.4960
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The actual box number, r5 above, is usually penciled in to allow for

93r Stuart de Rothesay, Charles Stuart,
baron, r77g-r849,collector.
Collection of maps. v.P.' car715'
r84o.56 bxs. (ca.53omaPs)
All maps in this collection were listed with separate indexes. for map
makers, geographical locations, and publication dates. Tracings were
makers and locations. The virtues of this approach are
made foimip
to provide bibliographic control and to make the maps publicly available.
Ameri,can Almanacs
The American Almanacs collection chiefly includes almanacs pub-

The anecdotes,medical and farm advice, and businesscommentary have
been examined by folklorists. Early American printing and publishing
history has been investigated, and literary and social historians have
encountered unusual sonice materials in these enchanting publications.
Marginal notes by former ownerc and illustrations by (their?) children
add to their interest and charm.
The collection has been cataloged alphabetically by title, and when-

Ephemera Collections
The ephemera collections consist of legat size file folders housed in
vertical file cabinets. Each folder is represented by a card in the Numbered Collections Catalog and the shelflist. All ephemera collections and
shelflists are filed alphabetically.
The California ind U. S. Ephemera Collections contain broadsides,
clippings, brochures, and other ephemeral materials. The california
Volume r), Number 4, FaIl t969
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Ephemera collection supplements the extensive californiana book
and
manuscript collections in the Deparrment. The u. s. Ephemera
li,',"-ri.."t
Lolrectron rs ot a more general nature. Both of these collectioniprovide
introductory research materials for undergraduate students, often
satisfying their needs.
The Miscellaneous Ephemera collection consisrs of broadsides,
clippings, brochures, and related ephemerar materials relating to colrectiois
in.the Department not covered by bther ephemera coilec"tions.
rt serves
primarily as an adjunct to the literary manuscript collections, and
consequently is not used to file odds and ends indiscriminatelv.
The collection of the Literature of Extremist N{ovements
brings
broadsides, brochures, clippings, and ephemeral
together,
puB_
.materials
lished by the widest--poirilte ,p".t.,rr' of social,
religioui economig
political, and other diisenting oiganizations in the United
states. The
materials in this collection are preiently entered in the
catarog by issuing
agency o_r.organization,with a few author and subject
entries]A separare
^-orr"geographical location index has been prepared to study
radical
ments by area.
The usefulness of the wide coverage of this colection has alread.y
by its frequent use. ResJarch on obscure pu-pfrt"t, u.ra
feen.qrgveg
broadsides in this and ielated collections going back t" ih.
ig3o's and
earlier have justified this collection. It should be noted.
thai not all
represented were or are exrremist. The deciding factor
:^.qiyi,1i""s
rs
tnat th_e_se
organizations have_taken positions to the left and i;gtrt of
the Republican and Democratic parties.
Historical and critical materials
are collected in the Harold Leonarc
clippings, ephemera, stills, pamphl,
ference notes to film periodicali, a
materials which formed this collectir
and historian Harold Leonard, who used much of it in
editin g The
FiIm Index.s This collection complements the book,
serial, and extensive^manuscript holdings in the Department of special
coilections
on the film industry in and outside of Hoilywood.
closely--related is the Theater Arts Ephemera coilection.
In these
-,

ephemerareflectingthe historyof the stagein
ll:t,?::-:ltofiry:
""9 Great Britain.
tne unrred states and
ThiJ collection supplements
-.It con.

siderable theater history holdings in the Department
,n"
Arts Library.
"ria'

"u,.,

Manutius, and California press collectrons.
The shelflist for each one of these ephemera collections
constitutes
-air.o.r",
a unique reference tool. Students of carifornia history
oii.r,

.
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unusual items by browsing through the California Ephemera Collection
shelflist. Research in film history can often be rewarding, for examDle,
by showing patrons the shelflist of the Harold Leonard Film Collection.
Objects Collection

with several manuscript collections.
Pamphlets

travel books, and Hollywood histories. It is a rich source for the study of
Los Angeles subcultures and publishing history. A bibliography on
metaphysical cultism was based on this collection.a
Cirds for this collection are filed by author in the Printed Books
Catalog and by year in the shelflist. Extra shelflist cards are supplied
for locally printed titles located in the regular collections of the Department of Special CoLlections and the University Research Library.
These extra shelflist cards are filed alphabetically by year preceding
the numbered Southern California imprints.
The Southern California Serials Collection includes magazines,journals, bulletins, announcements, catalogs, programs' and calendars
printed and published in Southern California. Cards are filed by main
inty only (usually the title) in the Printed Books Catalog, and by
Cutter number in the shelflist. This shelflist comPrises a virtual miniunion list of Southern California serials.
Directories of local organizations, business, recreational groups,
women's clubs and churches are brought together in the Southern California Directory Collection. Flowevet, since many local directories are
extremely valuable for historical research, most of them have been cataloged for the book collections. Consequently, the local directory collection is rather small.
Acting editions of English language plays, primarily nineteenth century, are grouped in the Play Collection. The Present arrangement
consistsof separate author and title indexes. This collection has Proven
Volume t j, Number 4, FalI t96g
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to be an interesting complement to the extensive holdings of nineteenth
century literature in the Department.
The u. S. Pamphlet collection contains eighteenth and nineteenth
century political, religious, and economic pamphlets published in the
united states. It includes pamphlets concerning the
Jicksonian period,
the civil war and Reconstruction, and other titles rEflecting American
historiral problems. July Fourth and rhanksgiving orationJby preachers and politicians are a very common feature.
cards for this collection are filed by author or title in the printed
Books catalog and by date in the shelirist. This chronological shelflist
arrangeme_ntprovides a subject approach and a major means of access
to the collection, because researchers are frequenily interested in a
limited period, and publications for specific years of interest can easily
be reviewed.
Political, social, religious, and economic pamphlets, tirades, and
polemical writings form the substance of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries British Pamphlet collection. cards are filed in the same way as
the U. S. Pamphlet Collection.
In the furure the Department expects to catalog the U. S., British
Pamphlet, and the Play collections in the regulal book collections,
maintaining chronological indexes which have proven useful.
Pictorial Collections
There are rwo vertical file picture collections in the Department.
The Picture collection is a general collection of photographs of persons
and places, intended as a useful supplement to-otheicollections. The
Theater Arts Picture collection coniains photographs of stage acrors,
actresses,and theaters. Portraits are entered undei the name of the
individual (i.e., Friganza, Trixie, r87o-r955-portrait). Subject enrries
are prim^arily by geographical location (i.e., Los Angeles-Views), or
the specific name.
The Photographers Collection has a sampling of the works of numerous photographers, including Edward \Meston, Berenice Abbott, Ansel
Adams, and Eadweard Muybridge, as well as a number of local photographers. Boxed and bound sets of photographs, too bulky to be located
with the Picture Collection, and unique albums form the Photograph
Album Collection. These pictorial collections supplement and eitend
the large history of photography collection now in the Department of
Special Collections.
Rare Maps
Rare flat maps and pamphlet maps dating from the lare seventeenth
through the nineteenth century have been collected by the Department.
Among these are historical maps of the American Southwest, ealifornia
state, county, and city maps, with a specific interest in Los Angeles maps
before rgoo. There are also many outstanding maps of America and
Europe.
.
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Scrapboohs
television,
Scrapbooks are unusual items, relics of the times before
when people still clipped newspape
bands, cut up eighteenth century boc
and scenery,-honored William Shakt
of clippings and ephemera, or inte
aphorisms with Painted or gummed
usually
it.
S..upt ook C'ollection refl"ectspersonal tastesand interests of
women'
long-forgotten boys and girls, men 1nd
ballads,
Other collections wh"ich could have been mentioned include
and
magazines'
(literary)
little
cartoons,
and
caricatures
broadsides,
,
objects'
e-phemera'poster coliections. With the American almanacs,
con'
pamphlet, pictorial, rare maPs, and scrapbooks collections ^they
Special
of
Department
the
in
iollections
stitute one segment of the
Collections.
Recentacquisitions,newcollections,andexhibitsbasedoncollec'
there is
tio.rsure frequently reported in the ygLA Librarian' Although
Special
of
Department
of
the
the
holdings
to
no current guiae arrallble
Subiect
Lee^
Ash's
as
listings
in
sucli
recorded
are
Collections, many
and
Collections, ttre National Union Catalog of Manuscrip-t Collections'
As'
Language
Modern
the
American Litrrory Manuscripts publishid by
sociation of America.s
REFERENCES

on His Oun
r. Sadleir, Michael: XIX Century Fiction' A Bibliographtult!:.':'d.Bryd
Collection(London:Constable;Berkeley:UniversityofCaliforniaPress,rg5r).
York: Scarecrow Press'
z. Drake, Milton. Almanacs ol the united' States,z vols' (New
t96z).
(New York: The
Program, New York. The Film Index' a Bibtiography
3. li.ii.r'.
Company' r94r)'
Wilson
W'
H'
the
and
Library
Film
Art
Modern
of
Museum
i1 noohs on Metaphysi.cat Cultism.in the Uni'
-4. Gooden, Gerald Lee.7 iamlogue
Special Collections'
California at Los ingelis Library, Department of
iirslty'of
copy of typescript'
ui,th Los Angeles tmp,rint (Los A"ngeles, r965i' Eleitrostatic
personal inqiiries.oi."-ii-rg
cof"Jtionr_riay.be directed to Wilbur J. Smith, Head'
5.
Librarian' Brooke
Department of Speciai Colllctions; to the iiterary^Manuscripts
the
Manuscripts Librarian' Saundra B' Taylor; and to
to the His;dcal
Whiting;
indebted to
V'.Mink'.I,am
Director of Oral ffistoty and University Archivist' James
tnls ut:i:tt:-,
these colleagues for their assistance in the preparatron ot
publications reflecting collections in the Dipartment of Special collections ale
Library, University of
available fuom the cirtJ ana Exchange section, Universitv
California, Los Angeles, California 9ooz4
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TheVisibleIndexMethodof
CatafogingPhonorecords
Assistant ^ rr. r t!,T)* o';r?ilfrt,
"
Springfield
City Library
Sprin gfield, M assachuse
tts
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inserted in the metal leaves. The cardboard strips can easily be moved
to allow interfiIing of new entries.
The overall oiganization of the visible index comprises four secdons
identified by diffeient color plastic overlays. The white section is for
entries under the name of the composer;'yellow indicates the section
for entries under instrument, sub-arringed by the instrumentalist; blue
denotes the vocalist section, alphabetically arranged by the individual
artist or group. The fourth seciion, identified by rose gol"l"9 overlays,
has entrids bf ,yp" or subject, as follows: Ballet, Chamber Music, Children, Christmas,- Circus Music, Comedy, Dancing, Electronic Music,
Folk Dance, History, History of Music, Jazz, Languaqe Instruction, Miscellaneous, Movies and Musicals, Music of Difierent Countries (alby country), National Anthems, Negro -Crrlture, _Operas,
phabetized
^Plays,
Poetry,' Religious, Shorthand Instruction, Sound Effects, Speeches
und Le.t,r..i, Spiriiuats, Square Dances, Stories, Talking Books, Typing'
and Wedding Music.
The following illustrares rhe organization of the visible index, as
viewed from above:

a1i

left of the entry are the location (manufacturers') numbers.
Volume t j, Number 4, FalI t969
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(shelflist card)

Ll 68 Music ln the Round 2.49

TV34og1 Slbeliusr

Jean
,-Quartet in D minor op. J6
String quartet ln D ninor op. J6.
Turnabout, 1,2 in. LP (1 r6co1 stereo)
(The CopenhagenString Qrartet)

A

Quartet in D mlnor op. 56 (contlnued)
Berwaldl Franz
quartet no. 2 in A nlnorj
String quartet no. 2 in A minor.
2. Composers

1. Chamber rmsic

(white section)
BERWALD, FRANZ

TV 34ogr Quartet No. z in A Minor. Copenhagen String Quartet
SIBELIUS,

JEAN

34091

uartet

lnor

p.

agen

mg

tet

(rose section)
CHAMBER

MUSIC

TV 34ogr
Quartet

Berwald. Quartet No. z in A Minor. Copenhagen String

TV g4ogr

Sibelius. Quartet in D Minor Op. f6. Copenhagen Suing

Quartet

As a second example, let us take the Angel recording of Hugo Wolf's
Spanisches Liederbuch, with Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone, and
Gerald Moore, piano. In addition to the shelflist card and entries in the
visible index, entries are made in the song title index on cards.
'
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(shelflist card)

8166 DeI Padre 4.?913.49

35838

Wolfr Hugo
1 Spanlsches llederbuchj
Fron the Spanlsh song book
Angell 12 ln. LP (f r€cre pa*.)
(lietrich
Fischer-Dieskau, baritone ;
Gerald liooree plano)
Contents:-Nun bin ieh dein.-Dei Gott
gebarst.-Nun wandre, 14""19.-Frihrr nlch,
61p6.-Aehe des Knabep A11gen.-Achrwle lang
dle Seele.-Herr was trdgt der Boden hler.Seltsan ist Juenas WeLse.-Trelbe nur mlt
Lieben Spott.-Auf derg griinen Ball<on.
(cSntlnued on next card)
n

v

35838

Wolf, Hugo
fSpantsches llederbruchl

(card 2)

Contents continued:-Und schlafst du.Wenn du zu den B1umengehst.-Wer sein holdes
Lieb.-Ich fuhr iiber Me6r.-Deine Mutter.Herzp verzage nlcht geschwind.-Achr lrn I'{aien
narf s.-Alle gingenl Hetz.-Derelnst, dereinst.Blindes Schauen.-Kommto Tod.-Tief im Herzen
tragr tch Peln.-Da nur Ieid und Lel.denschaft.
]. Conposer 2. Instmment - Piano
4. Vocalist

3. STI

(white section)
WOLF. HUGO

A5888 SpanischesLiederbuch. Fischer-Dieskau. Moore, piano
Volume r j, Number 4, FalI 1959

(yellow section)
PIANO
MOORE,

GERALD

35838 Wolf. SpanischesLiederbuch. Fischer-Dieskau
(blue section)
FrscHER-DIESKAU, DIETRIcH, baritone

35898 Wolf. SpanischesLiederbuch. Moore, piano
(song title index, one card for each song)

)5838

'
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(shelflist card)

l/54 Davld Nelgher

G.

3.98

MGW12110Ialnee Frankle
Frankle ialne sings hls all-tirne
favorites.
Wlngr 12 in. LP (1 rec.)
Gontents : -lnjhen you t re srniling . -Carry ne
back to o1d Vlag1p1y.-God bless the chlId.!1ay the good lord bless and keep youo-Swanp
gir1.-hJrap your troubles ln dreams.-At the
end of the road.- Rockinr chair.- Shlne.Iletro polka. -Rosetta.
1. STI

2. Vocallst

(blue section)
LAINE,

FRANKIE

MGW

rzr ro

Frankie Laine Sings His All-Time Favorites

(song title index, one card for each song)

cLL758
9954
r1999
l4cw12t10

Whenyourre snlllng
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two step approach. First the location numbers for the records in ques
tion are found using the indexes, and then the shelflist is consulted by
using the location number to retrieve the proper card. There are also
reference materials available for handling requests, including tiae One
Spof and Schwann Catalogs, and the Li,brary of CongressCatalog: Music
and Phonorecot'ds.
A core of experienced staff who have been with the library for a
number of years are convinced that, on the whole, the visible index
system for cataloging phonorecords has been both economical and popular. As for economy, it seems clear that typing one card (or using LC
copy) for the shelflist, and typing a few short headings on cardboard
strips for the visible index is much faster than producing a whole set of
cards, and is cheaper. Filing is very simple, easily revised, and the whole
cataloging process is quickly finished. Records can be circulated soon
after purchase, and song title index cards can be typed from the contents
sections of the shelflist cards while the records themselves are in circulation.
Patrons of the City Library use the visible index much more than
they ever used the card catalog for records, and, so far as can be determined, have a reasonably high degree of successin finding what they
seek. The song title index is used chiefly by the staff in response to a
patron's request for information, and is just as useful an adjunct to the
visible index as it was to the card catalog. It seemsthat the very lack of
detailed information in the cataloging system, which might be considered a weakness, actually strengthens its popularity in that the abbreviated format makes the initial location of the desired entry much
simpler. Patrons and stafi like the possibility of seeing at a glance the
whole arrangement of entries under the composer, vocalist, instrument
or form, without being obliged to examine card after card and go from
drawer to drawer. The leaves can display more than eighty entries on
each side; examining a side is equivalent to studying eighty catalog
cards.
It must be admitted that the system, as it is now constituted, lacks
some approaches which could be considered important. There is, for
example, no reference structure, and a person who knows a work only by
title must determine the composer or type of music before using the
visible index. One cannot find entries together in one place for all
records in the collection conducted, say, by Carmen Dragon, since there
is no conductor entry section in the visible index. Nor can one find the
desired classical work by entries under the name of the orchestra. It
would, of course, be possible to start sections for entries under orchestra
or conductor. They have not been added becausethere does not seem to
be enough demand for these accesspoints to merit the work which would
be involved in establishing them, and because there is reason to believe
that incorporation of these approacheswould detract from the simplicity
of the visible index, and hence from its overall effectiveness.
Other problems concern the headings in the rose section, not all of
'
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which have been successfulin organizing entries efiectively. It has been

arranged alphabetically by title in one list or in a few subdivisions, would
be preferable. This would lessen the amounr of knowledge about the
contents of a record one would require before using the visible index.
It must also be admitted that while rhe system is well able to handle
classical records, it is not always able to handle popular records satisfactorily ar the present time. For example, many pations have difficulty
finding the entries for records by Herb Alpert's Tijuana Brass, a very
noticeable deficiency since these records are in heavy demand. They are

Phonorecord Visible Inde:r

ing "Music of Different Countries-US-Individual
Artists," presumably
becauseof their folk orientation. rt is often difficult to determine whether
a group has been considered folk or rock, and when it comes to that
genre known as folk rock.
Changes in modern music of the popular variety have come faster
and have been more drastic than antiiipared at the time when the
Volume r j, Number 4, Fall t959
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headings in the rose and other sections were established. The visible
index is a flexible tool, however, and is also capable of change. The li

shelflist and possibly a song title index, forms a system which has real
merir for caaloging the record collections of small and medium-sized
public libraries, school libraries, and academic libraries not requiring
cataloging in depth.

'
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Scheme
An Expandable
Classification
for Phonorecord
Libraries
DoN PHrr-rrps,Music Librarian
The Swen Franhlin Parson Library
N orthern llli,noi.s U niaersi.ty
De KaIb,Illinois
A summary of criticismsof classificationsystenxs
for phonorecordsprecedes a description of seruicesand the classificationsystem ol Fouser
Music Room in Northern Illinois Uninersity Library. In addition to
call numbersderiuedfor composers,
call numbersare prouided for types
of music on discscontaining more than one composer,uhich auoids a
Iargemiscellaneous
section.Catalogcopy is obtainedfrom uarioussources.
rf1 HERE IS NO DOUB:I that recordings are here to stay in libraries.
I They will also, no doubt, remain as monophonic, stereophonic,
tape, and cassetteresources.Stereophonic recordings and equipment are
replacing monophonic discs, but tape recordings and cassettesare also
making rapid headway. The introduction of recorded discs and tapesmusical and spoken-is a valuable assetto library patrons; however, the
classification and cataloging of their contents continues to pose problems for librarians.
In two previous articles Christopher Barnesl and Gordon Stevenson2
noted that eight separate classification schemesexist for record collections. Periodical literature has exposed all the problems that a librarian
inherits with the implementation of a record collection for patron use.
Several writers advocate a Dewey Decimal classification for recordings.
Some insist upon an accession number scheme, Others are convinced
that a rnnemonic scheme is the best. All agree that the largest single
problem is the recording of more than one composition on a disc, often
by more than one composer.
Criticisms of the various classification systemsinch.rde lack of access
for browsing, the fact that a composer's works are not together, that a
patron cannot bypass the card catalog, that music forms are not
together, that miscellaneous sections are too large, that re-shelving is
r Christopher Barnes, "Classification and Cataloging of Spoken Records in Academic
Libraries," CoIIege,b Research Libraries, z8 $anuary 1967),49.
z Gordon Stevenson, "Clasification Chaos," Library Joumal, 88 (October r5, tg63),

3790.
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songs.
the classification scheme at Norrhern Illinois University re{utes most
of the other of the above criticisms. The library has a circulating collection of more than 6,ooo records which is being expanded to include tape
recordings. Stereophonic and monophonic discs are interfiled. The re'
cords are"in open itacks for browsing and are under limited control. It is
a significant iompliment to the student body that loss of records and

as Christmas and Easter.
Sister Mary Alvina wants to keep works of one type togeth-er. On the
other hand, it is well to keep all of a comPoser's works of one tyPe
together. Our classification scheme keeps a composer s works _together
as well as providing that all separate types of compositions by that com'

University Collection, most colnpositions can be located rvithout resorting

disc may be classified by the first composer, retaining the sam-etitles in
one locition. However, at the discretion of the cataloger, the second
s Jean Hitchon, "Record Libraries," Assistant Librarian,5S (Aug rst t965)' t66'
Si"ster Mary Alvin, cDP, "La Roche college classification System for Phonorecords."
Library Resources ,b Technical Seraices, g @all t965)' 443.
Sisier M. pietro, OSF, "Recordings in the High School Library," Catholic Library
World, 37 (November 1965)' t79.
+ Alvin. Ioc' cit.
5 Srevenson, op. cit., p. 2792.
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comlDser may be used for classification and an added entry made for the
previous music title.
The call number is made up of:
(.)

Cutter number

(z)

Form letter or letters indicating form of com'
positions (symphony, concerto), instrumentation, number, opus number, period or title,
as the casemay be.6

EXAMPLES:

88 r 3syz

B4r5coP5

H4r5qS76/r

V484oD

Sgr4do

88r3
sy

Brahms
symphony
number

Iform]
[number]

B4rE
co
P
5

Beethoven
concerto
piano
number

Iform]
Iinstrumentation]
Inumber]

H4rb
q
S
76/'

Haydn
quartet
stnng
op. 76, no. t

Iform]
Iinstrumentation]
[opus and number]

Y+8+
o
D

Verdi
oPera
Don Carlos

Iform]
Ititle]

S9r4
do

Richard Strauss
Don Juan,
symphonic poem

ftitle]

In addition to use of the Cutter number for cornposers'last names,
Cutter numbers are also reserved for the following types or groupings
of works:
A67g
cb5t

crss
Ezr
F666

H67c
I59ba
15ginOrg
I59or

I+z

Archives
Choral
Christmas
Education, Music
Folk music
History
Band
Organ
Orchestral
Jazz
Sound track
Musical comedy
Opera

MgtS
M986
06t

6 Norman Vogt, "Music Librarian's Handbook" (De Kalb: Northern Illinois University,revisedNovember t4, 1966),p. to.
Volwne
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P83r
Re97
S698
Tgg6

Popular
Recitals
Other Vocal Solo
Theory

In order to, subdivide these broad composer call numbers, periods,
country or form and number designations are used, e.g., B4r5coP-5
represents Beethoven's Concerto for Piano, Number 5. Mozatt's Symphony No. 4o is represented by the number M939sy4o.The music history
section is subdivided into periods by abbreviarions representing rhe
baroque (ba), the renaissance (re), and the medieval (me) periods.
H67gre

}{61g
re

History
renaissance

Iperiod]

Folk music, as indicated above, is subdivided by the folksinger or counr-ry
from which the music originates.
F666se-Folk music sung by Pete Seeger
F666b-Folk musicsungby Joan Baez
F666fr-Folk music from France
When additional copies of recordings are acquired, they are numbered in
order of accession:
B4r5sy7 BeethovenSymphonyNo. 7
B4rgsyT BeethovenSyrnphonyNo. 7
N. Y. Philharmonic
e
B4r5sy7 BeethovenSymphonyNo. 7
g
London Symphony
If a second copy of the same recording by the same performer is
added, c.z is added to rhe call number.
B4rgsyT BeethovenSymphonyNo. 7
N. Y. Philharmonic
,?,
When an additional title by a composer whose work is already on
the shelf is added, in the ca$e of sound tracks, the call number indicates
the composer. Subsequent additions by the same composer but with
different titles are indicated in the manner:
Mgr8l-oe
Mgr8l-oe

Camelot
Gigi

A second copy of
indicated as

Ca,melot by by different

performers

would

be

Mgr8l-oe
la

Library of Congress catalog cards are ordered or Polaroid copy from
the music volumes of the National (Jnion Catalog is used as often as

'
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possible. When these are unavailable, original cataloging is done. In
each case tracings and analytics are made as completely as possible to
direct the patron to the recording for which he is searching.
The first advantage of the system is that, for the most part, one cqmposer's works are kept together, subdividing by form. When a patron
becomes acquainted with the collection, he may bypass the catalog for
any form of music by cornposeror any type of music.
A second advantage is found in that a large section of recordings do
not develop under a "miscellaneous" heading because of the provision
for areas such as choral, popular, band, and history which often have
more than one composer representedon a disc.
This scheme provides for browsing, a composer's works are filed
together, different forms under each composer are together, a large
miscellaneous section does not develop, the card catalog may be bypassed in most cases,and reshelving is not difficult. The scheme may be
expanded to include spoken, documentary, or explanatory recordings.
It is felt that this scheme refutes some criticisms of record classification
and will afford a system for those who are searching for a new or better
one.
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Networks,
Automation
and Technical
Services'Experience
and Experiments
in New York State*
Prrun J. PeursoN
Principal Librarian for Technical Seruices
New York Sta,teLibrory
Albany, New Yorh
Reuiewsrecent deueloprnentsin centralizedprocessingand interlibrary
cooperationin New York State, and summarizespresent actiuitiesand
plans of the Neu Yorh StateLibrary in the field ol library automation.
The importance of bibliographic accessto the concept of network co'
operation,and the need for a critical review of traditional library practices,are stressed.
A T MANY RECENT MEETINGS, the topics of library networks
.{a and interlibrary cooperation have been treated as startlingly new
ideas, suddenly burst forth as glorious revelations to the library community. In fact, of course, we have had interlibrary cooperation and informal networks at least since the turn of the century-ever since the
beginning of the LC card service in rgor (the sharing of bibliographic
data), the development of the ALA Ca,talog Rules in rgo8 (the stand.
ardization of bibliographic description), and the publication of the
ALA interlibrary loan code in rgrT (the voluntary sharing of library
resources).What is new today is the attempt to extend and carry forward
these early concepts by placing them upon a sounder and more equitable
financial basis, by creating formal organizational and contractual relationships between libraries, and by utilizing the latest technological
developments to carry them out.
In New York State, this development has been exemplified by the
remarkable growth of the public library systems.Flere we have moved
from some 7oo largely uncoordinated public libraries, each carrying on
its own technical services activities, to the present twenty-two major
acquisitions, cataloging, and processingcenters. The successof the public
library processing centers has undoubtedly inspired current activities in
New York State directed towards the establishment of regional processing
centers for other types of libraries, such as those proposed for school
Iibraries and the State University. Today the public libraries are
working towards further centralization and consolidation of technical
* Presented at the Fall meeting of the New York Technical
December 6, 1968; information revised for publication, June 1969.
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services,and are even looking toward the creation of a single statewide
catalog.
A major step toward further centralization in Nerv York State was
taken in 1966 with the publication of Centralized Proces.singfor the
Public Libraries of New Yorh State, a study prepared by the Nelson
Associates(as part of a larger evaluation of the public library systems)
for the Library Development Division of the New York State Library.l
This study recommended:
(t) a single cataloging and acquisitions center for all public li
braries:
(z) three processingor book preparation centers;
(3) a union catalog in book form, supplanting card catalogs in
some libraries.
It was discovered in the Nelson study that public libraries in New
York State spend some $5 million annually on technical services,and
that of 2,4oo,ooo items processed each year only 4b,ooo difierent titles
are involved. Elimination of these highly duplicative efforts would result
in an estimated annual saving of nearly $9oo,ooo.The Nelson Associates
suggested that three to five years would be needed for implementing
this plan, and that the following questions would need to be resolved:
(r) organizational structure, (z) financing, (3) location, (4) cataloging
practices, and (5) the extent to which old catalogs would be converted.
The report also recommended that the cataloging and acquisitions center utilize data processing techniques.
The outcome of these recommendations has been the formation of
the Association of New York Libraries for Technical Services, an organization whose membership consists of the twenty-two public library
systemsin New York State. This group has developed an organizational
structure, elected a board of nine trustees, chosen a director and a
temporary office site, achieved major agreement on standardized cataloging practices, and is proceeding with the implementation of a computer-assistedacquisitions systemon a pilot or experimental basis.
Within the past few years, another type of system has come into
being: the Reference and Research Library Resource systems. These
3R systems (as they are popularly called) have as their members public
library systems,colleges, universities, and special libraries; and take as
their objective providing serious library users with improved accessto
advanced research library materials. There are nine of these regions in
the state, and their typical activities include delivery services,reciprocal
use privileges, cooperative collection development, and newspaper microfilming projects. While none of these regions is at present contemplating acquisition, cataloging, or processing services, several are concerned with the creation and maintenance of union catalogs.As examples,
the Capitol District Council has already begun to create such a cat1 Nelson Associates, lnc. Centralized Processing lor the Public Libraries of New
york State (New York, 1966). (Available from A. & M. Printing Co., r75 Cortlandt
St., North Tarrytown, N. Y. at $ro.oo per copy.)
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alog-and the Western New York region is presently microfilming
library shelflists and studying the feasibility oI converting this information to machine readable form. Here we have one of the major
implications of network development for the technical services-the
necessity of developing means of common bibliographic access as a
precondition of effective common physical access.
One of the most ambitious programs within the 3R's framework has
been the New York State Interlibrary Loan network (or NYSILL, as it
has come to be called). The NYSILL netwo:k provides a referral system
which is designed to give the serious library user accessto resources far
beyond those available in most public, college, and university libraries.
This accessis based upon a contractual relationship between the New
York State Library and a number of resource libraries around the state,
including such major research collections as the New York Public
Library and Cornell University, and such highly specialized collections
as those of the Engineering Societies Library and lJnion Theological
Seminary. Participating resource libraries may supply photocopy or
microfilm in lieu of lending the actual volume. Within this network,
the collections of the New York State Library have continued in their
historic role as a major resource in support of other libraries in the
state, and the library has taken on a new role as a switching and referral
center for eligible requests.
In order to provide bibliographic support for the NYSILL network,
the state library has undertaken to sponsor the publication of a New
York State Union List of Serials. The purpose of this project will be
to produce a list of serials currently received by the major research and
reference libraries of the state, with emphasis on those resource libraries in the NYSILL network. Building on an existing computerized
serials data bank at the State University Upstate Medical Center, it is
expected that the list will be published late in 1969. With a definition
of scope which is broader than that of the third edition of the Union
List of Serials, the New York State list will also more adequately reflect
the tremendous expansion which has taken place in library collections
in New York State since World War II (an expansion which is not repres€nted in the third edition of the Union List of Serials, becauseof the
editorial resrictions placed upon additional holdings statements in that
list). A by-product of this project will be to make available to the
participating libraries, and to the New York State Library, a machinemanipulable record of the serial holdings of those libraries in the
NYSILL network.
Because of the key role which the New York State Library occupies
in this network development, I should like to tell you something-about
our present and proposed automation activities. Recognizing that the
control of bibliographic information is the key to all other library
automation projects, the state library is proposing to begin next year
to corivert both its retrospective and current catalog information to
machine readable format. Along with that conversion, it is proposed
.
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to develop a system which will provide on-line accessto the state library
catalog, from both remote and local terminals. At least ten types of
indexes will be constructed (including title and subject keyword indexes), to allow extended and improved accessto catalog information.
Advantages of on-line, machine-stored catalog information include upto-dateness,elimination of costly book and card catalogs, and the capability of using MARC data available from the Library of Congress.
Project and system design for this proposal are in their early stages,and,
in preparation for it, a computer simulation of technical services operations has already been constructed.
A comprehensive automated serials control system is presently operational at the state library. This systemprovides computer controls over
posting, follow-up, binding, and billing functions for some 4,5oo of the
ro,ooo cuffently received non-document serials at the library, and we
are adding about 2oo serials a week to the automated system. Another
system,op€rational as of January ry6g, provides monitoring and accounting reports for all interlibrary loan requests in the NYSILL network.
Later phases will provide presearching of interlibrary loan requests
against state library circulation and serials files, statistical reporting and
analysis, and, for those system and referral libraries having telecommunication equipment, the capability of ransmitting and receiving information directly to and from the computer.
In the next few years, technical serviceslibrarians will have an important role to play in the further development of interlibrary cooperation. That role will be even more critical and essential than it was
in the early years of the public library systems,becauseso many of our
large networks will require improved bibliographic access and the
thoughtful use of computer technology. Further cenffalization of technical services activities, the development of common catalogs, and the
full realization of the promise and the potential of the computer are
tasks which are uniquely dependent for their successupon the support,
concern. and involvement of technical serviceslibrarians.
In facing these tasks we will need to reexamine our thinking about
filing rules, catalog codes, standards for bibliographic description, the
need for local variation from national practices, the depth and effective.
ness of subject analysis, and book versus card catalogs. These issues are
not new, but they are sharpened, made more urgent, and are given new
dimensions by the machine technologies now available to us. Today,
when so many libraries are considering the creation of new catalogs and
the utilization of new methods of storing and disseminating catalog
information, we are ofiered an opportunity to reoperi some of these
basic issuesin librarianship. The challenge to librarians to be imaginative innovators is no less now than it was some seventy years ago, when
Dewey, Cutter, Hanson and others rose so admirably to that challenge.
Let us hope that we can meet today's challenge with as much foresight,
courage, and good.senseas they did.
Volume t j, Number 4, Fall t96g
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Automationin UniversityLibrariesthe Stateof the Art
Jeuns H. Bvnr
A s sistan t Sy stems An aly st
Bizzell M emo,rial Library
Uniuersity of Ohlahoma
Norman, Ohlahoma

A comprehensiae .suruey ol the actual state ol automati.on Jn university
Iibraries as reported by the indiaitlual library. Points out trends and'
problem areas. Deals only with operations now in bei.ng. While not attempting to iternize d,etails, it brings the ftue picture of the art into
bold relief. Results seem to indicate a definite dearth of meaningful, actually functioning programs. Much smoke has been generated, but actual accomplishments are minimal. Maior reasons for lach of progress
are critical shortage of skilled personnel, lack of funds, and a lack of dependable facilities.
Introduction

HE STUDY HEREIN DISCUSSED evolved with a dual objectrve
in mind; as an attempt to decide what the next step in automation
should be here at the University of Oklahoma Library and as a sorely
needed compilation of the state of the art within the subject area confines of the study.
Specifically, it was decided that the Bizzell Memorial Library at the
University of Oklahoma, having become extensively involved in the
field of automation, was at that inevitable crossroad where one must
proceed with the utmost caution into the next step lest one create
complete chaos out of what has already been accomplished. In short,
the systemsstaff found themselves between the proverbial "rock and a
hard place." For the pury)osesof this study automation shall be defined
to include all phases of data processing and the more sophisricared
"information retrieval. "
Of course, many things entered into the quandary: Having made
tremendous strides with Unit Record Equipment under the direction
of the SystemsAnalyst, Mrs. Kathleen Maher, should they continue as
such or was this the time to plunge into computers? If so, did the byproducts gained justify the remendous increase in cost? Were the
necessaryskilled personnel available to oversee such a program? What
influence would be exerted by the MARC project? Indeed, becauseof the
'
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tremendous influence generated by MARC, did they even have freedom
of choice in future actions?
The attitudes and facilities of other departments of the university
had to be considered. Were there now adequate computer facilities
"on-board" at the university to give the library the required support?
Could they, or would they, be willing to give the library the necessary
priority of usagetime, if the "hardware" were available?
It can readily be seen that much agonizing soul-searching seemed to
be the order of the day. As a direct result of all this, it occurred to the
stafi that, if they were experiencing such "growing pains," surely other,
similar libraries were either in the same boat, or had, perhaps, already
come up with a workable solution.
With this idea in mind, the systemsstafi enthusiastically sallied forth
to the "stacks" and journal bins prepared immediately to discover many
and varied ready-made solutions or at least guide-posts in their quest.
Many hours later they staggered back quite chagrined to discover that
they had been somewhat in error in their original rosy expectations.
Despite the flood of publications on the subject of automation, most
were in the theoretical realm or else had to do with planning conferences,
etc. Few, with the notable exception of the ,\LA .lournal of Library
Automation, really delved into the specific day-to-day problems of designing, building, and actually operaring such a facility, ar leasr in the
academic environment. Both INTREX
and MARC were examined.
but are considered more of a library-world-wide experiment for the
purposes of this study.
Suraey Scope and Results
As mentioned initially, this pointed our an apparent dearth of information which would seem to be sorely needed throughout the world
of university libraries. FIow to obtain this information became the next
problem. Fortunately, they were able to fall back on that tried and true
tool of librarians throughout the ages, "the questionnaire." Actually,
this seemed the only true source of information and compilation soon
followed.
Of course, before one can mail out a questionnaire, one must select
suitable "victims" (i.e., those personsor inititutions most likely to be in
possession of the desired facts). This problem was solved in handy
fashion by use of the ninth edition of Cartter's American Uniaersities
and Colleges. Using the generally accepted definition of a university
as being an institution of higher learning with the authority to grant a
doctoral degree, the search was limited to those thus designated in
Appendix VI of Cartter's work. Separate libraries, such as medical
libraries, were not included. The final outcorne was a list of r94 universities (including five separatebranches of the University of California).
The University of Oklahoma's own contribution made rg5. Colleges
(as opposed to universities) were specifically excluded becauseof a desire
to limit the study to institutions most similar to the University of
Oklahoma.
Volume t j, Number 4, Fall 1969
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As in any study of this nature, it had to begin with a few basic
assumptions.Since this is a survey requiring an exchange of information,
and since it is entirely dependent upon the answersreceived for the data,
the following assumptions were made:
(r) That the individual answering the questionnaire was knowledgeable on the subject.
(z) That he was completely open and candid about his situation.
(3) That terminology employed had the same meaning for all concerned.
Without going into great detail, the information sought through
the questionnaire can be summarized as follows. Each addressee was
questioned as to what extent and in what areas he was presently auto'
mated (e.g., circulation control, catalog production, serials control, in'
formation retrieval, etc.). If he was automated, on what type of equip'
ment did he base his system (e.g., computer, unit record equipment)
and in what confrguration? Also, if computer based, was his work
handled on-line, shared time, or how? He was queried as to what major
problems he had encountered, the general attitude of his professional
stafi towards automation, and whether it had released them from clerical
work in order that they could devote more time to "professional"
aspects? To provide us with additional background material, they
were also asked what their future plans were in this area (e.g., use of
MARC, etc.), whether their system provided direct support to any other
organization and when (and with what?) they implemented their initial
project?
At this point it would probably be appropriate to mention that
59 per cent of those libraries queried returned the completed questionnaire, certainly well within the limits required for a valid survey.
In order to be as fair as possible and also to allow for possible
misinterpretation of the questions, every attempt was made to credit
all possible offerings as examples of automation. It would be well to
mention here, however, that only those projects which were stated as
actually being in operation were accepted. Not accepted were pro'
jected programs or those expressly termed experimental. Also, it was
difficult in many casesto difierentiate between serials control and a union
list of serials or whether acquisitions included both purchasing pro'
cedures (e.g., printing of order form, card order, etc.) and accounting.
Another difficult term to interpret was that of information retrieval.
Obviously it was necessaryto exercise a degree of judgment here; how'
ever, such instances were not numerous enough to afiect the survey
outcome to any great extent.
Types of projects were broken down into eight categories as follows:
circulation, acquisitions, accounting, serials control, lists, catalog pro'
duction, interlibrary loan, and information retrieval.
Keeping the above in mind, of the 116 libraries replying, including
the lJniversity of Oklahorna, 59 (or 5r per cent, stated that they were
automated to some extent. Of these 59, 30 had only one project that
'
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could be considered as automated and in many casesthis consisted of
some kind of minor listing of some portion of the collection. While there
is certainly no intention of belittling these projects, they can hardly
be termed major and this is a significant point for the study. (Union
lists of serials are not included in this comment.) Of the remaining
zg libraries, only rz had more than e ongoing projects. These are
shown in Table r, with the types of projects, as stated on their returned
questionnaire. In several cases, acquisitions was assumed to include
accounting.
Table z gives a synopsis of automarion reported by project type percentage. This includes only those 59 reporting they were automated.
The 59 are represented by roo per cenr in the Table.
Insofar as equipment is concerned, only 7 of those libraries reported
as being automated indicated that they were completely dependent
on unit record equipment. The rest indicated that they were compurer
supported. While difficult to be absolutely certain in all cases,the great
majority (over 9o per cent) apparently did not have the computers
under library control but were dependent upon outside assistance.This
did cause problems in some cases. Probably no surprise to anyone,
IBM is by far the largest supporter of computer operations for these
libraries. Of the 5z using compurers, 87 0r per cent) were using IBM
equiprnent and zz (+g per cent) of these were using an IBM 96o system.
Approximately 5o per cent reported personnel as their major problem
area. This included matters such as little or no training, rapid turnover,
inexperience, and just plain inability to communicate with businessand
scientifically oriented programmers who were cornpletely competent
in all other ways. The second major problem area was that old nemesis
of all libraries, a lack of adequate funds. This was to be expected. One
other significant point was the tendency of campus computer centers to
slip the library to the end of the line in priority when things became
tight.
Possibly of some surprise, only 3 reported their professional librarians
as antagonistic to automation, while of the 64 answering the question,
well over 6o per cent of these reported their professionals as downright
enthusiastic.
Little time seems to be saved, but the by-products and efficiency produced seem to be enormous in those areas which have been automated.
Of those already automated, only one seemed to be disenchanted, and
most were prepared to forge ahead as soon as funds and personnel
allowed.
Recognizing the enormous cost and planning involved, many libraries were aligning themselves with regional setups for increased
efficiency, etc. Some of those mentioned were the Colorado Academic
Libraries Book Processing Center, Pacific Southwest Regional Plan for
Medical Library Cooperation, Consortium of Universities of the Metropolitan Washington Area, Nevada Center for Cooperative Library Services, New England Library Information Network (NELINET),
Volume r j, Number I, FalI t959
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'IABLE
SyNopsls or AutoprerroN

z

RopoRrrD

ty

Tyru

or Pno;n'cr

(Circul ation- 377.)

(Acqui s i tions -3 17.)

(Serial s Control - 157")

(Lists,

including

Union-397")

(Catalog- I 97.)

(rLL-37")

(Accounting- 227.)

(Information

1-0

30

R et r i e v a l

- 87")

40

100

Southwest Academic Library Consortium, and the Ohio College Library
Center.
The final ar'ea for consideration is that of future planning. Of the
57 libraries reported as not presently automated, 98 (62 per cent) indicated an interest in becoming so. The rest were noncommittal. Most of
those interested seemed to be waiting for funds. Also mentioned was
their inability to acquire the people with the necessaryskill, either through
direct employment or on a loan basis, and their failure to obtain a
guarantee of the required computer time from the supporting computer
center involved. This also is not surprising considering the often considerable amounts of expensive computer time involved in library
operations.
Volume t j', Number q, Fall 1969
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Conclusionsand I mplications
Based upon the initial search of the literature and the resurts shown

Some implications to be drawn from the above conclusions are
fairly obvious and a little painful. First, a terriffic amounr of smoke-

of the matte-r and probably the major reason why university libraries
are lagging the automation race.
Lrsr or flsrrrurroxs
QuERTED
I answered questionnaire
" answeredquestionnaire, automated to some extent
**Auburn Univ.
College, Alaska
Auburn, Alabama
**Arizona State Univ.
*Univ. of Alabama
Tempe, Arizona
University, Alabama
The Univ. of Arizona
Univ. of Alaska
Tucson, Arizona

|
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*Univ. of Alkansas
Fayetteville, Arkansas
x*Calif. Inst. of Technology
Pasadena,Calif.
**Claremont

Grad. School & Univ. Ctr.
Claremont, Calif.

**Loma Linda University
Loma Linda, Calif.
*Occidental

College
Los Angeles, Calif.
Stanford Univ.
Stanford, Calif.

**U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, Calif.

Howard Univ.
Washington, D. C.
The George Washington
Washingtorr, D. C.

IJniv.

*Florida State Univ.
Tallahassee, Florida
Univ. of Florida
Gainesville, Florida
xUniv. of Miami
Coral Gables, Florida
*xEmory Univ.
Atlanta, Georgia
**Georgia Inst. of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia

**Univ. of California
Berkeley, California

*Georgia Southern College
Statesboro, Georgia

**Ijniv. of Calif.
Davig Calif.

xThe Univ. of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

Univ. of California
Los Angeles, Calif.

**Georgetown Univ.
Washington, D. C.

**Ijniv.

*xUniversity of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

**IJniv. of Calif.
Santa Barbara, Calif.

**Univ. of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho

of Calif.
Riverside, Calif.

**Univ. of the Pacific
Stocktcm, Calif.
*Univ. of Southern Calif.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, Colorado
*Colorado State Univ,
Fort CoIlins, Colorado
Colorado State College
Greeley, Colorado
x*IJniv. of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
Univ. of Denver
Denver, Colorado
*Univ. of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut
**Yale Univ.
New Haven, Connecticut
*Univ. of Delaware
Newark, Delaware
The American Univ.
Washington, D. C.
*xThe Catholic Univ. of America
Washington, D. C.
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*Illinois Inst. of Tech.
Chicago, Ill.
*Loyola Univ.
Chicago, Ill.
*Northern

Illinois Univ.
De Kalb, Ill.
Northwestern Univ.
Evanston, Il1.

**Southern Illinois Univ.
Carbondale, Ill.
The Univ. of Chicago
Chicago, Ill.
**Univ. of Illinois
Urbana, Ill.
x*Indiana Univ.
Bloomington, Indiana
Saint Mary's College
Notre Dame, Indiana
Purdue Univ.
Lafayette, Indiana
Ball State Teachers Colleoe
Muncie, Indiana
**IJniv. of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana
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**Iowa State Univ. of Sc. & Tech,
Ames, Iowa
State Univ, of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Kansas State Univ.
Manhattan, Kansas

xTufts Univ.
Medford, Mass.
Univ. of Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
'Worcester
Polytechnic Inst.
Worcester, Mass.

x*Universitv of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas

**Michigan State Univ.
East Lansing, Michigan

Wichita State Univ.
Wichita, Kansas

**The Univ. of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

*Univ. of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky
Univ. of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky
**La. State Univ. & A&M Col.
Baton Rouge, La,

Wayne State Univ.
Detroit, Michigan
**Univ, of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
M i s s i s s i p p iS t a t e U n i v .
State College, Mississippi

Tulane Univ.
New Orleans, La.

St. Louis Univ.
St. Louis, Missouri

Univ. of Maine
Orono, Maine

Univ. of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri

**Johns Hopkins Univ.
Baltimore, Maryland
*Peabody Inst.
Baltimore, Maryland
*St. Mary's Seminary and Univ.
Baltimore, Maryland

**Washington Univ,
St. Louis, Missouri
Montana State College
Bozeman, Montana
**Ijniv.

of Montana
Missoula, Montana

**Univ. of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

**Univ. of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska

*Woodstock College
Woodstock, Maryland

*Univ. of Nevada
Reno, Nevada

Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

**Dartmouth

Boston Univ.
Boston, Mass.

**Univ. of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

Brandeis Univ.
Waltham, Mass.
Clark Univ.
'Worcester,

Mass.

**Harvard

Univ.
Cambridge, Mass.
Lowell Tech. Inst.
Lowell, Mass.

MassachusettsInst. of Tech.
Cambridge, Mass.
St. Stephens College
Dover, Mass.
Springfield College
Springfield, Mass.
!
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College
Ifanover, New Hampshire

Drew Univ.
Madison, New Jersey
*Ncwark College of Eng.
Newark, N. J.
**Princeton Univ.
Princeton, N. J.
*Rutgers-The
State Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.
**Stevens Inst. of Tech.
Hoboken, N. J.
New Mexico Highlands Univ.
Las Vegas, N. M.
New Mexico Inst. of Mining & Tech.
Socorro, N. M.
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*New Mexico State Univ.
Las Cruces, N. M.

*Duke Univ.
Durham, N. C.

*The Univ. of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

North Carolina College
Durham, N. C.

*Adelphi

**N. C. State Univ.
Raleigh, N. C.

Univ.
Long Island, New York
Alfred Univ.
Alfred, N. Y.

Univ. of N. C.
Chapel Hill, N. C.

The City Univ. of N. Y.
New York, N. Y.

Univ. of N. C.
Greensboro, N. C.

*Clarkson College of Tech.
Potsdam, N. Y.

N. D. State Univ. of Agr. and Ap. Sc.
Fargo, N. D.
*Univ. of North Dakota
Grand Forks, North Dakota

Columbia Univ.
New York, N. Y.
*xCornell Univ.
Ithaca, N. Y.

Case Inst. of Tech.
Cleveland, Ohio

*Fordham

*Hebrew

Univ.
New York, N. Y.

Union College
Cincinnati, Ohio

Jewish Theological Sem. of Amer.
New York, N. Y.
**New School for Social Research
New York, N. Y.

Kent State Univ.
Kent, Ohio
*The Ohio State Univ.
Columbus, Ohio

New York Univ.
New York, New York

xOhio Univ.
Athens, Ohio

Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn
Brooklyn, N. Y.

xThe Univ. of Akron
Akron, Ohio
*Uni\'. of Cincinnati

Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.
Troy, N. Y.

Cincinnati, Ohio
**I]niv. of Toledo
Toledo, Ohio

*St. Bonaventure Univ.
St. Bonaventure, N, Y.

Western Reserve Univ.
Cleveland, Ohio

St. Johns Univ.
Jamaica, N. Y.

Okla. State Univ. of Agr. & Ap. Sc.
Stillwater, Okla.
xUniv. of Tulsa
Tulsa, Okla.

State Univ. of N. Y.
Albany, N. Y.
Srate Univ. of N. y.
Buffalo, N. Y.

*Oregon State Univ.
Corvallis, Oregon
**Univ. of Oregon

State Univ. of N. Y.
Stony Brook, Long Island
SyracuseUniv.
Syracuse, N. Y.
*Teachers College, Columbia
New York, N. Y.

Univ.

Union College & Univ.
Albany, N. Y.
**Univ. of Rochester
Rochester, N. Y.
*Yeshiva Univ.
New York, N. Y.
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Eugene, Oregon
*Univ. of Portland
Portland, Oregon
Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, Penn.
**Carnegie Nlellon Univ.
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Dropsie College for Hebrew & Cognate
Learning
Philadelphia, Penn.

'
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*Texas Christian Univ.
Fort Worth, Texas

Duquesne Univ.
Pittsburgh, Penn.
**Lehigh Univ.
Bethlehem, Penn.

xTexas Tech. College
Lubbock, Texas

**The Penn. State Univ.
Univ. Park, Penn.

Texas Womans Univ.
Denton, Texas

xPhiladelphia Col. of Pharm. & Sci.
Philadelphia, Penn.
*Temple Univ.
Philadelphia, Penn.

Univ. of Texas
Austin, Texas

Univ. of Penn.
Philadelphia, Penn.

Brigham Young Univ.
Provo, Utah

**Ijniv.

of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Penn.

\ryestminster Theological
Philadelphia, Penn.

xCollege of Southern Utah
Cedar City, Utah
Sern.

**Brown Univ.
Providence, Rhode Island
Univ. of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island
*Clemson Univ.
Clemson, S, C.
Univ. of South Carolina
Columbia, S. C.
*South Dakota State Col. of Ag. &
Mechanic Arts
Brookings, S. D.
**Univ. of South Dakota
Vermillion, S. D.
*George Peabody Col. for Teachers
Nashville, Tenn.
*Univ. of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee
**Vanderbilt Univ.
Nashville, Tennessee
Baylor Univ.
Waco, Texas
East Texas State Uniy.
Commerce, Texas
*North Texas State Univ.
Denton, Texas

**Univ. of Houston
Houston, Texas

**Ijniv.

of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

**Utah State Univ.
Logan, Utah
*Middlebury
Middlebury,

College
Vermont

**Univ. of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont
Mary Washington College of the Univ.
of Virginia
Fredericksburg, Virginia
**Medical College of Virginia
Richmond, Virginia
*Univ. of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.
Blacksburg, Virginia
*Univ. of Washington
Seattle, Washington
Washington State Univ.
Pullman, Washington
West Virginia Univ.
Morgantown, West Virginia
*Lawrence Univ.
Appleton, Wisconsin

Rice Univ.
Houston, Texas

*Marquette Uni\'.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Southern Methodist Univ.
Dallas, Texas

*Univ. of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

**TexasA&MUniv.
College Station, Texas

'
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Univ. of WYoming
Laramie, Wyoming
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The Computer-Controlled
Periodicals
Systemat the SanFrancisco
PublicLibrary
Davro E. Brlcn
Public Information Officer
San Francisco Publi.c Library
San Francisco, Calif ornia

rf- HE SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC LIBRARY believes itself to be
the first public library in the country to develop a completely
I
computer-controlled periodicals system. Computer planners have long
predicted that libraries, with their massesof repetitive clerical rrans.
actions, would be natural candidates for the application of electronic
data processing. Although general progress has been slow, staff-short
San Francisco Public Library found it necessaryto speed application of
the available technology.
The computer-controlled periodicals system was developed by Mrs.
Linda Crismond of the Library's Technical Services Departmenr, in
cooperation with the City of San Francisco Electronic Data Processing
Center. Starting two years ago with $3o,ooo of state funds,.the project is
now being carried out under the library's normal operating budget.
The most important result of the project is the recent publication
of a three-volume book catalog of 6,63o magazines, newspapers,selected
government documents, and serials held by the library. Complete information about these periodicals was previously available only in the
Periodicals Department card catalog. The new book catalog is now
available in every department of the Main Library, in all neighborhood
branches, and on the bookmobile.
Extra copies of the book catalog were printed and are now being
distributed to public, academic, school, and special libraries throughout
northern California. This distribution has been underwritten by the
Bay Area Reference Center, a federally-funded demonstration reference
project sponsored by the library.
The catalog itself is entirely computer produced. Complete information on the library's periodicals is stored on magnetic rap€ in the
City EDP Center. From this information the computer "composed" the
catalog on another tape. This tape was then transformed into microfilm through another automated process and the microfilm used in turn
to produce offset plates from which the catalog was printed.
The first volume of the book catalog lists the library's periodicals by
title. For each, the call number, explanatory notes, a description of
Volume r j, Numbet' q, Fall 1959
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holdings, and the location is listed. The second volume arranges the
periodicals urrder r,43o cross-referenced subject headings from "Abstracts" (77 titles) to "Zoology" (r5 titles). The place of publication,
call number, holdings, and location are given for each title. Volume
three indicates those magazines, newspapers, or serials that are printed
wholly, or in part, in a foreign language. The library receives 8r5 such
publications: 323 in French, z69 in German, 86 in Spanish, 7g in Italian,
37 in Japanese, Z in Chinese, and z4 in other languages. The foreign
language catalog is considered a major development in itself. The library does provide a number of periodicals in languages other thari
English and now has an easyway to locate materials received.

'
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LagTimesof Selected
CurrentAwareness
ScientificScreeningServices
RoerR.r F' Cre'nr<B
LibrarY Branch
Diaision of Research Seruices
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MarYland

researchers
hnoutnto be worhing in th,efielrt oJ interest.
Bachground
Q CREENING SERVICE currenr awarenesslag times are of interest to
D cermin librarians and others, where timeliness of bibliographic control has become more important. They have felt the need for less delay
in learning of, and. perhaps acquiring, articles from the serial literature,
rather than waiting tot the appearance of citations in secondary Publications, as indexes and abstracts.
In those caseswhere the libraries cannot screen the serial literature
themselves or do not choo$e to, one answer has been the services

statements by the clients, screening for many clients simultaneously
with one perusal of the incoming literature. How do such setvices
compare with indexes and abstractsfor timeliness?
Study design
The selection sratement for a mission-oriented scientific area of
knowledge was used by three different screening services in an un' 533
Volume t3, Number 4, Fall tg6g

announced study. One is operated by a major nonprofit institution
on the east coast, one is housed in the campus of a midwest academic
institution, and the third belongs to an east coast society. They actively
screened and selected serial articles for six months. Their average lag
times were compared with each other, and the citations they found were
then searched in two ma.io" seconclary publication sources important
in that area of scientific knowledge. One and one-half years of these
secondary publications were checked to allow ample time for citations
to appear. The lag time for those founcl in the indexes and abstracts
was also recorded, so that a comparison could be made of the screening
serviceslag. In all cases,lag time was defined as the difference between
the date printed on the item, or best date ascertainable of the publication appearance when none was printed, versus the date the client
first was informed of the existence of the item. rounded to the nearest
whole month.
In using the indexes and abstracts, citations were searched promptly
upon receipt of the new issues of each. Earlier and later issues were
rechecked to increase the chances of fincling the citations as new ones
were furnished by the three services.The purpose was to learn if the
screening services actually provided more rapid current awarenessthan
did the secondary publications, or if internal processing within the
screenrng services and other delays nullified any theoretical advantage
they might provide. A secondary purpose was to cornpare the efficiency
of the three screeningservices.
Lag Times Compared
Table r shows the mean, rnedian, and mode (average) lag times
in months between the three screening services and the secondary
publications. In general, the screening servicesdo provide citations more
quickly by an average of about four monrhs (5 vs. g months), that is, in
about one-half of the time that secondary publications do in this area
of science.This is reasonable, because it is the purpose of the screenins
service to be more rapid. Also, the screening services :rre not indexing,
abstracting, or publishing on a set schedule as are rhe secondarypublications, and the latter have current awarenessas only one of their
many objectives. Among the three services,the lag time of numbers tw<.r
and three are comparable and much lessthan th.at of nurnber one.
Perhaps all screening services do not operate comparably, or have
equivalent lag times, and a number of variables may suggest the
reasons why-for
example: number, capability and training of staff,
internal routing and processing of serials, actual number of serial issues
and titles screened, languages encountered, domestic and foreign publication, amount of backlog, time of the year, number of clients serviced,
whether automated equipment and/or photocopy machines are used,
means of delivery to the client, etc. No matter the variables, only the
result, minimum lag, counts. For lag time, the modes are always lowest
and the means highest. This indicates that most freqllently there are a

'
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great number of articles aPpearing in a group on the lists early after
lag times
fubfication, but that there are sufficient numbers with long
io notably raise the mean. Considering variables listed above that can
influence the lag, this is understandable.
Addi,tional Findings

Also, in following a particular area of interest, its literature may not
fall neatly into the coverageof the secondarypublications.
No evaluation was made of the worth of the serial titles or the articles, for this would have been too subjective. Even u'hen the q6'772
items are reduced to the 138-578 ultimately accepted by the client
(78.a-78.8 percent of the items originally selected), the screenjng serviies ehortJ seem worthwhile. This is true if more articles are felt to be
needed by the client than would be available from the secondary sources.
All three screening servicesended with approximately the same Percentage of items ultimately accepted from those ofiered. Apparently, while
the volume may difier, they over-select initially in the same range of
about zo-25 percent.
Alternatiaes
What alternative does the client have to using a secondary publication or a screening service?One possibility is the use of a table of contents service, wheie in advance of regular publication of serials, their
tables of contents are collected and published together in a distinctive
issue. An example of this in science is Current Contents published by
the Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia. A subscriber
can screen the published tables of contents but cannot screen the articles
without going elsewhere. Another, and much more expensive possibility,
is for thi cliint to cleate a file of names and addresses of researchers
known to have worked or be working in the area of interest. In turn,
the client contacts them individually and learns what they are working
on, what they will publish, where, when, and even perhaP,s arranges
for advance copies. Further study is indicated in comparing-the costs of
screening serviies with the other methods, so that an overall judgment
can be made as to cost of efiectiveness.
Volume r), NL(rnber q, FalI t969
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OptimumDistribution
of Centrally
Processed
Material,MultipleRouting
SolutionsUtilizingthe LocksetMethod

of Sequential
Programming
Jeuns C. Hsrao
AssistantProfessorof Economics
and.
Fnro J. HrrNnrtz
Professor of Library Science
Southern Connecticut State CoIIege
New Hauen, Connecticut
The lochset method of sequential programrning,a simple procedure
recently deuelopedby Schrubenand Clifton, is shown to be applicable
to library distribution problemsinuoluing multiple routing. The method.
is explained in detail and illustrated by applying it to a giuen library
problem inaolaingopti,mumdistribution of centrallyprocessed
material.
Introduction
TN A PREVIOUS ARTICLE Heinritz and Hsiao irave described a
I procedure giving a near-optimum solurion to the problem of routing
a vehicle through a number of service points so as to allow distribution
of centrally processed books at minimal cost.l This procedure was
limited to the case where only a single vehicle was required, and where
its capacity was not exceeded at any point on the route, so that it was
able to complete the distribution in a single round trip, without returning to the starting point (except at the end) a secondtime.
Routing problems also arise where more than one vehicle is required to complete the distribution within an acceptable period of
time. In these problems the quantity to be delivered from the distribution center to each service point (or from the service points to the
center), the number of vehicles available, the capacity of each, and
the maximum distance each can be driven at one time must be considered. (This last restriction is usually due to limitations on driver
work hours and the like rather than mechanical limitations of the
truck.) A simple procedure for determining near-optimum solutions
for these more complex problems has been developed by Schruben and
Clifton.z This procedure, known as the lockset method of sequential
programming, may also be applied to problems of the Heinritz-Hsiao
type,3 and it is always possible that for a given particular set of data
Volume t j, Number 4, FalI r95g
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scribed above.
A Library Multiple Routing Problem
Suppose that, as in the previous article, we are studying a library
system using centralized processing done at the main library (A), and
that these materials must then be distributed among eight branches
(B . . . I), each in a different location. The cost of transport between each
of these nine locations (essentially the same as those used in the previous
article) is given in Table r.
Cost of Trensport Betveen AII Palrs of Librarles
to be Vlslted

Table I

fnf'

l+.8
2.O

4.8
Inf
J.O

r.5

D

E

2.O

r.o

a.8

J.O

).o

5.8

?.L

Inf.
l.L

2.8

6.8

+.3

3.3

r.9

2.O

4.9

y.o

H

2.3

2.8

I

o.8

),o

4.0

4.9

22

0.8

1.9

9.6

2.8

,.6

l +. 3

2.O

o.J

2.L

2.8

4.O

4.I

4.3

3.5

lo

,.9

l +. 3

4.I

Lo

2.3

Inf.

,.9
ll.3

4.3

8.o

Inf.

1.L

3.5

l+.I

2.3

a1

2.8

r.9

2,?

4.o

4.2

4.o

2.9

Inf.

2.9

Inf.

In addition, the situation is further complicated by the following
restrictions:
(r) The number of units of processed material to be delivered to
each servicepoint is as shown in Table z.
TabLe

Serviee Point

Unlts to be
Delivered

5

2

Service Polnt

Uaits to be
Dellvered

F

6

I

E

.
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(z) There are three vehicles available for distribution from the
central library. The capacity of each, and the maximum distance each
can be driven at one time are given in Table 3. Since the distance
restriction must be expressedin the same units as are used in Table r,
it is expressedhere in terms of cost.
Table 3
at one tlne
I.
II .
IIr.

20

16
zv

10

IO

These processedmaterials are to be delivered within some designated
period of time. The given data does not allow all deliveries to be
cornbined into a single trip. Therefore the Heinritz-Hsiao procedure is
not applicable, and we shall solve the problem with the lockset pro.
cedure.
The Lockset Method Applied
Problems

to the Solution of Multiple

Routing

In this section the Schruben-Clifton method, which is employed
in this study, is described. The only modification made in this article
is that, as in the previous Heinritz-Hsiao article, and for the same reason,
we are concerned with cost rather than distance:
(r) Examine the delivery list. If any delivery points are to receive
an amount equal to or greater than the capacity of the largest delivery
vehicle, assign it to deliver a capacity load to these stops. On the delivery
list indicate the balance to be delivered as a partial load on another
route.
(z) Cornpile a list of all possible pairs of points to be visited not
involving the starting-ending point.
(3) Compute the CSC (cost-saved-coefficient) for each such pair.
The cost-saved-coefficient
is the cost to be saved by setvicing each point
in a given pair of points on the same route compared with the cost
required to service each on a separate route. In Figure r, X is the

Figure r. Cost Saved by Including Points Y and Z on the Same Route

Volume r j, Number 4, Fall t969
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starting-ending point, and Y and Z are two points to rvhich material at
X is to be distributed. The left-hand figure shows Y and Z each being
serviced on a separate route at a cost of zo. The right-hand figure shows
that, since the distance from Y to Z happens to be g, combining Y and
Z on the same rout€ allows us to complete distribution at a cost of only
r5. The CSC is thus zo minus r5, or 5.
(4) Consider joining the pair with the largest CSC on the same
route.
route for feasibility. The tentative pairing must
(5) Test the
meet four tests:
(A) Each stop must have at least one leg connected with the startingending point.
(B) Each stop must previously have been on a different route.
(C) A vehicle of sufficient size must be available to carry the combined load.
(D) A vehicle capable of traveling the required distance must be
available.
(6) Consider joining on a revised route the unused pair having
the next largest CSC. Test the revised route for feasibility.
(7) When there are no longer pairs to be tested, the optimum (or
near-optimum) route has been identified.
Solution of the Giuen Problem by the Lochset Method
The given multiple routing library problem will now be solved by
means of the lockset procedure described in the preceding section.
Given the above data, no delivery point is to receive an amount
equal to or greater than the capacity of the largest delivery vehicle.
(The largest number of units required is r5 at E, and vehicle I's
capacity of zo exceedsthis.)
In Table 4 all possible pairs of points to be visited (excluding the
are
starting-ending point A) are listed, and their cost-saved-coefficients
computed. All necessary data are obtained from Table r. The costsaved coefficient is found as follows: (cost from Main Library to Column
One Point) plus (cost from Main Library to Column Two Point) minus
(cost from Column One Point to Column Two Point)' Thus the
CSC for the pair BC in the first row is (4.8 plus z.o minus 3.6) or 3.2.
The next step is to consider joining on the same route the pair with
the largest CSC. From Table 4 it can be seen that this pair is BF, with
a CSC of 6.2. Thus the first points to consider joining on the same route
are B and F, and the first tentative revision from servicing each branch
A-+ C-> A,
B+A,
onaseparateroute directfromA (asA+
etc.) would be to combine B and F into the single route A + B + F
-+ A (or the reverse).
This revised routing must now be tested for feasibility by checking
it against (A), (B), (C), and (D), the four feasibility criteria previously described:
'
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Lis+- of A11 Posslble
Palrs of Points +.o be Visited
(Excluding
A ), and Ttreir Cost-Saved-Coef ficlen+,s

Table 4

Alt rcssible
Dairs
(!;xeJ-ud1
or pofnrs
Colunn
One
foanf,

I
i

Coluro
Two
Point

'rri+h
uith
rdth
rij,th
uith
'iiih

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
u
D
E
E

$ith
vith
vlth
uith
Pith
vith
lrith
flith
with
Hit&
w:-th
wtth
nith
with

C
1l
E
!'
C
H
I
ll
D
F
c
H
I
E
F
G
H
T
F
G

F

!ri+L

U

E
F
F
!'
c
G
H

vith
with
Hlth
uith
wtth
Hlth
vith

I
G
H
I
H
T
f

Cost-Saved- Coef fi cient
Main Librari'
(.q) to
Colum One
Poixt

4.8

lr.8
h,8
L.8
lr.8
1.8
I, a

),x
?.o

Main Library
(a) to
Cclmn
THo
Poini

Colurn Qne
Poiat to
Colum Two
Point

)c

2.O

2.8

6.8

0.8
o.8

??

to

c.?

1.)

9.6
2.8

!.o
)A

ir

-L.O

o.8
??

?.o
o. J

?.o

c2

2_.4
t.!:
r.o
1A

o.8
2.8

2.I
2-.8

c?

2.2
o.0
0,1+

4.o
)'

o.B

i

l+.c
2.3
0.8

4.3

4.9

4.3
4.1

.o.4
o.5

1.9

ot

0,8
4.9
92

Ii: ct
l+.9

o.,
3.3
o.5

e

b.9

??

tq

2.L

2o

2.8
2.8
2.8

o.r

4.3
o.o

).o

2,.O

L.6
!.6
cA

Cost-sal,'ed
Coeffi.cient

o.B
0.8
o,8

8.o

3.4
I.O
1.1+
o.2
3.3
o,t
o.1

2.9

o.2

t?
L.O
a1
l+.a

(A) B and F are still each connected to the starting-ending point A.
(B) B was previously on the route A -> B -+ A and F was on the
separaterouteA-+F+A.
(C) The required vehicle capacity is 5 units at point B plus 6 units
at point F, or r r units, and carriers I and II each have capacities
in excessof this.
(D) The required cost to cover the route is (see Table r) 4.8 (the
cost from A to B) plus r.g (the cost from B to F) plus 3.9 (the
cost from F to A) or ro.o units, which does not exceed the maximum even for Carrier IlI.
Thus the tentative route A + B -> F -+ A satisfiesall four tests,and can
be adopted. Vehicle II, which is the smallest available carrier capable of
carrying the required r r units, is assigned to this route, which we shall
for convenience call Route r.
The next largest CSC not yet used (+.S) is for pair BH. This pair
satisfies all four feasibility tests. Vehicle II has sufficient capacity to
carty the additional two units required at H. Therefore H is inVolume r j, Number 4, Fall t959
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corPorated into Route r, which now becomes A -+ H -> B -+ F -+ A.
The new distance (2.3 plus e.8 plus r.9 plus 3.8 - ro.3) gives a distance sum well below its maximum of zo cost units. Note that B is no
longer linked by a leg to the origin, btrt is instead "locked" between F
and H.
The next largest CSC (3.a) is for pair EG. The quantity required
to be delivered to these two points is r5 plus b, ot zo, which is far
beyond the remaining capacity of vehicle II. Therefore we reject consideration of this pair for Route r, and consider the next highest CSC.
It happens that CF and FH both have an identical CSC of 3.3. However,
F and H are already on the same route, and only CF meets all four
tests. Vehicle II is capable of hauling the additional one unit required
at C and is still below its maximum distance. C is therefore added to
Route r, which now becomes A + H + B -+ F -> C -+ A. Since including any other point would exceed the capacity of vehicle II, Route
r is now complete.
The above procedures are repeated until all pairs have been examined. It happens that with the given data, three additional routes
are required for a near-optimal solution. All four routes are shown in
Table 5. Note that the near-optimum distance, in cost units, is 28.9. A
map of the near-optimum routing is shown in Figure z.
Tatle

5

Near-Optimuni Routing for

the Given Library

Problern

Delivery Points
Included ln Route

Vehicle
Assi5'led

Vehlcle
Ca'acit'

Conbined
Load

Dtstanee (in
Cost Units)

1

.HE+B+FiCJA

II

r5

14

11.O

2

A-tE+c?a

N

n

t2.o

3

AiI'A

10

10

t.6

4

A-'I+DA

1R

lI

l+.3

5'

28.9

Route
Nunber

I
III
II

@

Conclusion
The lockset method will be of value to any librarian involved in a
multiple routing situation. It is always helpful to begin with a suggested
ideal solution. The librarian should, however, make appropriate adjustments from the near-optimum case to fit his particular situation.
For example, an optimum-cost bookmobile routing may have to be
altered because patrons at the particular stop may not be able to be
there at the time suggestedby the lockset solution.
Additional restrictions can sometimes be incorporated successfully
into a lockset algorithm. A computer routine has been refined by
Schruben and Clifton for the solution of routing problems by the lockset method.
'
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Elgure 2.

near - Witun

Route

Route I
Route 2
Route J
Route l+
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KatharineL. Ball
LonNe D. Fnesnn
Librarian
Victoria Uniuersi,ty
Toronto, O ntario, Canada

The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and. Classification is award.ed i.n 1969
to Katharine L. Ball lor distinguished serz.,ice to librarianship
through i,nternational
actiaities in cataloging, teaching, publication, and participation in prolessional associations in Canad,aand the United States. A dynamic person, with alert grasp of principles
and gifted, performance, she has had, profound influence on catalogi.ng theory and
practice in Canad,aand, with charming, enthusiastic leadershi.p, has achieued agreement
among Canadian and American catalogers.

Katharine L. Ball, right, is presented the Margaret Mann Citation by
Arline Custer, chairrnan, Margaret Mann Citation Committee,

of being honoured by one's own
O BE DEEMED WORTHY
country is surely, for even the most modest citizen, a source of
immense gratification. ,Canadian librarians therefore rejoiced for Katharine Ball when, in tg67, the Government of Canada awarded her a
Centennial Medal for distinguished service to her country. But to be
Volume t j,'Number
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honoured by one's professional colleagues, and especially by the professional association of another country, is surely-though in a different
way-equally gratifying, and in 1969 librarians on both sides of our
international border joined in applauding the award of the Margaret
Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification to Katharine L. BaIl,
a Canadian, for distinguished servicein librarianship.
Ilonours without achievement would be empty indeed, but in Katharine's life achievements abound. A Torontonian born and bred, Katharine obtained her B.A. degree in Modern Languages from the University of Toronto in 19z6, proceeding immediately for further studies in
English literature to Oxford where she received the B.A. degree in rgz8
(M.A., rg5r). Returning to Canada in rgz8, she joined the staff of the
University of Toronto Library where, for fourteen years, she served in
the Circulation and Reference Department. Working closely with teaching staff and students during this period, she acquired a thorough knowledge of the strengths and weaknessesof the catalogues and classification
scheme in meeting the needs of readers, an experience which later served
her well in forming her judgment as a cataloguer.
In rg4z, Katharine Ball enlisted in the Royal Canadian Air Force
(Women's Division) and was posted overseas,serving with the Historical
Section in England, and later, with the rank of Squadron Officer, as
the Women's Division Staff Officer with No. 6 Canadian Bomber Group.
When the war ended Katharine returned to a cataloguing position in
the University of Toronto Library, enrolling in the following year in
the Library School in order to prepare for appointment as Head of the
University Library's Cataloguing Department.
Katharine brought to her new position not only her newly earned
B.L.S. degree but an energetic and broad intelligence, a clarity of
thought and expression, a sound and practical senseof judgment, and a
huppy easecombined with a decisive quality of leadership in her relationships with people. Her reputation as an outstanding cataloguer and
talented administrator quickly grew, and the name of Katharine Ball,
not unexpectedly, was proposed when an opening occurred in r95r for
a teacher of cataloguing and classification in the Urriversity of Toronto
Library School. Appointed to the Faculty of Library Scienceas Asssistant
Professor, she was promoted to the rank of Associate Professor in 1959
and to Professor in 1964. Always active in the affairs of a university
where segregation of the sexes has been a long time a-dying, Katharine
was the first woman to hold office as President of the University of
Toronto Faculty Club.
With an authority derived from a sure grasp of her field, Katharine
Ball has taught the principles of cataloguing and classification in
both the B.L.S. and M.L.S. programmes to hundreds of students, many
of whom, as practising librarians, repeatedly seek her advice and guidance on problems encountered in their work. Responding generously as
she does to such appeals, Katharine puts into practice her conviction
that the responsibilities of a professional school do not end in the

'
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classroom but extend to the profession at large, and are discharged as
much by individual consultation as by giving active support and leadership to the work of professional associations.
Katharine BaL's teaching career spans a period of unprecedented

s_eparateness,
functioning as challenger, interpreter, conciliator, consolidator, and coordinator-a moving and irresistible force.
The responsibilities of office Katharine Ball has always discharged
with an enviable "presence," but none more brilliantly than those of
President of the Canadian Library Association (CLA) in 1968/69, a
year of intensive self-examination within the association and one also
of significant change. At the national level she has served as Chairman
of the former Cataloguing Section of CLA, and within the Ontario
Library Association as Chairman of the former Ontario Regional Group
of Cataloguers. She has also played an active part in the relatively
youthful Canadian Association of Library Schools. Long a member of
the American Library Association, she has served on Council. as Di-

i1S bu1 rewarding dimension to her teaching activities. Appointed to
the Advisory Board of the Catalog Code Revision Committee, she has

announced by the International Federation of Library Associations,
Katharine Ball was appointed as the official delegate of the canadian
Library Association. To acquaint the canadian delegateswith national
opinion on the principles to be considered, a Canadian Institute on
Cataloguing Principles and Rules was held, under Katharine Ball's
chairmanship, immediately preceding the CLA conference in June 196r.
Armed with the views of her Canadian colleagues, thoroughly familiar
with the American position, and sympathetic to the views put forward
by other countries, Katharine Ball not only contributed to debate, as
head of the Canadian delegation, but later published a masterly report
proceedings. Throughout the long years of code revision activity,
of
!h_.
which finally culminated in publication of the Anglo-American CataVolume t j, Number 4, Fall t969
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Ioging Rules, Katharine derived perhaps the greatest personal satis'
faction from a telephone call which she received from Donald Cook, on
behalf of Wyllis Wright, in the midst of the CLA's Calgary conference
in 1966, asking her, as RTSD's Liaison Representative to CLA's Technical Services Section, to obtain the offrcial permission needed to include
the name of the Canadian Library Association on the title-page of the
long-awaited code. FIer hopes for full recognition of Canada's part in
preparing the new rules, and o[ Canada's acceptance of them, were
realized in that moment. And when the new "blue book" replaced the
old "red book" on cataloguers' desks, it was Katharine Ball who organized, under the auspices of the University of Toronto School of
Library Science, one of the first open meetings to discuss the published
rules.
Katharine's energy and wealth of experience, however, have not
been channelled into her teaching and association work alone. For
eighteen years she served her home community, Richmond Hill, Ontario, as a member of the local Public Library Board, holding office
both as Chairman of the Board on several occasions,and as Chairman
of its Building Committee.
Katharine Ball's gift for friendship knows no national boundaries.
Warmly appreciative of her love of laughter, of family, of her profession and her country, her friends are everywhere. If usage conadmiring colleagues might
doned-and cataloguing rules permitted-her
well condense the many achievements and attributes of the eighteenth
recipient of the Margaret Mann Citation into the following "Heading
fbr persons":
Ball, Ho,nourable Katharine Lucy, Lady.

'
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RichardM. Dougherty
Asnev J. Fntsron
AssociateLibrarian f or Technical Seraices
Uniaeriity ol Hawaii Library
Honolulu, Hawaii

The Resources and, Technical Serwices Diuisi,on of the American Library Associati'on
presents
the Esther J. Piercy Award, for t969 to Richard M. Dougherty in recognition
-o1
his contribu.tions to technical seraices. In the less than ten years he has sented his
profession, he has shoun unusuttl promise of leadership and, prod,uctiaity in research,
teaching and, ad.mi,nistration. His iork i.s d.istinguished, by imagination 1nd skill. His
schotarihip and. seriousness of purpose reflect the high stand.ards of the person in
whose name this awaril has been created.

The Esther J. Piercy Award is presented to Dr' Richard M. Dougherty
by Ruth F. Carnovsky, chairman of the Piercy Award Jury'

SHORT time of thirty-four years, Richard
TN THE RELATIVELY
a
full life. He has earned a living as a steel
has
had
nongherty
I U.
worker, sailor, and librarian. He could have been a lorest ranger had
he not turned elsewhere. Administrator, writer, editor, oP€rations analyst, scholar, teacher, consultant, and whilom athlete, he is a manyfaceted man.
Volume r), Number 4, FalI t96g
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Born in rg35 in East Chicago, Indiana, Dick Dougherty was reared
in the shadow of the steel mills. After graduation from high school,
he worked briefly as an open hearth liborer and then eirolled at
Purdue University in rg53. The Korean War inrerrupted his formal
education, and he served in the U.S. Navy from r954-to 1956. It was
in the Navy that he had his first taste of library work. He served in the
serials and the circulation departments of the U.S. Navy National
Security Agency Library during rg55 and 1956. He worked his way
through school with another stint at the steel mill and as a student
Assistant in the Reference Department at the purdue Library.
While at Purdue his activities were not enrirely limited to studies
and work. It was during this time that he joined the wrestling team
and, working with customary €n€rgl, developed the physique-of an
athlete. Although he majored in forestry, upon graduation in rg5g
he found the pull of the library srronger than thai of the woods and
decided to be a librarian. He chose the Rutgers Graduate schoor of
Library Service for his professional training and was greatly helped and
influeneed by Ralph Shaw. Much of his later successcan be atiributed
to a keen, analytical approach developed under Shaw's aegis. While at
Rutgers he also worked for Viola Maihl ar the Linden (N.J.) Public
Library as a Library Trainee. Miss Maihl and her fellow librarians
still remember him as one of the best trainees Linden has ever had. He
was an excellent student at Rutgers and his efforts were rewarded by
election to Beta Phi Mu.
Dick received his MLS degree in 196r, staying on to teach as a
Research Associate while working for his PhD. The subject of his
dissertation was the scope and operational efficiency of information
centers as illustrated by the Chemical-Biological Courdination Cenrer
of the National Research Council. While working on his dissertation,
he had his first, long look at automation, and it was here that he developed a healthy skepticism for the frequently heard predictions of the
millennium in the library world soon to be wrought by automation.
This contact with it, however, did not'sour him on automation, as his
later activities prove. On the contrary, he has been very active in this
area and in April r969 was selectedas one of the fifteen newly established
Fellows of the Council on Library Resources. The selection was based
on the candidate's qualifications and the significance of his proposed
project, namely, to investigate programs now in operation, or planned,
which utilize automation techniques to provide individualized information services to faculty and students. His selection is an acknowledgement of his strong Ieadership potenrial as well as his familiarity with
automation.
With his new PhD in hand, he arrived in the summer of 1963 in
-DeChapel Hill, North Carolina, as the Head. of the Acquisitions
partment at the University of North Carolina Library. While in this
!9!, h" began to apply much of the theory he learned in library school.
The Acquisitions Deparrmenr at the University of North barorina
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procedures he initiated during this period, and he and Fred fleinritz
wrote Scientific Managenxent of Library Operations, an enumeration
of the methods analysis techniques available to operating level management. This book has been used as a textbook in management and
administration coursesin many library schools.
While at Chapel Hill he developed an interest in acquisitions and
this culminated in his appointment as Assistant Editor for Acquisitions
ol Library Resources b Technical Seraices.This appointment brought
forth several annual review articles covering developments in acquisitions. His interests have not been confined to acquisitions, however.
In addition to his editorial duties on LRTS, he has also been Department Editor (New Architectural Dimensions) of the Library-College
lournal since 1967. Capping his editorial activities was the recent
announcement that at the end of this summer he is to succeed David
Kaser as editor of.College b ResearchLibraries.
In 1966, after three very productive and successfulyears at Chapel
Hill, he made another move up the ladder, accepting a position as
Associate Director of Libraries, University of Colorado Libraries at
Boulder, Colorado. He immediately became involved in the planning
leading to the establishment of a processingcenter for Colorado academic
libraries. The formal proposal for the funding of this project was prepared by Dick and his new boss, Ralph Ellswotth. It was submitted
to the National Science Foundation and in October 1966 the Foundation awarded a grant for a feasibility study of the project. The project
received additional funding and is presently in its third phase, a oneyear trial operation. Dick has been intimately involved in the project
from its inception. The project has also generated additional grist for
his writing mill as a perusal of the recent literature will show. He has
also written articles on library buildings, reclassification,cataloging costs,
and manpower utilization.
Dick Dougherty always has several pots boiling simultaneously and
from one burner has come the recently published report, Inaestigation
Concerning the Modification of the (Jniaersity of lllinois Computerized
Serials Book Catalog to Achi,eae an Operatiae System at the Uniaersity
of Colorado Libraries, with James G. Stephens as co-author. It has been
described by reviewers as an excellent case study and a candid statement of the problems encountered during an attempt to adapt programs
and a data bank developed in another library. It is also a measure of
Dick Dougherty's grasp of the problems as well as the opportunities of
automation.
His activities have not been confined to writing or administration.
He has also found time to teach at four library schools (Rutgers,
Volume r j, Number 4, FaIl 1969
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Syracuse, Southern California, and North Carolina), act as library
building consultant, and be a very active participant in American Library Association affairs. In 1967-68, he was chairman of the Melvil
Dewey Award Jury. He has been very active in the Resodrces and
Technical Services Division and has served on the Executive Comrmittee of the Acquisitions Section (RTSD) since rq66. He was chairliran of the Nominating Committee, Acquisitions Secrion (RTSD), for
tg66-67, and is currently a member of the Technical Services Costs
Committee (RTSD). Active also in the Information Sciencesand Automation Division, he has been chairman since 1968 of the Cornmittee
for Dissemination of Information. And finally, he was recently elected
to membership on the American Library Association Council for the
term r969-73.
As the citation indicates, Dick Dougherry possessesa great capacity
for work; and this is combined with a bright, inquirinr mind, an ifitity
to cut to the heart of a problem, a receptivity to new ideas and suggestions,
enthusiasm, self-confidence, imagination, and a good sense of humor.
And particularly important, he is loyal, not only to his superiors but
also to his subordinates. It is this last quality, quite likely, which enables
him to get so much work accomplished; the loyalty is reciprocated. But
Dick's life is not all work. He is a fisherman, good poker player, skier,
an erratic golfer, and a scourge on the handball and paddleball courts.
He_has a lovely wife, Carole, rwo pretty daughters, Jitl and Jacqueline,
and a sturdy son, Douglas.
The initial recipient of the Esther J. Piercy Award can certainly
serve as a model for young librarians in the technical servicesfield, and
it is to be hoped that many of them will follow in his footsteps. Fortunately for the library profession, he has many productive years ahead. If
the past is any portenr, his future activities will not be limited to
technical setvices.

.
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A Tributeto ElizaberhRodell.
SEVEN YEARS RTSD and its officers became accustomed to
FOR
I'
living off the fat of the land. Between September 196r and October
1968, we were cajoled, nurtured, whipped, consoled, and nursed by our
able Executive Secretary, Elizabeth Rodell. Then last fall she left us to
return to Rice University as head
cataloger and assistant director for
technical services.During her years
of service the Division waxed, more
than doubled in size and complexity, went forth and slew many dragons while taming hosts of others,
all under the able generalship of
Elizabeth, our Saint George.
Now we have experienced a lean
year in which we have been deprived of Elizabeth's expertise in
helping us find our way through
the forest, a year in which we might
even have observeda strain of wildnessdeveloping among the dragons
we thought we had tamed. While
Carol Raney's recent appointment
assured us that our seven fat years will not be followed by seven lean
ones, this past year has made it clear to all of us how much Elizabeth
contributed to the work of this Division and its stature, and more
particularly and to the point, how much we miss her able direction.
It would be ignoble and unseemly for us to let this occasion pass without
giving tangible expression of our gratitude to our mentor, guide, and
friend.
On behalf of all the officers, present and past, of the host of committee members, past and present, and of all-the members of this Division, collectively and individually, it is my privilege and honor to
offer you this token of our esteem. 'Tis a small thing, to be sure, but we
lt-gp. it saysto you what we want most earnestly to siy. We do appreciate
all that you have done for us heretofore, and all that we have ieason to
expect that you will continue to do for us in the future. But most especially of all, we just want to say how much we all love you.
* Presented by Carlyle
J. Frarey, Chairman, Cataloging and Classification Section, at
the membership meeting of the Resources and Technical Services Division, Atlantic
City, New Jersey, June 23, 1969.
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Regional
GroupsReport
JaNn Ross MooRr, Chairman
Council of Regional GrouPs

and classification and reclassificationand general discussion (one program
each).
The Southern California Technical ProcessesGrouP, Doris H. Banks,

both vendor and user viewpoints.
The Technical Services Section of the Connecticut Library Association, Nancy Castagnetti, chairman, held a fall dinner meeting with
two speakeis, Charles E. Funk, Jr. and Henry Gilkes, both from the
Connicticut State Library. Funk spoke about the recently started
Connecticut Union Catalog and Gilkes described the progress of the
State Library toward centralized cataloging. At the spring meeting,

make-up of actual catalog cards through a lively and informative blackboard demonstration.
At its annual business meeting, the Technical Services Division
of the Mountain-Plains Library Association, Esther Shubert, chairman,
reviewed the Council of Regional Group Sessionsheld at the American
Library Association Conference in Kansas City in addition to the businessof the Division.
The New England Technical Services Librarians, Catherine McCarthy, president, held its fall meeting in conjunction with the annual
conference of the New England Library Association' The topic was

'
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a library uses Library of Congresscards, even if it does not use the new

The spring meeting of the New York Technical Services Librarians,
Joseph A. Rosenthal, president, had as its topic, "The Book Dealer's
Role in a Library's Technical Services Program: Recent Innovations in
Selection, Blanket Orders, Books with Cards, etc." Tom Martin (Richard
Abel & Co.) discussedhis company's approval program and described it

The Ohio Valley Group of Technical Service Librarians, Norman
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departments of the Alumni Library.
The Tennessee Technical Services Librarians, Rachel Chambers,

description, notes, tracings, and general card form.
The Texas Regionai Group of Catalogers and Classifiers, Bradley
chairman, held its zrst annual meeting in March during the
Maxim,
C.
annual convention of the Texas Library Association. Two papers were
presented: "Utilization of Machine Readable Data in Cataloging" by
john Corbin (Tarrant County Junior College) - and "Cataloging and
"Processing
of Audio-Visual materials" by Virginia Taylor (Houston
Independent School District).

'
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Division'
Services
and Technical
Resources
1968
AnnualReports,
| 1969
President'sReport
Cenor- H' ReNrY, Acting President
When incoming Resources and Technical Services Division president, Miss
Margaret Brown, discribed "RTSD in an Age of Change" at this time last year,
I am sure she did not foresee all of the changes which actually have occurred. It
is a tribute to the interest and dedication of the membership of the Division
that they could carry on their activities in a year when the Executive Secretary'
Mrs. Elizabeth Rodell, resigned for reasons of health and the President, Miss
Brown, was sidelined by a troken hip just before Midwinter. We all ofier our
thanks to Don Culbertson who assumed the duties of RTSD Executive Secretary
after Mrs. Rodell's departure from Headquarters in October in addition to his
responsibilities to the Inforrnation Science and Automation Division. We also
pay special tribute to Erlyenne Meuer, Mrs. Rodell's Secretary, who-carried on
ih. *:ott of the RTSD ofhce in Chicago with dedication above and beyond the

pointing
officersto add at least one junior member to each Division cornmittee.
As ireviewed the work of the bivision this year, I was struck by two major
areas of activity. These are the publishing of committee Proj€cts and the study
of standards. Ii is appropriate that results of committee activity be published.
Basically our businiss ai librarians is bringing people and information to-

by the ALA Publishing Department shortly.
A new edition of the International Subscription Agents; An Annotated
Directory revised by a joint committee of the Acquisitions and Serials Sections
Volume t j, Number
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An Acquisitions section committee chaired by Mrs. Eleanor Morrissey is
.
investigating the need for an acquisitions rexrbook.
The cataloging and classification Section committee on Audio-visual Media
in Libraries (Richard Darling, chairman) has recommended the prepararion
and publication of a manual on the caraloging of audio-visual medL in libraries.

also contributed to the formulation of the recently published interlibrary loan
code. A new edition of cosby Brinkley's Directory oj photoduptication seraices
is in progress.
The other major area of concern to the Division this year is standardization.
A number of committees worked on rhis problem. The Bookbinding Committee
(Frazer Poole, chairman) continues to promote the Provisional performance
standards for Library Binding. The Technical services cost Ratio committee
(Mrs. Helen Tuttle, Chairman) was concerned with the development of
standard units of measuremenr for planning and budgeting purposes.
The newly formed RTSD International Relations subcommirtee is already
considering the problems of cooperation and standardization at the international
level. Sarah Vann is chairman of this committee.
The Resources and rechnical Services/American Book publishers council
InterJoint Committee (Stephen Ford, Chairman) and the RTSD/ISAD
divisional universal Numbering systems for Library Materials committee

'
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(Warren Haas, Chairman) are interested in the standard book numbering
concePt. The ALA representative to the National Microfilm Association (Charles
LaHood) reported that organization has an jnfensive standards program, too.
For example, one of its committees is recommending a standard font of letters
and symbols for use in engineering drawings intended for microfilming.
The Cataloging and Classification Section Committee on Cataloging of
Children's Materials (Mrs. Priscilla Moulton, Chairman) called for acceprance
of the Library of Congress cataloging of children's materials as the national,
uniform standard. The Committee on Audio-Visual Media in Libraries of the
same section is also discussing the need for standardization of handling of audiovisual materials. The Descriptive Cataloging Committee (Paul Berrisford,
Chairman) devoted its time to an expansion and interpretation of another
standard, the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.
The Acquisitions Section Bookdealer-Library Relarions Committee (Munay
S. Martin, Chairman) has wrestled with the problem of standardization and
improvement of the quality of service of bookdealers to libraries.
The Division and some of its units presented interesting and varied programs for members at the Atlantic City Conference. Two preconference institutes were co-sponsoredwith other units, one on subject analysis and the other
on acquisitions. A joint program meeting of the four sections on "The Crisis
in Micropublication" proved of interest ro all. A meeting on "Computer Based
Book Catalog: a Candidate for Photocomposition" sponsored by the Book Catalogs Committee also drew a large and interested audience. The Division cosponsored with the Reference Services Division and the Information Science
and Automation Division a meeting on networks enritled "Resources and Services; Expanding lVlodes of Access." The Council of Regional Groups held a
workshop for information exchange among officers of these twenty-nine local
RTSD groups. The six discussion groups within the Division continued ro
provide an informal problem and solution sharing forum for the Division and
Section members.
The year has been characterized by the sharing of informarion on technical
service problems and solutions and the Division looks forward to continuing and
expanding these vital acriviries.

Catalogingand ClassificationSectionReport
Centyrn

J. Fnenrv
Chairman

The year 1968/69 has been a fairly quiet one for the Cataloging and Classi
fication Section. Most of its work has focusedupon improvements in its organizational structure, continuing artention to iti responsibilities for developing
and improving standards for cataloging and classification, and planning for the
1969 Annual Conference and the Preconference on the Subject Analysis of
Library Materials of which the Section is a co-sponsor.
iVlindful of the urgent need within ALA to maintain the simplesr organizational structure consonant with efficient discharge of its responsibilities, the
Section has given considerable attention to its own incernal organization over
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the past two years or so, and, this year, has effected some streamlining. At the
membership meeting in Kansas City, the Committee on the Cataloging of Far
Eastern Materials was discontinued after some years of relative inactivity on the
premise that its functions could be asumed by other standing committees,
notably the Committee on Descriptive Cataloging. If special expertise in Far
Eastern materials is needed for the resolution of problems that may arise in the
future, the use of consultants seems more economical and appropriate than continued maintenance of a standing committee. At the same time, the standing
Committees on Classification, and on Subject Headings, were disbanded in
favor of a newly established Committee on the Subject Analysis and Organization
of Library Materials. Subsequently the Section initiated a recommendation that
the Division's Bylaws Committee be given responsibility for the bylaws of the
several sections as well as for the bylaws of the division itself. Appropriate
sectional representation on the Divisional Committee will assure responsiveness
to section needs at the same time that considerable unnecessary duplication of
effort will be eliminated. Approval of this proposal was forthcoming from eadr
of the sections and from the Division's Board of Directors, and formal membership action on this proposal is pending.
The major work of the section is carried out through its several committees.
Some of these have annual functions, such as nominating candidates for section
officers, selecting the recipient of the Margaret Mann Citation, and planning
the annual conference program. As this report is written, election results for
1969/7o are not yet known, but the Margaret Mann Citation Committee
(Arline Custer, chairman) has named Professor Katharine Ball of the UniVersity of Toronto's School oI Library Science to be the winner of the Citation
in r969.
In January 1968, the section established an Ad Hoc Committee on Audiovisual Media in Libraries under the chairmanship of Richard L. Darling to
prepare a proposal for a manual for organizing these materials in library
collections should its study determine that such a manual is needed. The
committee is hard at work on its study and expects to complete its work in
time to make its recommendations to the Executive Committee at the Chicago
Midwinter Meeting.
The Bylaws Committee has had no special work to do this year, but its
chairman, Richard Johnson, has participated in the division's committee work
of codifying all divisional and sectional bylaws for publication in an early issue
of. LRTS. As noted above, this committee will be discontinued when the membership approves, and its responsibilities will be assumed by the divisional comnuttee.
The Ad Hoc Committee on the Cataloging of Children's Materials (Priscilla
Moulton, chairman) is charged with establishing standards for this activity as
it is carried out in libraries, processing centers, and commercial agencies. The
committee completed its studies last fall, and the section has approved the
committee's recommendation that Library of Congress practices as set forth in
Cataloging Serrice, Bulletin 86, January r969, be adopted as a national
standard. Wide publicity has been given in the professional press this spring
to this action, and it is hoped that adoption of this standard will reduce the
variant practices that have emerged over the last several years. The committee's
life has been extended for another year to enable it to exchange ideas and
information with the Library of Congress on the practices, interpretations, and
applications of cataloging for children's materials.
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The Committee on Descriptive Caraloging, chaired by Paul Berrisford,
is charged with approving changes in the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
on behalf of the section, and thereby on behalf of ALA itself. During r968/69,
the committee has devoted most of its attention to expansion and inteipretation
oL AACR rather than to substantive revision of the iode itself. It has also con-

providing adequate time for their considerarion and discussion, and making the
decisions of the three associations available. Ir should be noted here thai the
committee's decisions concerning rule refinements and changes are promulgated
in Cataloging Seraice, the bulletin issued periodically by the- Library of
Congress.

mittees, and to encourage research in cataloging and classification and related

During ry68/6g, rnost of the work of the Commirree on Subject Analysis and
Organization of Library Materials (Paul Fasana, chairman) concerned plans for
the Atlantic City Preconference on the Subject Analysis of Libtary Materials
scheduled for June rg-2r at the Traymore Hotel. The preconference is cosponsored by the Section, the Information Science and Automation Division,
and the School of Library Service of Columbia University, and is a follow-up
to the rgb2 institute on the same subject held at Columbia University. The
objective of the sessionsis to provide an interpretative overview of the state of
the art of subject analysis as this has been developed since rg5o. A program of
eleven papers has been arranged, and it is hoped that this meeting will be as
seminal as the rg5z discussions. Proceedings of the Preconference are to be
published by Columbia University. In spite of the fact that this is the committee's first working year, it has had time to gather information on the use of
subject headings in a sampling of 4oo libraries, to prepare a preliminary
tabulation and analysis of the results, and to formulate plans for a comparable questionnaire on classification to be distributed before the end of r969.
Mrs. JessicaL. Harris, the section's representative to the Catalog Use Committee of the Reference ServicesDivision reports that a study of on-going book
catalogs from a user's point of view is now projected, such study to be analogous
to the use studies of university and public library caralogs that have already
been completed. And Virginia Drewry, ALA member of the Decimal Classi
fication Editorial Policy committee reports thar the editorial work tor Edition
18 of the classification, to be published in rhe spring oI rg7t, is now sub-
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stantially complete, work on the index has begun, and editorial criteria for
Abridged ro (scheduled for publication in the summer of r97r) are now under
discussion.
This year the Conference Planning Committee decided to join with the other
three seciions in RTSD in presenting a joint program concerning the crisis in
micropublication as it relaies to acquisitions, cataloging, serials, and the reproduirion of library materials. ThiJ meeting is scheduled for Tuesday after-

representatives by whose hands the work of the section is carried forward. Without their freely given counsel and hard work, the section could not discharge
the responsibilities placed upon it by the American Library Association and its
constituent divisions.

Reproduction of Library Materials Section Report
.|osren

H. TnBYz
Chairman

The year 1968-69witnessed the end of several long-term projects, the continuation of others, and the initiation of several new ventures which should
meet some of the emerging needs of librarians and administrators as academic
and research libraries incieasingly turn to microform and other specialized
methods of reproducing library materials to enhance and supplement the basic
book collections.
Concluded were the studies on simplified Payments, photocopying costs in
libraries, and interlibrary loan. The investigations in the first two subjects will
be reported ln LRTS, and the results of the third may be found in the newly
published Interlibrary Loan Code.
Also completed was the first phase of studies by the Ad Hoc Telefacsimile
Committee. this committee was dren reconstituted as a standing committee of
RLMS, and charged with collecting and disseminating information on facsimile
transmission for libraries, and concerning itself generally with problems of
remote reproduction of visual data. Miss Sharon Schatz,.Library of Congress,
will prepire and distribute an informal newsletter rePorting the latest developments in facsimile transmision.
Continuing projects include the preparation of new editions of two standard
reference rooli in the field: Cosby Brinkley's Directory of Photoduplication
senLi.cesand Microfilm Norms. Mr. Brinkley is gathering, through questionnaires, the material for the new edition, and a committee has been appointed to
develop and prepare MicrofiIm Norms for publication.
RLMS, with the backing of RTSD, has reaffirmed its responsibility for and
support of the USASI Sectional Committee PH5. This year the committee prepared the Standard Specification for Microfiches.
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Internally, the Executive Committee restructured and strengthened the
Policy and Research Committee. It also vored ro abolish the Bylaws Committee, referring all future matters to the Division Bylaws Committee.
Three new projects have been srarred in cooperation with the Library Administration Division and the Library Technology Program. The LAD Secrion
on Library Organization and Management is working with RLMS to define
and provide guidance for a study on the organization of microform and
photoduplication facilities. Its purpose will be to survey and evaluate the
efiectiveness of present merhods of organizing microforn collections, equipment, and facilities in libraries of varying types and sizes.The LAD Section on
Buildings and Equipment and RLMS are jointly seeking support for a study on
the planning of facilities and space for microform collections, equipmenr and
services. Publication of a report on the equipment, space, locition, and
facilities required for various types of libraries is anticipated. The sections will
provide advice and guidance for these studies, with the actual work being
carried out by the Library Technology Program. An ad hoc corrlrmittee has
been appointed to design rhe third project, which is to be an evaluation of all
roll microfilm cartridges now on the market. This study will also be conducted
by the Library Technology Program.

SerialsSection Report
Cnenrrs G. LeHooo, Jn.
Chairman

In response to an often expressed wish on the part of the various members
of the Serials Section for a better means of communicating with each other, the
section was allotted some funds by ALA to prepare and distribute an internal
Serials Section memorandum which has been givin tne name "serials Intercom."
Under the editorship of Miss Barbara Gates of Boston University Library, and
with additional support by that library, the first issue appeared in December
r968. It is anticipated that this memorandum will be circulated on an irregular
basis,depending on the amount of information available.
Elizabeth F. Norton, who had served as Assistant Editor for Serials to LRTS,
resigned after serving with distinction since the Fall issue of 1967. Mary pound,
Serials Cataloger ar rhe University of Texas Library, has accepted the asignment beginning with the Winter issue, 1969. In addition to her assignmenr as
Assistant Editor for serials to LRTS, Miss Pound continues to serve as chairman
of the Duplicates Exchange Union Committee. The "Duplicates Exchange
Union consists of a group of libraries, each of which agrees to mail out once or
more a year to other libraries, the union lists of serials material in usable condition which it ofiers on exchange." Miss Pound and her committee have
guided this program in a highly successful manner, and during the year
Volume
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prepared an interesting and informative brochure explaining the activity to
prospective members of the Union.
At the Kansas City Conference, a joinr program sponsored by RTSD and
ISAD was presented on the National Serials Data Program. This highly successful meeting, dealing as it did with serials, obviated the need for the section
to sponsor its own program meeting.
The Executive Board continued discussion on the proposal to compile and
publish a directory of serial librarians. It was finally agreed that the undertaking was perhaps too extensive a task for a volunteer committee, and would
not necessarily sewe the purpose for which it was intended in timely fashion.
Explorations were made with ALA Headquarters stafi to include information
as part of its membership directory which would more precisely indicate a
member's specific professional competence, rather than his particular interests
in the field. While the ALA Headquarters stafi did not appear optimistic about
adopting such a proposal, it is anticipated that further efiorts will be made
along this line.
The Serials Section Discussion Groups continued to function, with the discussion group for large research libraries and that for medium-sized libraries
each holding a meering at the Atlantic City Conference. The meetings of these
groups serve a useful purpose for interested members of the section who join
together in a discussion of those problems which present more than usual interest to them. The Discussion Group for Large Research Libraries, for instance,discussedproblems connected with the National Serials Data Project.
In a continuing effort to retain a functional organization, the Executive
Board abolished, at its own request, the Ad Hoc Committee on U. S. Congresses
and ConferencesWithout Fixed Headquarters.
The Serials Section, in cooperation with the three orher sections of RTSD,
sponsored a joint program meeting at the Atlantic City Conference entirled,
"The Crisis in Micropublication." Dr. Carl E. Nelson, Associate Consultant for
Yerkes-Wolfe Associates, Inc. and Optical and Graphic Image Systems, International Business Machines Corp. was the principal speaker. A reactor panel
to Dr. Nelson's talk included Karen Bendorf, Stanford University, David
Nevin, Washington University Libraries, St. Louis, Mo., and Charles G.
LaHood, Library of Congress. Allen B. Veaner of Stanford Universiry Library
presided.

Councilof RegionalGroupsReport
JeNn Ross Moonr
Chairman
The activities of the Council culminated at the annual conference with the
traditional Council of Regional Groups Workshop and Luncheon. The workshop
program ,was divided into two sections, The Regional Groups and, ALA and
The Regional Groups within Their Regions. In the first section, Doralyn Hickey
spoke about "Regional Groups and LRTS," Arline Custer discussed"Regional
Groups and the Margaret Mann Citation," Sarah K. Vann presented "Regional
Groups and International Visitors," and Carol Raney commented on "Regional
Groups and RTSD." In the second section, past or present officers described
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regional groups whose activities have been particularly significant cluring the
past year: Southern California Technical processes Group, Herbert K. Ahn;
New York Library Association Resources and Technical Services Section, A.
Elizabetrr crosby; ontario Library Association Resources and rechnical services Group, Conrad Reitz; and Tennessee Technical Services Librarians,
Elizabeth s. Greer. At the luncheon, the guests of honor were Katharine L.
Ball,_recipient of the Margaret Mann Citation and Richard M. Dougherty,
recipient of the Esther Piercy Award. council members also met the new

geographical areas. f'hree regional groups requested suggestions for speakers
on specific program ropics. coffespondence wis initiated in reference to the
possible affiliation of additional groups.
Two "Regional Group Reports" describing the programs and activities of
the groups were prepared for publication in LRTS.
It is reported with regret that the ontario Library Association Resources
and Technical Services Group ceased to exist as of Decembet
3r, 1968, after
forty-two years, becauseof the provisions of the new constitution of the ontario
Library Association. Its affiliation with RTSD, therefore, has also ceased.

To Margaret Brown, Carol Raney, Erlyenne Meuer, and to each of the
regional group officers,this report ends with a "thank you" for help and supporr
throughout the year.

DecimalClassification
EditorialPolicyCommitteeReport
Cenrylr

J. Fnanrv
Chairman

In accordance with Article IV, Section s, of the Regulations for the Conduct
of committee Business, it is my honor and privilegJ to submit the forlowing
report for ry68/6g on behalf of the Decimal classification Editorial policv
Committee.

continue until the annual meeting in october 1969. The second meeting of the
year was held in April ar the condado Beach Hotel in san
puerto Rico.
Juan,
Minutes of both meetings setting forth in detail the business-transactedat each
have been or are being distributed to all parties concerned.
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During the year the committee has conrinued its review of drafts of
schedules proposed by the Editor for Edition r8 and has given continuing
attention to the implementation of criteria for the index. At its October meeting
the committee recommended adoption of proposed schedules for Philosophy

rhat the publication dates for both Edition r7 and Abridged ro be delayed for
from sixio twelve months, and Forest Press has agreed to do so. Edition r8 is
now scheduled.for publication in March rg7r, and Abridged ro will ]Ppear- in
that
.fune rg7r. At the salmetime the committee has recommended to ForestPress
it consider publication of Edition r8 in three volumes to provide for greater ease
of use.
The index to Edition r8 continues to be a matter of concern to the committee, and it has reviewed the recommended criteria carefully on mole than
one occasion. During the year the committee gave detailed study to an extended
sample of the index plepared according to Plescribed cliteria and reamrmed its
recohmendations fof the design and style of the index. The committee also
endorsed the Editor's recommendations lor solving a numbel of special indexing

recommended to Foresr Press that Abridged ro be designed primarily for the
classification of library materials in school and small public libraries in English'
speaking countries and that its potential use as a teaching tool be a secondary
cbnsideiation. The committee recommended further that the index to the
abridged edition be modeled on that of Abridged 8 with modifications and
improvements approved for the Revised Index to Edition 17 and in harmony
with criteria that have been recommended for Edition r8. The committee expects to review detailed editorial criteria for Abridged ro at its October 1969
meeting.
Last year's report called attention to the adoPtion of a revised statement of
responsibilities for DCEPC by Forest Pressand the American Library Association
and noted that the Regulations for the Conduct of Committee Business were
being revised to reflect this change. Study of the Regulations by a subcommittee
indicated the need for additional changes, and a revised set of regulations was
adopted by dre committee in April. Besides clarifying the function and responsibility of the committee, the revised Regulations amplify the reporting
responsibility of the committee, provide for staggered terms of office for the
chairman and vice-chairman, and discontinue the formal office of secretary,
since Forest Pressprovides the seffetariat for the Committee.

.
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A highlight of the year was the opportunity presented by the San Juan
meeting to talk with a number of Latin American libiarians about their problems in the use of the Decimal Classification. Latin America was not included
in the survey of foreign use several years ago, and librarians in that area have
had less opportunity than librarians in some other countries to make their needs
known. Although the time for these discussions was limited, the meeting was
useful, and the committee believes that other meetings of this sort over the
years will be helpful to the development of the classification.
As of June 3o, 1969, Deo B. Colburn, long-time secretary to DCEPC retired
from his post as businessmanager of Forest Press and appointed secretary to the
Committee. His dedicated and helpful service to the committee through the
years will be sorely missed. In harmony with the revised Regulations noted
above, l\tfr. Colburn will not be replaced as secretary; however, the Executive
Director of Forest Press, Richard B. Sealock will now meet regularly with the
Committee in Mr. Colburn's place.
Members of the committee at the end of the year are Edwin B. Colburn,
Virginia Drewry, Carlyle J. Frarey, Frances Hinton, John A. Humphry,
Mary Louise Mann, Pauline A. Seely, Marietta Daniels Shepard, and William J.
Welsh.
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Seven volumes of the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) relating to
economics, land, co-operation, socialism, customs policy, trade, etc., are now
available from the British Srandards Institurion (BSI).
The UDC is an international aid to information retrieval for the whole
field of knowledge and provides a numerical decimal code for the systematic
arrangement by subject matter of materials in the form of books, pamphlets,
maps, films, and so on, and particularly for the arrangement of entries representing these materials in catalogues and bibliographies.
Versions of the UDC are now published in many difierent languages and
BSI publishes an abridged and a full edition of the English version as part of
BS rooo. The new sections form part of the full edition and comprise a
systematic schedule with alphabetical subject index in each case. They are all
sectionsof UDC g, Social Sciences,Law and Administration, and an introduction
to the whole of this is provided in UDC g/3o8.Th'e secrionsare:
BS rooo/33o: 1969 Economics
rooo/g3g: 1969 Land and landed properry
tooo/gg4t r969 Co-operation
rooo/339: 1969 Socialism
tooo/937: 1969 Customs policy
rooo/38/g8z: 1969 Trade. Commerce
tooo/g/go8: 1969 Social sciences,Sociology. Sociography

Price rzs.
I OS.
I OS.
I OS.
I OS.

r 2s.
I 2S.

These sections may be obtained from the British Standards Institution Sales
Branch at ror/rr3 Pentonville Road, London N.r. Prices are 2s extra, including
postage, to nonsubscribers.
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ERTC/CL6 ABSTRACTS
The following abstracts are based on those prepared by the Clearinghouse for
Library and Information
Sciences of the Educational Resources Information
Center
(ERIC/CLIS), University of Minnesota, zrzz Riverside Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
55404.
Documents with an ED number may be ordered in either microfiche (MF) or hard
copy (HC) from ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, National
Cash Register
Company, 4936 Fairmont Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland zoor4. Orders must include
ED number and specification of format desired. A $o.5o handling charge will be added
to all orders, Payment must accompany orders totaling less than $5.oo. Orders from
states with sales tax laws must include payment of the appropriate tax or include tax
exemption certificates.
Documents available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information, Springfield, Virginia ezr5r have CFSTI number and price following the
citation.
Artandi,
Susan, and Baxendale, Stanley. Project Medico; Model
in Drug Indexing
by Computer. First Progress Report. January
ED ose bo4. MF go.5o, HC 94.52.

Experiment
1968. r r r p.

Institution (Source): Rutgers, The State University,
New Brunswick, N. J.

Graduate School of Library

Sponsor: Public Health

Library

Service (DHEW),

National

Service.

of Medicine.

Describes Phase r of a project to explore the applicability of automatic methods in
indexing drug information
appearing in English natural language text. Two phases
have been completed: (r) development of the automatic indexing method and its
implementation
and (z) creation of a machine searchable file for the storage of the
index records generated through automatic indexing. Indexing is based partly on a
stored dictionary and partly on the identification of text characteristics which can signal to the computer information
to be indexed. The file stores document references
with their associated index terns. In addition to assigning index terms to documents
the computer program automatically assigns weights to the index terms to indicate their
relative importance. The next two phases will involve design and implementation of the
search program and the evaluation of the automatic indexing method.
Chicago. University.
Study for FuLibrary
School. Requirements
Graduate
ture Catalogs. Progress Report
No. z. March
1968. 224 p. ED ozz 5o8.
MF $r.oo, HC $9.o4.
Sponsor: National

Science Foundation.

Reports a book-memory experiment, designed to measure certain impressions
persons retain after a single examination of a book, The primary objective is to
identify those characteristics of books which are often enough remembered to be of
potential use as retrieval clues. Such knowledge could play an important role in design
studies of future catalogs. The relative usefulness of various types of nonstandard book
information for retrieving a specific work was determined. The other significant finding
was that providing the average specific work requestor with an appropriate retrieval
system to exploit his nonstandard information could reduce his expected search effort
by a ratio on the order of 5oo to one,
Cuadra,

Carlos A., and others. Impact
Science and Technology.

formation

Study
Final

of the Annual
Reaiew of Inr5, 1968.
ReportNovember

r 14p. ED oz5 zB7.MF $o.5o,HC $4.64.
Institution (Source): System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
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Sponsor: Office of Education (DHEW), Bureau of Research; Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Inc.
A sample of users and nonusers of Volume r of the Annual Reuiew was identified,
and questionnaires were sent to nearly 3,ooo. Respondents were divided into three
groups: those who had used the Annutl Reuiew, those who had only seen it or heard
of it, and those who had not yet seen it or heard of it. Users difiered from nonusers
higher than
particularly
on professional activity level, where they were uniformly
nonusers. The impact of the Annual Reuieu is evident from the tendency of users to
reexamine cited literature, to seek new cited literature, and to seek contact with the
authors of cited literature. This study suggeststhat annual reviews have great potential
for advancing many fields of inquiry.
and Cost of Com'
of the Utility
Dolby, J. L., and others. An Eualuation
puterized Li,brary Catalogs. Final Report. July ro, 1968. zt4 P. ED oz2 5r7.

MF gr.oo HC 98.64.

Institution (Source): R and D Consultants Co.
Sponsor: Office of Education

(DHEW),

Bureau of Research.

This study analyzes cost factors, with a separate examination of the influenie of
typography on cost and the use of automatic error detection procedures. The utility of
automated catalogs is also studied, based on data from a random sample of the shelflist
of a medium-sized university library. An investigation of several large university and
public libraries shows that the collections of mature libraries grow at a rate close to
that of the Gross National Product, and the significance of this relationship is discussed.
Numerical methods for deterrnining useful ratios of the size of library files and the
number of entry fields in the structure of the record are given and applied to the use
of machine-readable catalog data in the production of bibliographies. Mechanization of
cataloging is necessary and inevitable, and it is recommended that machine-readable
catalog data be used to produce printed book catalogs and special-purpose bibliographies.
Little (Arthur D.) Inc. Centralized, Processing lor the State ol Florida; Report
to the Flori,da State Library.
July 1968. 68 p. ED o22 1ob. MF $o.5o,
HC $2.8o.
The report has three parts-a
survey of public libraries, a study of the Orlando
Processing Center, and an examination of processing needs in Florida. Recommendations: (r) administration of the center by the State Library or incorporating it as an
agency separate from the Orlando Public Library, (z) need for a much larger effort in
Florida, with processing offered to all public libraries and eventually to school and
community college libraries, (3) development of a Union Catalog by the State, (4) categories of services offered by the Center to include full processing, cataloging only, and
ordering but no processing, (5) an operation involving two separate co'mputer systemsan administrative system for ordering and a card catalog system utilizing MARC tape,
and (6) development of a price structure varying with the amount of service.
and Analysis ol Some Parameters Affecti,ng
Richard C. Determination
Subject Indexing
Process. September 1968. 55 p. ED a24 4r4. MF
$o.sb, HC $2.28.

Lufkin,
the

Institution (Source): Massachusetts Institute
Systems Laboratory.
Sponsor: National Science Foundation;
Projects Agency.

of

Technology,

Department

Cambridge.

of Defense, Advanced

Electronic
Research

Describes a quantitative
study of subject indexing as it is being performed by
catalogers developing an augmented catalog as part of Project INTREX. Learning curves
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for the average time taken to index technical documents on a per-page basis were
derived. The average indexing times per page were also calculated and compared
under several criteria pertaining to the nature of the documents,
Pinson, Leo A. The Deuelopment
of a System to Reclassify
and Operation
Older Books Under the Library
of Congress Classification System for a
Final
Library
Classification.
Currently
Employing
Decimal
the Deuey
Report. Oct. 25, 1968. 85 p. ED oz4 492. MF $o.5o HC $9.48.
Institution (Source): Providence Public Library, R. I.
Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education

(DHEW),

Bureau of Research.

Objectives were: (r) to uncover problems a public library might encounter in
reclassifying from Dewey to Library of Congress, (z) to apply data processing to the
tasks, (3) to establish procedures, and (4) to provide a cost estimate for a large collection. A pilot test involving r,ooo titles in the Providence Public Library was conducted,
using the MARC I format in encoding all data. The procedures followed were sample
preparation, copy preparation, computer run, book processing for the central library
and branches, and card filing for the central library and branches. Mechanized procedures seem to be advantageous as far as personnel and time are concerned; however,
more research is needed on cost. It seems most feasible for libraries to establish a
cooperative reclassification project, with the tapes also forming the basis of a data bank
for bibliographies and union lists.
Storage and
Sammon, John W., fr. Some Mathematics
of Information
trieual. June 1968. 34 p. CFSTI AD 679 362. MF $o.65, HC $3.oo.
Institution

Re-

(Sou,rce):Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N. Y.

This report explains the following mathematical techniques which may be used for
relating search requests to documents contained in a library: (r) Boolean Algebraic
Retrieval, (z) Linear Statistical Retrieval, (g) Statistical Association Techniques for
expanding a query and/or for expanding the set of retrieval documents, (4) Vector
Space representation of the retrieval process, and (5) Discriminant Analysis Techniques.
Saracevic, Tefko. An Inquiry
into Testing of Inlormation
Retrieaal
Comparati,ue Systems Laboratory Final Technical Report, Part II:
of Results. 1968. zo4 p. CFSTI PB r8o 95r. MF $o.65, HC $3.oo.

Systems.
Analysis

Institution (Source): Case Western Reserve University, Center for Documentation and
Communication Research.
Sponsor: Public Health Service (DHEW), Washington, D.C.
retrieval (IR)
CSL proposed to deal with the problem of testing information
systems by examining a number of processes involved in such systems, with particular
attention to the human factor. It is hoped that the results will be useful in refining
methodologies for experimentation and in providing clues for the more effective design
and redesign of operating IR systems. The second part of the final report includes: (r)
a summary of the experiments conducted, (z) a description of the method of analysis of
results and a discussion of some problems encountered in analysis, (3) a description of
the data base of the experiment in terms of questions, users, and answers, (4) results
pertaining to each of the variables tested (sources of indexing, indexing languages,
question analysis, searching strategies, and formats of output), (5) specific, generalizable,
and speculative conclusions drawn frorn these results, and (6) recommendations for
future research on testing retrieval systems and on establishing relations between testing
and practice.
of Indexing
by Group Consensus'
Schultz, Claire K., and others. Eualuation
Final Report August 3o, r968. 46 p. ED o?b 288. NIF $o.25, HC $r.92.
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lnstitution

(Source): lnstitute for Advancement of Medical Cornmunication.

Sponsor: Office of Education

(DHE!V],

Bureau of Research.

medical students' indexing were compared within selected treatments to measure the
extent to which the detectability of differences was achieved by each treatment. The
criterion group method can be a practical yardstick for a wide variety of uses.
Smetana, Frederick O., and Phillips, Dennis M. Results of an Experimental
Program to Prouide Lou Cost Computer Searches of the NASA Information
File to University Graduate Students in the Southeast. Fi.nal Report. June
go, 1968. rr7 p. CFSTI N68-zgo38. MF 9o.65, HC g3.oo.
Institution (Source): North Carolina Science and Technology Research Center, Durham.
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The principal resource was the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) tape file which is the basis of "scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports"
(STAR) and "International
Aerospace Abstracts" (IAA). The search systems used are
described, pricing considerations are discussed, and detailed statistics of the operational
functions are presented. Results are given on a user survey, with r44 responses from
the r55 students for whom searches were run. In general, the students appeared
satisfied. It was considered unfortunate that fewer than 4o percent of the respondents
indicated an interest in entering business and industry, and it is suggested that some
means be found to present significant data in simple terms to underg:r:aduate students
expecting to enter commerce, finance, and manufacturing,
Smith, William
A., Jr., and others. Transition
to On-Line Information
and,
Reference Retrieaal. Experimental
Retrieaal Systems Studies, Report Number 4. Angttst r968. 65 p. CFSTI AD 674 954. MF 9o.65, HC g3.oo.
Institution (Source): Lehigh University, Center for Information Sciences.
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research; Information

Systems Research.

An existing experimental document and reference retrieval system operating in
batch processing, tape-oriented mode was converted to an on-line mode with user
interaction. Objectives were faster response time, integration of functions, and system
accessibility at user location. Realization of full benefits of the on-line concept, particularly maintenance of the document base, requires system redesign rather than extension of existing procedures. lJser reaction to the experimental system was favorable,
although a variety of improvements were suggested for an operational environment.
Spigai, Frances, and others. A Pilot-An

On-Line

Library

Acquisition

System.

Januaryr968.r r7 p. ED oz44ro. NIF go.5o,HC 94.76.
Institution

(Source): Oregon State University, Corwallis, Computer Center.

Documentation of files, of file organization, and of forty-two of the modular program
subroutines used in a pilot project devised by the Oregon State University (OSU)
Computer Center to simulate procedures in the Acquisitions Department of the OSU
Library. A total of zz4 bibliographically
verified requests for monographs, thirty
vendor names and addresses, and sixty-two campus departments having libarary fund
allocations comprise the main data base. Fixed field formats are used for bibliographic
input; the vendor file uses a variable field input. Searching is on both fixed and
variable lengths and the initial methods of accessing elements in the files are through
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table lookup, sequential match, and algorithmic search and retrieval strategies. The
modes of interaction among the computer configuration, the programming system, and
the user in the project are on-Iine, real-time, time-sharing, and conversational.
Documentation of programs in this report assumes the use of a cathode ray tube
terminal as the input/output
device; however, these same programs have since been
modified for use on the teletypewriter. An area of programming not included is the
algorithmic search used for locating the main entry. This report documents work done
from May r967 through January r968.
Storage and. Retrieaal
A User-Supplier
of Information.
Extended Summari,es :. June 1968. 59 p. CFSTI AD
HC $3.oo.
Institution (Source): North Atlantic
Research and Development.

Treaty Organization,

AGARD
Dialogue.
674 168. MF $o.65,

Advisory Group for Aerospace

Papers included are: (r) Communication and Secrecy in Science; (e) The Suppliers
paper; (3) Four ,'New" Sciences: An Approach to ComPoint of View-Introductory
plexity; (4) Les Problemes Poses par le Vocabulaire Documentaire et I'Organisation des
Dictionnaires et Thesaurus; (5) Mechanical Reading-Trends
and Developments in
Character and Pattern Recognition; (6) Non-numerical Mathematics and Data Processing; (7) Efficient Transfer of Textual Information;
(8) On-Line Information
Storage
and Retrieval; (9) Manual Sysrems-TDCK
Circular Thesaurus System; (ro) Mechanized Systems; (rr) An Introduction
to the Study of Cost Effectiveness in Information
Systems; (rz) Selective Dissemination of Information;
(r3) Interactive Information
Processing, Retrieval, and Transfer; (r4) Man-Machine Interface; and (r5) Education.
Suraey of the tlse of Source Abstracts and Source Index Terms i,n a Selected
Group of Engineering
May zr, 1968. 7r p. CFSTI
Journals. Final Report
PB rf9 o48. MF $o.65, HC $3.oo.
Institution

(Source): Information

Management,

Inc., Burlington,

Mass.

The results were derived from questionnaires circulated to subscribers to eighteen
journals in engineering fields which currently publish "source abstracts" and "source
index terms." Results indicate Lhat 68.8 percent of individual subscribers and 60.2 Percent of institutional subscribers make some use of published abstracts while 4r.4 percent of individual subscribers and, 44.r percent of institutional subscribers make some
use of published index terms.
Zull, Carolyn Gifford, ed., and others. An Inquiry into Testing of Infornxation
pSL)
Final Technical
Systems. Comparatiae
Systems Laboratory
Retrieual
Report, Part III:
CSL Related Studies. 1968. r5r p. CFSTI PB r8o g5z.
MF $o.65, HC $3.oo.
(Source): Case Western Reserve University,
Institution
Communication Research,
Sponsor: Public Health Service (DHEW),

Washington,

Center for Documentation

and

D. C.

Studies on: (r) properties of files, including a study of the growth rate of a
dictionary of index terms as influenced by number of documents in the file and a
discussion of problems encountered in coding (classifying) different types of English
words; (z) the nature of user questions which were searched in CSL, including a verbatim listing of the CSL questions and an index to them as well as a classification of
the questions according to various criteria; (3) the relations between the system answers (documents retrieved as answers) and the questions of the user, including a
textual study of documents submitted as answers and a study which attempted to
optimize searching of the CSL files on the basis of known relevant and nonrelevant
answers; and (4) a comparison of the CSL study with similar experiments conducted
by Cyril Cleverdon in the Cranfield II project and Gerard Salton at Cornell University.
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REVIEWS
The Code and the Cataloguer: Proceedings of the Colloquium on the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
held. at the School of Library Science, Uniaersity of Toronto on
March jt and April r, t967. Kar}:^erine H. Packer and Delores Phillips,
eds. Supervising ed., Katharine L.
Ball. University of Toronto Press,
1 9 6 9 .r e z p . $ 6 . o o .
Of necessity this book invites comparison with New Rules for an OId
Game Qg67), proceedings of a "workshop" (not a "colloquium"?) on the new
code at the University o{ British Columbia School of Librarianship, April
r3 and 14, 1967. Each is a paperback;
each costs $6.oo; one has a snappy title
and the other has a no-nonsense title:
one is much more attractive as a physi
cal object than is the other.
As to content: each has a philosopher and each has a pragmatist. Each
toucheson implementation in varying
situations. Each gives highlights of the
discussionfollowing presentation of the
papers. Finally, in many respects each
is simply a rerun of the long series of
papers and discussion in the institutes
held during catalog code revision: Stanford (r958), Montreal (r96o), Paris
(196r). In each book truly new and
helpful material is in an appendix.
The philosopher of New Rules for
an Old Game is, of course, Seymour
Lubetzky, and he opens rhe book with
discussion of the philosophy on which
the new code to a major extent rests.
The philosopher of The Code and the
Cataloguer is Andrew Osborn, and he
closes that book with a misnamed
"Summary" in which he deals largely
with places in the code which fail to
meet the test of its philosophy; also he
looks to the future in which he sees
the early demise of the card catalog
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and the ever-growing place for the
development anticomputer-neither
cipated by the code. The pragmatist of
New Rules for an Old Game is Bernice
Field and the pragmatist of The
Code and the Cataloguer is Sumner
Spalding. Both are logical, both are
lucid, both go into great detail with
many rules, both explain and defend
the compromises dictated by the Li
brary of Congress and the Association
of Research Libraries.
Other contributors to the book are
Sister Frances Dolores (academic libraries), Marian Sanner (public libraries),
Denis Bagshaw (school libraries), Martha Shepard (union catalogs), and David Remington (centralized and commercial cataloging). Appendices include a table of comparative results in
headings under the old and the new
codes; a table of principal changes in
descriptive cataloging; and LC statements on application of the new rules
in the Library of Congress (Cataloging
Seruice,Bulletins 79 and 8o).
As in other discussion of the new
code, in this book also there is much
concern about the role of the Library
of Congress both in development of
the code and in its application by
"superimposition." To quote Osborn
(p. gz), "At this point note should be
made of a principle which the Library
of Congress has for long been fond of
stating, namely that it is ready to
change its practice in any respect when
it considers the future to be longer
than the past. What bothers me about
the present reluctance of the Library
of Congress to change headings to a
more desirable form is that it must be
pessimistic about the length of the future. Is the productivity of the Lincoln
Laboratory at the Massachusettsfnstitute of Technology really going to be
less in the future than it has been in
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the past? Will there be comparatively
few studies of El Greco or Michelangelo in the years ahead? Will there
be fewer editions oI Alice in Wonderland than have appeared in the past?
I sincerely hope that for the Library
of Congress, as for all other libraries,
the future is going to be longer than
the past in these and other respects."
Like Nezu Rules for an OId, Game,
The Code and the Cataloguer will be
of help primarily to new catalogers
who were not around when the issues
of code revision were in such great debate. Older catalogers will be helped
most by Osborn's remarks and the useful details in the appendix.-P.S.D.

International Directory of Bach Issue
Vendors: Peri,odicals, Neztspapers,
Newspaper Indexes, Documents. F.
John Neverman, comp. snd enlarged
edition. New York, Special Libraries
Association,1968.95 p. $2.25.
Locating the O.P. book is a minor
problem for the acquisitions librarian.
The advertising columns of AB Bookman's Weekly are open to his need, or
he may select a dealer to search for him
from the list of antiquarian book specialists by subject specialty in r}:'e AB
Yearbook. The O.P. serial is a far
more elusive target. Until Neverman's
first edition of this directory came almost unannounced and unreviewed
into print in 1964, the antiquarian
serials market was learned only by patient experiment and experience.
An enlarged edition of the directory
which Neverman, Acquisitions Librarian of the State University of New
York at Albany, originally compiled
for his own use has just been published. It now contains material on
r96 domestic and foreign sourceswhich
handle back issue periodicals as a major or minor part of their business,and
also lists fifty sources for 'old newspapers and forty suppliers of O.P. government documents.
Volume
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To ensure accuracy, the compiler sent
a questionnaire to all firms listed in his
previous edition and to those recommended to him since its publication.
Only the firms replying to the questionnaire were included in the new
compilation. This may explain the
omission of some well-known sources,
such as the U. S. Book Exchange; their
failure to respond is outweighed by the
inclusion of sources of supply in
Europe, Asia, and South America.
Information under each entry includeS the full address of the source,
whether back issues are a minor or a
major part of its business,and whether
the firm handles the original issue, a
reprint, or a microfilm of it, or some
combination of the three possibilities.
It also indicates what languages and
countries of publication, and what subject fields the firm specializesin. This
subject listing is. in many entries, so
Iengchy that reading it completely with
understanding is impossible. Fortunately, Neverman has listed the subjects in alphabetic sequence, so that
one can locate a particular subject,
even if it is difficult to read the entire
scope note. Certain peculiarities that
recur in a number of entries hint the
subjectsreported were suggestedby the
compiler's questionnaire rather than
initiated by the sourcesreplying. This
may account for such oddities as three
dealers reporting they specialize in
magazines dealing with North Dakota
while only one handles magazines
dealing with New York city and state.
The "other notes" section that concludes each entry often contains the
most useful information because it is
unique to that dealer. Not untypical
entries are "An officer of the firm reports that he has any scientific peri
odical"; "The director of the firm re'left-wing' and radical
ported having
journals."
The separate listings for the three
different types of O.P. serials-periodicals, newspapers, and government
documents-do contain some duplica-
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tion of dealers, bur each section has as
many or more new names as firms duplicated in another section of the directory. The section for out-of-date newspapers was of particular interest to the
reviewer because of the number of
hitherto unsuspected sourcesof supply.
The listing also raised an unanswered
question: Why is Allentown, Pennsylvania, such a center for old newspaper
sales?
Each section has its own index, bv
subject or by place of origin of thi
publications offered. The section for
periodicals has both a subject and a
language index.
The directory is a useful guide for
the librarian who needs to acquire or
who wishes to dispose of out-of-print
serials. The reference librarian will
also find it helpful in directing rhe
public to a bibliographic market not
generally
well
known.-Paula
M.
Strain, Head Librarian, Booz, Allen
Applied Research Inc., Bethesda,Maryland.

Lancaster, F. Wilfrid. Information Retrieaal Systems: Characteristics, Testing, and Eualuation. New York,
Wiley, 1969.222 p. $9.oo.
It is a pleasure to review this excellent book primarily concerned with
the discussion of the "intellectual factors" affecting the design of document
retrieval systems.
The significance of the intellectual
work that must form the basis of all
retrieval systemshas been only too frequently minimized in the discussion of
both manual and mechanized systems.
Lancaster makes a significant contribution by devoting the fi.rst nine chapters of his book to these underlying
intellectual problems. He presents the
reader with a well organized general
overview, divorced of particular systems or methods of implementation.
The discussion of subject indexing,
search files and searching mech-
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anisms, the current awareness funcrion, performance criteria for retrieval
systems,and index languages and their
characteristics is included in these
chapters. A considerable amount of
the material stems from the Aslib
Cranfield studies, a research project
funded by the National Science Foundation from rgb7 to 1966, and most
of it has been published previously.
However, here it is summarized in a
useful, neat little package written in a
style that is refreshingly lacking in obscure tenninology and irrelevant and
unnecessary jargon. The one possible
omission in this part concerns the discussion of the behavioral problems related to relevance assessmentand the
post-Cranfield research activities which
relate to them. While no exhaustive
treatment was expected, a fuller explanation of the limitations inherent
in the recall and precision ratios would
have been useful.
The balance of the book is heavily
based on Lancaster's recent experience
with the MEDLARS evaluation program at the National Library of Medicine, While some of the material in the
section relates to a specific system,there
is also a great deal that is generally applicable to the evaluation of the operating efficiency of retrieval systems.
Such things as designing the test program, the analysis and interpretation
of the test data, the evaluation of the
economic efficiency of a system, and
problems of interaction between system and users are discussed.
The book is highly recommended for
the person who is after an intelligent
overview and it should be particularly
useful to students enrolled in library
science courses,and information
Susan A. Artandi, Associate Professor,
Graduate School of Library Seruice,
State University, Neu
Rutgers-The
Brunsuick, New Jersey.

Minder, Thomas. The Regional Library Center in the Mid-r97o's: A
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Concept Paper. Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School
of Library and Information Sciences,
1968. (Pittsburgh Studies in Library
and Information Sciences,no. r). 4r
P'$z.oo.
The stated objective of this paper
was to identify the major characteristics of the Pittsburgh Regional Li
brary Center. Five areas are discussed:
design parameters, characteristics of
tools and systemsnow and in the near
future, basic characteristics of the
Center, the present state of development of the Center, and the major
steps toward implementation of a system. Parameters include patron needs
for appropriate, immediate information, the bibliographic unit of control,
limited resources, and a zoo-mile radius. The characteristics of the tools
are divided into several subsections:
storage (physical volume or microform), reproduction (xerography, TV,
facsimile transmission, etc.), identification tools (card catalog, book catalog,
punched cards, computer). The paper
suggeststhe potential of the computer
for bibliographic control and recommends centralization of such records.
The author does not foreseethe Center
assuming an active role in the development of either new techniquesor new
technology.
The profile of the mid-rg7o's places
the book in a predominant position,
with microform being used primarily
for journals and periodicals. The structure of the system will consist of three
parts: a storage collection, a core collection of little-used, "research" materials, and a Tocal community collection. Technical processing will be
centralized and will depend on a computer-controlled bibliographic record.
A list of the responsibilities of both the
member libraries and the Center is
given but not detailed, and the author
has provided an outline of steps for
implementation and a rime-table.
As the title expresses,the intent of
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the author is not to provide an extensive description of characteristics,
tools, or systems,but rather to introduce a concept, or concepts. The concept of the three-unit system (special
studies collection, storage collection,
and local collection) is the unique contribution, but it lacks adequate definition or development. There appears to
be little new outside of this. The tone
of the paper is one of extreme caution in regard to the computer and its
potential. While this is undoubtedly
an admirable quality, there is a general tendency to put all technological
development on a "plateau." A great
deal of the technological information
is out-of-date and the chapter on the
profile contradicts the state-of-the-art
description in relation to computer potential. The paper is specifically ori
ented to the member libraries and
there is a definite tendency to talk
down to the audience. The unfortunate result is an uneasy feeling on the
part of the reader that the author
does not Lully understand some of the
basic concepts, techniques, and prerequisites of libraries or information
centers.
In general, therefore, there is little
in the paper to recommend it to the
reader. Descriptive portions are superficial; the profile is narrow and relatively unimaginative; and the implem e n t a t i o n s e l f - a p p a r e nt . - A n n
F.
Painter, Associate Professor, Graduatte
Library School, Indiana Uniuersity,
Bloomington, Indiana.

Morrison, Perry D. The Career of the
Academic Librarian: A Stud^t of the
Social Origins. Ed.ucational-Aitainments, Vocational Experience, and
Personality
Characteristics of s
Group of American Academic Librarians. Chicago, American Library
Association, r969. @CRL Monograph. no. 2g). t7 4 p. $4.So.
Until publication of Morrison's doc-
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toral dissertation by ALA, the only
hardcopy of this important work was
available in photo-reproduced codex
form from the University of California
Library. Those who have wrestled with
the 46opage-long codex will appreciate this paperbound monograph.
Students of the sociology of the professions and of administration science,
as well as those engaged in research in
librarianship-and academic librarians
at all levels-should bene{it fuom this
study. The title accurately reflects the
objectives of the study and the contents
of this monograph. The study, however, has been revised and condensed
from the original. Those familiar with
the original will be disappointed to
find that the comprehensive and valuable reviews of two literatures"Previous Studies of the Professions"
and "Previous Studies of Librarianship"-have been omitted. Some tables
have been rearranged to advantage and
are much clearer, possibly due to the
advantage of printed copy over typescript, but many tables are omitted,
such as Table -5r of the dissertation,
"Persons Mentioned as Being Influential in Subjects' Decisions to Become
Librarians." A study being conducted
at present by Laurent G. Denis at Rutgers University is making use of this
table and other data frorn the origi
nal dissertation omitted from the
ACRL Monograph, which indicates
that this edition is no substitute for the
real thing. This reviewer is faced with
a plus/minus conflict: some findings
and the major conclusions are now
available to the profession, presumably
made palatable (by cutting) for practitioners and library school students,
but the wealth of data in its entirety,
the state-of-the-art resume, and a considerable amount of descriptive and interDretive
-obtain information are still difficult
in a readable and inexpento
sive format. One wonders why Morrison does not refer the reader to his
dissertation, when appropriate, or better still, why the study was not pub-
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lished in its original form by AI-A, a
university press, or some other agency.
Some of the omissions seem natural
when a dissertation is published in
monograph form, such as the tortuous'
sometimes dangerous, extensive "rationale" required to answer the us'
ually all-too-obvious question "why?"
that faculty enjoy putting to doctoral
candidates. Much of the material which
might fall into this category has been
omitted. However this reviewer missed
sections of speculation such as that
which appears on page 116 of the dissertation in which Morrison discusses
the recruitment and the role of undergraduate science majors in academic
librarianship. His findings may not be
conclusive on some of these finer
points, but the intuitive findings of an
experienced investigator, when presented as intuitive (as Morrison does)
form an integral and often thoughtprovoking part of the research rePort.
This is not to imply that this book
suffers from the sterility so often enin survey reports; it does
:..llr.r"U
The multivariate analysis of the "Interrelationship Among Factors" chapter in the original dissertation has been
reduced in a curious way. In the original report four variables were controlled or held constant in the analysis
(age, sex, social class origins, and personality inventory scores).In this monogtaph, however, Morrison discusses
only the personality inventory scores
in multivariate analysis as examples
which "will give an idea of the complexity of the interaction of factors in
the career of the academic librarian"'
Why bother? Why only the Personality inventory scores and not the
other variables? Furthermore, in the
dissertation itself, Morrison's explanation of multivariate analysis is not
clear; here a few lines in the text hardly
explain this technique at all. Even
those already familiar with nonparametric statistics will have to resort to a
statistics textbook for an explanation
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of this abstruse technique. ln view of
the cutting done elsewhere,this section
might well have been omitted altogether. It is incomplete and quite pos
sibly misleading in its interpretation
by readers not acquainted wirh statistical theory.
Readers are certain to note that the
data used in this analysiswere collected
in rg58; thus the study presents the
norms of ten years ago. Since the
average age of Morrison's subjects was
50 years in 1958, approximately half
should now be 6o years old and a
substantial number of his total population may be retired. Morrison does
attempt to bridge this gap in a chapter
entitled "Developments Since r96o."
In this chapter he concludes that studies published since 196o suggest the
following hypothesis: "If general demographic tendencies in the nation as
a whole are taken into account, there is
relatively little difierence between the
characteristics of the group of librarians studied here and those of their
younger colleagues." The post-r96o research summarized by Morrison does
not necessarily suggest this to this reviewer, but it is an interesting hypothesis. Morrison stated some ten years ago
that his "present investigation is but
a prelude f.o more intensive and specific studies." Perhaps the testing of
this hypothesis is a good place to begin.
-Kenneth
H. Plate, Uniuersity of
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Pritchard, Alzn. A Guide to Computer
Literature. Hamden, Conn., Archon
Books, 1969. r3o p. g5.oo.
A Guide to Computer Literature is,
quite simply, exactly whar the title
says it is. As an introduction to the
sources of information in the field of
computer science, ic is well otganized,
complete in the areas covered, and for
the most part accurate. Unfortunately,
there are omissions and digressions
which detract from the value of the
Volume
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work. Pritchard has based his book on
an exercise he wrote for the Library
Association final examination at t}re
North-Western Polytechnic School of
Librarianship. Further study of computer literature sponsored by the Office
of Scientific and Technical Information added to the original material.
The origins of the book perhaps dictate its librarian's approach to the material and its decidedly Brirish flavor.
The organization of the book follows the conventional division of the
various forms of information into the
standard primary,
secondary, and
tertiary categories. Within each category the materials in the same form
are considered together as a group.
This approach is not only valid, but
is undoubtedly the method of gteatest
value to librarians. Computer scientists,
who as subject specialists are less concerned with form, would most likely
be happier with an organization which
followed a subject classificationscheme.
The distinctions between academic,
commercial, and miscellaneous periodicals, while perhaps important from a
bibliographic standpoinr, are probably
lost on the subject specialist. Even
Pritchard occasionally finds the differences arbitrary and difficult to ascertain.
One desirable characteristic of any
survey of the literature of a field is
completeness. One way to attempt to
attain completenessis to examine thoroughly each of the traditional forms of
literature. Pritchard has done this wirh
a high degree of success. One important omission, however, is Computing
Surueys, a new publication of the Association for Computing Machinery.
While the first issue bears the date of
March 1969, only two monrhs before
the publication of Prirchard's work,
the advent of. Computing Surueys was
widely publicized in 1968. Even if
Pritchard can be excused for not including this journal, the case does
point out the unfortunate rapidity
with which guides of this type go out
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of date. Pritchard's reliance on an analysis of traditional forms of information
seemsto have led him to three serious
omissions in his discussions, namely,
program documentation,
computer
lists of data in machine-readable form,
and the publications of computer user
grouPs.
Much of the significant research in
computer scienceis in the development
of computer programs and programming systems. Some of this work is
documented in the publications of the
various computer manufacturers. University computer centers, trade publishers, and societies have also published in this area. As examples of this
important source of information the
following might be cited:
(r)

Catalog of Programs for IBM System/ J6o Models c5 and aboue.
Hawthorne, N. Y., IBM, Program
Information
Dept., Form Cze
r6rg. (Periodically revised.)

(z) Biomedical Computer Programs.
W. J. Dixon, editor. Berkeley and
Los Angeles, University of Cali
fornia Press, r967.
(g) Collected Algorithms from CACM.
New York, Association for Computing lVlachinery. (A loose-leaf
service.)
The availability of data or information in machine-readable form is an
important adjunct of much research
in computer science. Science Associates/International, Inc. began a looseleaf service in 1968 called Directory of
Computerized Information in Science
and Technology. Computers and the
Humanities regularly lists sources of
literary materials in machine-readable
forms. These two and similar sources
should have been discussedby Pritchard.
Organizations which use computers
have formed "user groups" usually
along the lines of size and type of
equipment or along the lines of types
of applications. For example, SHARE
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represents users of large IBM computers who perform a significant
amount of scientific computation.
SHARE has two meetings each year
with published proceedings. In addition, copies of significant corresPondence between members or with IBM
are collected and published monthly as
the SHARE Secretary Distribution.
While some of this material is admittedly of limited general interest, there
have been significant contributions to
computer science reported in these
documents. Any survey of computer
Iiterature should discuss them.
A few inaccuracies were noted in
rl.e Guide. Pritchard states that Wiley
publishes tlre Annual Reuiew of In'
f ormation Science and Technology.
Wiley did publish volumes one and
two, but Encyclopaedia Britannica
published volume three in 1968.Pritchard reports the publisher of t}:e AFIPS
Conference Proceedings as Spartan
Books. Spartan was the publisher until
1966; Thompson Book Company published the proceedingsin r967 and r968,
but AFIPS Press is now the publisher.
Other errors seem to be the fault of a
careless editorial review. The title of
Chapter zo is listed in the contents
as "Directories," but at the beginning
of the chapter the word "Dictionaries"
is used. The index contains an entry
"WJCC (see Western Joint Computer
Conference)" but there is no entry for
rhe \ /estern Joint Computer Conference. Several instances of incorrect
page numbers wete noted in the index.
An important lack in Pritchard's
book is a discussion of computer science as a subject or of the literature
from the user's viewpoint. Such a discussion would have been of great assistance to a user of tl:'e Guide and might
have assisted Pritchard in avoiding the
omissions cited above. On the other
hand, the digressions into such things
as BIP, CBI, and union catalogs seem
to be of questionable value in a discussion of computer literature.
College and university libraries,
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large public libraries, and some special
libraries will find tt'e Guide valuable
but should keep in mind the rapidity
with which works go out of date.
Computer scientists will find the work
of little vahrc.-Donald
R. King,
l)epartment of Computer Sciences,
Rutgers-'fhe
State Uniuersity, New
Brunsuick, New lersey.
U.S. Library of Congress. Information
SystemsOffi.ce.MARC Manuals Used
by the Library of Congress.Chicago,
Information Science and Automation Division, American Library Association, r969. $7.5o
The MARC Manuals is really a
four-in-one publication. While libraries
using or considering using MARC
tapes will certainlv need and use all
thiee of the manuils and the usability
study, each of them is specifically directed to a different audience.
The "Subscriber's Guide to the
MARC Distribution
Service" gives
specifications for tapes in the MARC
II format, including tags, indicators,
delimiters, etc., for each field in the
record. This manual includes and updates most of the information in The
MARC II Format, published in January 1968. As must be expected, much
of the latter publication is now out-ofdate. Use of the "Subscriber's Guide"
will be essential for all programmers
attempting to work with tapes from
the MARC Distribution Service.Those
who wish to make their machine-readable cataloging data as compatible with
MARC as possible will also find use of
this guide compulsory, although they
will probably not use all the fields
present in the MARC record.
While the presentation of the information is quite technical, it is not so
much so as to p:event the non-programmer who has acquired the degree
of background essential to anyone who
intends to work with machine-readable
cataloging from understanding it. The
Volume r), Number
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guide is not easy to read; it is perfectly
possible, with reasonable diligence, to
comprehend it.
The "Data Preparation Manual:
MARC Editors" with its appendices
comprises about two-thirds of the entire book. The definitions included are
most useful; it is clear that MARC is
going to produce a jargon of its own,
related to computer and library jargon
but not fully comprehensible without
definition.
This manual is slightly less up-todate than the "Subscriber's Guide."
For instance, it still refers to one part
of the record as the fixed fields; the
term is now apparently "control fields."
The use of each fixed, or control, field
and of each variable field is exolained
at length, with samples of identification blocks (tug + indicator) and of
the type of information which may
occur in the field.
Provisional lists of place of publication and language codes; a list of tags,
indicators, and subfield codes; and an
explanation of implicit identification
blocks (see below) are given in the
appendices. This manual and the next
one are written from the point of view
of input to the record formation program, although the output results are
often given when this is not immediately evident.
The "Transcription Manual" is intended for use by operators of paper
tape punching equipment. It starts
with the manuscript data from which
they will work, and explains the input
keying conventions used. This and the
preceding manual are basic to their
intended primary audience. They may
also provide the best indication available to those charged with designing
systemsfor production and use of their
own machine-readable data as to just
how much compatibility with or folIowing of the MARC format may be
economically feasible or justifiable in
a given situation.
The final section of the publication,
"The Computer and Magnetic Tape
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Unit Usability Study," staresthe factors
involved in definition of a unit as
machine compatible or incompatible,
i.e., whether or not MARC tapes can
be run on the unit. It lists, for each
manufacturer and computer system,
representative compatible and noncompatible tape units; and then lists,
by manufacturer, the 7- and g-track
compatibility for each unit. This listing should alleviate many of the compatibility problems sufiered by early
MARC users, in thar ir makes it possible to determine if the problem is a
matter of the type of tape drive or lies
in the programming or read-in statemen$.
These manuals should be highly useful to anyone concerned with manipulation of machine-readable bibliographic data. Whether MARC II is
the answer to the need for a communi-
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cations format or not (and it has been
adopted as a USASI standard), it is
certainly an important attempt at fulfilling the need; and these manuals
make judgments in several major areas
possible for the first time. It would
have been helpful to include for users
outside the Library of Congress a description of the requirements for format compatibility; if a user wishes to
key some data locally but does not
wish to include all of those data elements identified in ivIARC.
quite
It would also be useful-and
possible in the present plastic ringbound format-to treat these manuals
as a loose-leaf service, providing new
pages as the parts are updated, as it is
to be expected they will be.-Jessica L.
Harris, Assistant Professor, School of
Library Serui.ce,Columbia Uniuersi.ty,
New Yorh. N. Y.
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INDEX
Volume 13, 1969
This year's index represents a departure from the pattern established by Esther
J. Piercy for volumes r-ro of IRTS and retained by the Managing Editor for volumes
ir-rz. In the interest of achieving greater depth of indexing *hilJnot
lengthening the
index unduly, the practice of repeating the full title of each article under every relevant subject entry has been abandoned. Modified keywords have been adopted as "topic"
headings, and these are followed by direct page references. Articles are indexed under
appropriate topic words, under each author, and under the title (if the title would not
file next to the topic heading). Book reviews are indexed under title, author of
the review, and author(s), editor(s), etc.; where appropriate, they are also indexed under
topic words. "Filler" items are indexed under title only.
Corporate names are recorded as written, not in catalog entry form. "Initialisms"
are filed as if spelled as a word, whether o: not they are so pronounced. Crossreferences have been used sparingly; multiple listing has been utilized in most cases
instead of references.
Since Z-RTS is paged continuously, it may be helpful to note that the separate
issues are apportioned as follows:
no. r (Winter, 1960, pp. r-156
no. z (Spring, 1969), pp. rb7-Zr6
no. g (Summer, 1969), pp, Zrj-444
no.4 (Fall, 1969), pp. 445-b96
Doralyn J. Hi.ckey, Managing Editor

A
Abstracting, r4g-5o, 388.
Academic libraries, roz-r4, rr5-4r, r63-69,
2o3-o5, 449-70, 52o-3o, 577-79.
"Acquisition Trends-r968,"
g7g-79.
"An Acquisitionist
Looks at Mr. Haro's
Bibliographer," r7o-74.
Acquisitions procedures, eb-27, r1o-Zg,
16g-69, ryo-74, go7-o8, y8-46, g7g-79,
466-67.
Acquisitions Section (RTSD).
Bylaws, z9o.
Nominees, r44.
ACRL Monographs, gTT.
Adams, Bernhard,436.
Administration of libraries, go4-og, gg8-46,
$839.
Catalo'ging Rules lor Author and
Title Entfies, 7-25.
ALA Rules lor Filing Catalog Cards, t6r7,22, r43, zgr-94, 384.
"ALA to AA-An
Obstacle Race," 7-25
Allen, Thelma E., 4gz.
ALA
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"Analyzing
Acquisitions
and Cataloging
Costs," 117-36.
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 7-4r,
t8g-84, zoz, g9z-83,49z-96, 484-92,b74l5-

Anglo-American Conference on the Mechanization of Library Services, 146.
Approval plans. See Blanket ordering.
"An Argumenr Against the Use of Conventional Headings in the Cataloging
of Primary Legal Sources," rg8-zoe.
Arrearages, roz-r4.
A r t a n d i , S u s a nA . , g o g , 5 7 6 .
Audiovisual materials, 35-4r, 86-9z, 93-98,
r 5 o - b r , 3 0 r , 8 8 3 ,5 o 2 - r o ,b r r - 1 5 .
Automation of libraries, 146-47, r9z-82,
189-95,3o3-o4, go6-o7, 378, 49637, g16r g , 5 2 o - 3 o ,5 3 r - 3 2 , 5 7 6 , 5 7 9 - 8 r , 5 8 r - 8 2 .
Awards, S4b-48, b49-b2.
Ayrault, Margaret W., 38o-86.

B
Backlogs, roz-r4.
Ball, Katharine L., 945-48, 974.
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Banks, Paul N., zg5-98.
Belch, David E., 53r-3e.
Bible entries, r5, rg.
Bibliographers, 16g-69, 449-7o.
Bibliographies, 3o4, 3o8-og, 579-8t.
Das Bibliotheksuesen der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, 43o-gt,
Binding, zgg-98
Blanket ordering and approval plans, 33846' 276Bluh, Pamela, 367-7r.
Bochum University Library, 436.
Boll, John J., +ZZ-98.
Book selection, r63-69, r7o-74,2o2-ob, go7o8, y8-46, 494-gg.
Bookdealer-library relations, 373-75.
Bowling Green State University Library,
47-6r.
The Brasenose Conlerence on the Automati,on of Libraries, t46-47.
Broadus, Robert N., zo3-o5.
Bundy, Mary Lee,438.
Busse, Gisela von, 4Bo.
Bylaws (RTSD), z9o.
Byrn, James H., 5zo-3o.

C
Camp, William L., Zo4.
Card preparation, r89-95, 36t-65.
Carey, John T., 5oz-ro.
The Ca,reer of the Academic Librarian,
-79.
577
Case studies, 3o4-ob.
Cassata, Mary B., 45o-57.
Section
Classification
and
Cataloging
(RTSD).
Annual report, 559-62.
Bylaws, zgo.
Committees, got, 422, 437.
Nominees, r45.
Cataloging practices, 79-85, 93-98, roz-r4,
r47-49, r7b-97, tg8-zoz, Z2r-Zr, 4zz,
484-gz, 493-5or, 5o2-ro.
Cataloging rules, T-4r, r83-84, zoz, 382-84,
432-96, 484-92,574-75.
Catalogi,ng and, Classification in British
Uniaersity Libraries, r47-49.
Centralized and cooperative acquisitions
and cataloging, I rb-4r, r77 -8o, 2o,6-o,8,
2o9-86, 3o7-o8, 947-60, 366, 5t6-tg,

537-44,
576-77.
Children's materials, r85-86, 4zz.
"Citations, Scholarships and Special Grants
-1969," zgE-99.
Clarke, Robert F., bBA-96.
Classification, 47-6r, 7g-8b, 86-92, 94-98,
r84-89, 38a, g7-98, 47r-83, 499-bor, brrr5.
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Clugston, Katharine W., 3b-4t.
The Code and the Cataloggr,974-75.
Coen, James A.,62-78.
"Collection Evaluation and the Bibliographer," 449-7o.
Colloquium on the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 574-75.
"The Colorado Academic Libraries Book
Processing Center Study," rrb-4r.
Colvin, Latta C., 4gz-96.
"Comrnercial Processing Firms: A Directory," 209-86.
Committee on Audiovisual Media in Libraries (RTSDCCS), 3or.
"Committee on the Cataloging of Children's Materials: Report," 422.
"Comparison ol rg4z and 1968 ALA FiIing Rules," r43.
"The
Periodicals
Computer-Controlled
System at the San Francisco Public
Library," 53r-32.
Computer-output-microfilm,
39r-93.
Computers in libraries. ,Sde Automation
of libraries.
Continuations. See Serials.
Conventional entries, rg8-zoz.
Cook, C. Donald,, 7, 497.
Cooper, Marianne, eg4.
Cooperative acquisitions and cataloging.
See Centralized and cooperative acquisitions and cataloging.
"Cooperative Acquisitions of Latin American Materials," Z4j-60.
Copl'right, 4o3-o7.
Corporate entries, zo, z+, 32-34, rgg-2or.
Cost analyses, 47-6r, gg-ror, 116-17, r27-4r,
g 6 r - 6 9 ,g 7 z .
"Council of Regional Groups Report,"
b64-6b.
"Cumulative Index to Scientific and Technical Translations," 366.
"Current
Awareness Lag Times of Selected Scientific Screening Services,"
fi3-35.

D
Dahl-Hansen, Abigail, 373-79.
Dale, Doris Cruger, 47t-83.
DAVI, 38-4o, 383.
Policy
"Decimal
Classification Editorial
Committee Report," 565-67.
Delerma. See Lerma.
De Prospo, Ernest R., J.., +g8-gg.
Desmond, Robert D., 987-Zgo.
"The Development of Classification Systems fo: Government Publications,"
47 r-83.
"Developments in Reproduction
of Li-
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brary Materials and Graphic Communication, 1968," 3gr-42r.
Dewey, Gene L., 4bo-87.
Dewey Decimal Classification, 47-6r, 186,
188-89, 3oo, g8z, 422-4, b65-67.
Dickman, Daryl Ann, 432.
Diffusion of Abstracting and Indexing Seruices for Gouernrnent Sponsored Research, r4g-go.
Dougherty, Richard M., rr5, 136-41, ZjZ79, 449, 549-52.
Dunkin, Paul S., r4z-4?, 574-ZS.

E
Editions cataloging, 484-92.
Education materials, 3o4.
Eisenhart, Ruth C., r47-49.
Elektronische Datenuerarbeitung in der
Uniuersitiitsbibliothek Bochum, 4g6_
Ellinger, \y'erner, rg8, zoo.
Entry choice, z6-z9, 484-gz.
Entry form, 2g-gr, rg8-2o2.
ERIC/CL$
Abstracts, 424-29, b6g-7g.
Ernestus, Horst, 43o.
Esther J. Piercy Award, 549-52.
"The Evalua.tion of a University Library
Collection," 45o-57.
"An Expandable Classification Scheme for
Phonorecord Libraries," 6,rr-r5.

F
Farmington Plan, g5o, g5g-g4.
Filing rules, 16-17,22, t4g, t96-97, zqt-g4,
984Film cataloging, Zb-4r.
Five
Associated
University
Libraries
(FAUL), 45r.
Form headings, rgS-eoz.
Frarey, Carlyle J., bbg, bbg-62, 56b-67.
Fraser, Lorna D., f+S-+8.
Friedman, Joan, r47.
Fristoe, Ashby J., 549-52.
"From the Editor's Desk," r4z-43.
"The Future of Telefacsimile in Libraries," 4z-46.

G
German librarianship, 43o-3r.
Government publications, 47r-83.
"A Guide for Beginning Bibliographers,"
462-7o.
A Gutde to Computer Literature, g7g-8t.
Guide to Peri,odicals in Education, go4.

H
Haro, Robert P., 163-69.
Harris, Jessica L., 58r-82.
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Harrison, John, 146.
Heirrritz, Fred J., gg-ror, zo6-o8, ffi7-44.
Hewitt, Joe, 36r-65.
Hinton, Frances, 3z-94.
Hsiao, James C., zo6-o8, 597-44.

I
"In the Mail," zg4-98.
Indexing, r4g-5o, 388-89.
Indiana University Library, 86-9z.
Inlormation
Retri,etal Systems, bj6.
Information
storage and reftieval, See
Automation of libraries.
Institute on the Use of the Library of
Congress Classification, 437.
International Directory of Back Issue Vend,ors, 575-76.
An Introduction to Computers in Information Science, gog-o4.
Inventories, 367-Zr.
"An Investigation of lndirect. Subdivision
by Place in Library of Congress Subject Headings," 6z-78.

J
Jefireys, Alan, t47.
Johns Hopkins University Library, 367-7r

K
Kann, Paul J., 3o8-og.
"Katharine L. Ball," 545-48
King, Donald R., 579-8r.
Kirkus Seruice, zoy-ob.
Klempner, Irving M., r4g.
Kujoth, Jean Spealman, r5o.

L
LaHood, Charles G., Jr., 569-64
Lancaster, F. Wilfrid, 576.
Laslett, Peter, r46.
Latin American materials, go7-o8, 247-60.
Law materials, rg8-zoz.
"LC and BG: Friendship Without Marriage," 47-Gr.
League of Nations documents, 476-77.
Leonard, Lawrence E., rt6-27.
Lerma, Dominique-Rend de, 86-9z.
Library of Congress.
Card Division, r89-95.
Catalog'ing policies, 7-4t, 484-gz.
Classification system, 47-6r, 87-88, r8788, g8z, 497-38.
MARC project, 378, 38r, 58r-82.
Processing Department, 175-97.
Subject headings, 6e-78, 186.
Lockset method of sequential programmrng' 537-44.
Lopez, Manuel D., 46e-7o
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I-owell, Mildred H., Bo4.

M
Machine-Readable Cataloging Project, 378,
98r,58r-82.
Maier, Joan M., rz7-36.
The Management of Librari'es and Information Centers, go4-ob.
MARC. See Machine-Readable Cataloging
Project.
Margaret Mann Citation, 54b-48.
Mechanization of libraries. See Automation of libraries.
Mechanized Inlormation Storage, Retrieua.l
and, Dissemination, go6-a7.
Microforms, 79-85, 3o8-o9, 972, Z9r-4o2.
Minder, Thomas, 576.
Moore, Jane Ross, 287-89, 594-56, 964'65.
Morehouse, Harold G., 4z-46.
Morrison, Perry D,, 577.
Moulton, Priscilla L., 422.
"Multiple Editions and Serial Cataloging,"
484-92.

N
National Agricultural Library, ro-rr, 18,
4, r78.
National Education Association, Depart'
ment of Audiovisual Instruction, 3840, 383.
National Library of Medicine, rr, r5, 20,
23, r78.
National Program for Acquisitions and
Cataloging. ry7-79, Zb8-bg, 377.
National Union Catalog, rZ, 14, t96, 37879,43r-32.
"Neither Book nor Manuscript," 493-5or.
"Networks, Automation
and Technical
S e r v i c e s , "5 r 6 - r g .
Neverman, John, 575.
New Rules far an Old Game, 4gz-96.
"The New Rules in Action," 7-4r.
New York State Library, br6-19.
"1968: A Summary Treatment of the
Year in Serials," 387-go.
"1966 Microfilm Rate Indexes," 372.
Nitecki, Joseph 2., 79-85.
"Nominees for 1969 Election," 144-45.
Nonbook materials, rbo-5r, gol, Z8Z, 4gg5 o r , 5 o 2 - r o ,5 r r - r 5 .
"Nonprofessionals and Cataloging," A2r -g r .
Northerrr Illinois University Library, 5r rr5.
Norton, Elizabeth F., Zo4.

o
Operations research techniques, qg-ror,
zo6-o8,gg7-44.
.
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"Optimum
Allocation of Technical Services Personnel," 99-tor.
of Centrally Pro"Optimum Distribution
cessed Material," zo6'o8, 537-44'
Ordering. See Acquisitions procedures.
"Organization of Recorded Sound," 93'98.
Osborn, Jeanne, 484-92

P
Packer, Katherine H., f7+.
Painter, Ann F., r4g-5o, 576'77.
Paulson, Peter J., 516-19.
Periodicals. See Serials.
Personnel allocation, gg-lol, 32r-3r'
Petriwsky, Eugene, 36t'65.
Pflug, Giinther, 436.
Philadelphia Free LibrarY, 3z'
Phillips, Delores, 574.
Phillips, Don, 5rr-r5.
"Fhilosophy and Practice of Phonorecord
Classification at Indiana University,"
86-92.
Phonorecord cataloging, 86-9z, 93-98' 5ozro, 5r r-r5.
Piercy Award, 549-52.
Piternick, George, roz-r4.
Pittsburgh Studies i.n Li'brary and' Infor'
m,ation Sciences, 577.
Plate, Kenneth H- b77-79"Plea for ALA Scholarship Contributions,"
298.
Point Park College Library, 96-98.
"President's Report," 557-59.
Pritchard, Alan, 579.
Processing centers, rr5-4r, zo6-o8, eo9-86,
376-77,516-19.
"The Processing Department of the Library of Congress in r968," r75-97.
"Producing Card Copy from Book Catalogs
with the Xerox Model 4 Camera,"
36r-65.
"Project CoED: A University Library Collection Evaluation and Development
Progran,"
457-62.
Public Law 48o Program, t7q-8o.

q
"Questionnaires for Photoduplication
rectory," 298.

Di-

R
Raney, Carol H' bb7-fg.
Rate indexes, 372.
Reader in Library Administration,
498-39.
r5oReadings in Nonbook Librarianship,
5r.
Rebuldela, Harriet K., 342-45.
Reclassification, 47-6r.
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Recordings, 86-gz, 93-g8, go2-ro, 5rr-rb
Regional Groups reports, e87-89, 554-56,
b64-6b.
The Regi,onal Li.brary Center in the MidrgTo's, 576-77.
Rehrauer, George P., r5o-5r.
Reichmann, Felix, 43o-3r, 436-37.
"Report on Preliminary Considerations of
the Committee for the Use of Audiovisual Materials in Libraries," 3or.
Reproduction of library materials, 4z-46,
3gr-42r.
Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RTSD).
Annual report, 562-69.
Bylaws, z9o.
Nominees, r45.
Resources and Technical Services Divi.
sion (ALA).
Annual reports, 557-67.
Board of Directors, z8g.
Bylaws, :go.
Nominees, 144-45.
Regional groups, e87-89, 554-56, 564-65,.
(See also names of committees, sections,
etc.)
l'The resources and Technical Services
Division of ALA," ggz-g7.
Resources Commitree (RTSD), 332-37.
Reviews, r46-52, 3o3-og, 4go-gg, g74-82.
"Richard M. Doughertyj'
b+g-Sz.
Richmond, Phyllis A., t46-47, gog-o4.
Rodell, Elizabeth, r4z-4g, z8g, 553.
Rogers, A. Robert, 47-6r.
Rosenthal, Joseph A., 3zr-3r.

s
Samuelson, Kjell, 3o6.
San Francisco Public Library, b1r-22.
Savary, M. Jennifer, 3o7.
Schimmelpfeng, Richard H., 4g7.
"School Library Services and Administration at the School District Level."
r5r-52.
Science materials, 533-36.
Screenirrg services,533-36.
Sealock, Richard B., goo.
Seely, Pauline A., 7-zg, zgr-g4.
Selection of library materials, r63-69, r7o.
7 4 , 2 o g - o 5 , g o 7 - o 8 ,g g z - 9 7 , 3 3 8 - 4 6 ,3 8 9 ,
454'55, 462-70.
Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Materials (SALAM), go7-o8, g476o.
S e r i a l s , r g - z r , z g - 2 4 , r 8 g , 3 8 3 , 3 8 7 - 9 o ,4 8 4 92, b7r-92, 5n-?6, b7b-j6.
Serials Section (RTSD).
Annual reporr, 568-64.
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Bylaws, e9o.
Nominees, r45.
Shared Cataloging Program, r77-7g, g58-bg,
377.
Shepard, Marietta Daniels, 347-6o.
Shoemaker, Richard H., 4gr-gz.
"Simplified Classification and Cataloging
of Microforms," Zg-85.
Small, Carolyn A., z6-3r.
"Some Administrative Aspects of Blanket
Ordering," 338-46.
Spanish drama, 3o8-og.
Special materials. See Nonbook materials.
Springfield (Mass.) City Library, 5oz-ro.
Srygley, Sara K., r5r.
Standard Book Numbers, g7r.
State University of New York at Buffal<r
Libraries, 45o-57.
Stevens, Norman D., 9o6-o7, g3z-g7.
Strain, Paula M., S7S-26.
Stubbs, Walter R., zo3-o5.
"A Study of an Inventory," g6l-7r.
"Subject Analysis of Library Materials,"
299.
Subject headings, 6e-78, r86.
Successiveentry, rg-2r, 484-92.
Sullivan, Peggy, r5r-52.
Sullivan, Robert C., Bj2, ggr-42r.
Sunder, Mary Jane, 93-98.
Superimposition, rc, 27, 424.
Superintendent of Documents classification, 472-7b.

T
Talmadge, Robert L., 422-422.
Technical
Services Cost Committee
(RTSD), rr5.
Technical services personnel, gg-ror, Bsr3r.
Telefacsimile in libraries, ziz-46, 416-r7.
Thom, Ian W., gg8-42, g4g-46.
Thompson, Lawrence S., 3o8-og.
T i m e s t u d i e s ,g 9 - r o r , r r 6 - 2 7 .
Title entries, zz-23.
Treyz, Joseph H., 562-63.
"A Tribute to Elizabeth Rodell," 5x3.
"Tribute to Mrs. Rodell," z8g.
Trueswell, Richard W., zgy-gb.
Tuttle, Helen Welch, r7o-74.

U
Union lists, tg, t,4, 196, 978-79, 988, 4gtgz, gt8,5gr-gz.
United Nations documents, 476-8r.
United States of America Standards Institute, 389-go,4rg.
"Universal
Classification-EcoDecimal
nomics and Social Sciences," 568.
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"University Library Arrearages," roz-r4.
University
of British
Columbia
School
of Librarianship, 4gz.
University of California Library, Los Angeles,4g3-5or.
University of Colorado Libraries, 457.
University of Toronto School of Library
Science, 574-79.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee-Library, 8o-85
The Use of the Library of Congress Classification, 497-98.
User requirements, 2g4-g5.

V
"The Value of the Kirkus Service for
College Libraries," zo3-o5.
"The Visible Index Method of Cataloging
Phonorecords," b<l2-ro.
Volkersz, Evert, 493-<or

.
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Von Busse. See Busse.

w
Wasserman, Paul, 438.
Weber, David C., 3o4-o5.
Webb, William,4b7-62.
Weiss, Dudley A., 295-96.
Welsh, William J., tZS-g7.
West, Stanley L., 3o7-o8.
Westby, Barbara M., eog-86, 966.
Willard, D. Dean, rg8-zoz.

X
Xerographic
-66.
36r

copying

of catalog entries,

Y
Yale University Library, :6-3t.
"Year's Work" papers, Z7g-42r.
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Gl.IcIt
BooKBINDING
CtlRP.

Speciolisfsin the Binding ond Rebinding
of Books ond Periodicols

ServingInsfifutionol,
Public
And Reseorch
librories
Sincel9O5

32-15 37th Avenue
Long lslond City, New York lllOt
784-5300
In Nossouond Suffolk
Areo Code 516 483-9534

tn New Jersey
Areo Code 201 642-5374

T h i s e l e p h a n t - s h a p e ds t r u c t u r e ,a f f e c t i
known as Lucy, served as a house, hotel
real estate office. The architecture?
can Eccentric.Lucy is reproducedin
tiful lull-color in Harry Devlin's new
What Kind Ot A House ls That?, alasci
seouef to his To Grandlathet's House we
o f a f e w s e a s o n sb a c k . I n t h i s b o o k
m o s t e x u b e r a n th o u s e sa r e r e p r o d u c e d
lull-color oil paintingswith careful
t o a c c u r a t e a r c h i t e c t u r a ld e t a i l a n d t h e
tory of each is explained in an
t e x t , H e r e c h i l d r e n 1 O - u pc a n s e e a h o u s e t h a t w a s o n c e a r a i l w a y d e p o t , a l i g h t h o u s e ,a n i c e h c
a f i r e h o u s e .e v e n o n e t h a t w a s o n c e a n o u t h o u s ed e s i g n e d b y T h o m a s J e f f e r s o n !l t i s a n u n u s u a l
u n u s u a l l ye x c i t i n g b o o k , a n d p u p i l s , a s w e l l a s a d u l t s , w i l l f i n d i t l a s c i n a t i n g ,i n f o r m a t i v er e a d i n g .

Hereare a few of the othel unusual
new bookstor Fall lrom Parenls'MagazinePress
and Communic
Booklor YoungPeople12-upon Semantics
Danger-MenTalking!A Background
and economistStuartChase.
semanticist
by the distinguished
Ru$ian Tales Of Fabulous Beasts And Maruels by Lee Wyndham, illustrated by Charles Mikolayc
T h i s i s a c o l l e c t i o n o f l i v e t a l e s , b e l o v e d f o r m a n y g e n e r a t i o n si n t h e O l d R u s s i a a n d t h e N e w .
c h i l d r e n9 - u p .
R o n n i e b y E i l e e n R o s e n b a u m ,p h o t o g r a p h sb y G l o r i a K i t t a n d C a r m e l R o t h . T r u e - t o - l i f ep h o l
tell a story about a little black boy, his family,his triends,his life in the city and some of his
Teen Cuisine, A Beginner's Guide to French Cooking by Abby Gail Kirsch and Sandra Klein,

and young
to Frenchcookingfor teenagers
introduction
by PeterMax.This is an appetizing
Easy Does lt! Things To Make And Do written and illustrated by James Razzi. A collection of
c o n s t r u c t i o n s ,o p t i c a l p u z z l e s ,m a g i c t r i c k s a n d g a m e s f o r c h i l d r e n4 - 8 .
Twist And Twine: The Story of Cordage by Solveig Paulson Russell. ln this fascinating book,
d e v e l o p m e n to f k n o t s a n d t i e s , l e g e n d s ,s u p e r s t i t i o n ss u r r o u n d i n gk n o t s , s k i l l w i t h r o p e a n d c o r d ,
p o s s i b t en e w u s e s o f c o r d a g e a r e t h o r o u g h l yd e s c r i b e da n d i l l u s t r a t e d .F o r a g e s 7 - 11 .

Our new Catatogfot Fatt descilbesthese and many othet new bookstor children of all ages.A
wiil be gladly sentto you on tequest.

PA R E N T S '

MA GA Z IN E

PRESS

A Divisionof Parents' Magazine Enterprises,lnc-

NEWYORK,N.Y.1O017
AVENUE,
52 VANDERBILT
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AmericanPhilosophical
Society.
Proceedings.Vols. 1-53 (1838/40-1914)
British Controversialistand Literary Magazinel85O-72

$120.00

Fraser'sMagazine.Vols. 1-106 (1830-82)

$475.00

$150,00

FrenchWestAfrica.JournalOfficielde I'Afrique
OccidentalFrancaise(300). Vots.t-55
(1905-1959)(35mm microfilm)
Af-Hilal(300) Vols.l-64,71-75, No. 12 (1892.1956).
L963-L967 (35mm microfilm)

$1703.00
$1419.00

Journalof SocialScience.
Vols. 1-46 (1869-1909)

$60.00

Libraryof SouthernLiterature;compiledunderdirect supervision
of Southernmenof letters.NewOrleans,Marbinand Hayt
(1.908-23).Vols. (17)

$50.00

Ma!i9q1,James.TheWritingsof JamesMadison,
His
Comprising
PublicPapers
andHisPrivateCorrespondence.
Ed.by GailldrdHunt.
N. Y. Putnam,1900-10.9 Vols.
$3O.OO
Al-Muqtataf(300) Vols. I-12L (L876-1952).Somevolumes
and issuesmissing(35 mm microfilm)
Zeitschriftfuer Kristallographie,
Mineralogie,und petrographie.
Vol_s.1-105 (1877-1943/44)
(l6mm. microfilm)

$7732.0O
$495.00

tNfclFllf,*s"*9*c"*+p_#plHtg
INDUSTRIAT

PRODUCTS DIVISION,

THE

NATIONAT

CASH

REGISTER COMPANY

Whenthe
complexitiesof
buYing
bring on

Library
Headache

#1,
find retief with a coPY of

THEPBOCUREMENT

Purchasing LibrarY
Materials in Public
and School

OTIIBRABY
FURNISHINGS

Peter D. Veillette
Purchasing procedures
and the relationshiPs of
libraries to purchasing
agenciesand dealers.
Guidelines for
evaluating book dealers,
bidding, contracts
and invoices.

oaPer$J00

Library Automation
Specifications,Bid
Documentsand Evaluation
Frazer G. Poole and
Af phonse F. Trczza, Editors
Architects, library representatives, designers and librarY
equipment manufacturers treat
the problems of library furnishings procurement, Topics
covered include contracts and
purchase orders,preparation of
bid documents and specifications. Highly informative;
sponsored by ALA's Library
Administration Division. Helpful to libraries of all types and
sizes.

PaPer$375

A State of the Art Review
StephenR. Salmon. Editor
A non-technical rePort on the Proceedings of the flrst Institute on
Library Automation sPonsoredbY
the Information Science and
Automation Division of ALA.
Details progress in information
networks, systems analYsis and
design, building planning, cataloging and other areas'
pQpet, $7S0

lnternational
Subscription Agents
An Annotated Directory; 2d ed.
Comprehensive directory of more
than 200 dealers who handle or'
ders for foreign periodicals. Includes agents' addresses,names of
countries, materials and services
available, businessdata. Prepared
by a joint committee of the ALA.

naPer9J5O

AMERTCANLIBRARYASSOCIATION 3fl'&1,11.",'ii."%o

Horv
Bakel&Tqvlor

bookorderin
)urwork
load.

We know that you can't possiblyDjawi,i*;, rgerl)l(q1 \s'"v
; ll.@)Jo,lLjGt) r@ij@l .@jLa@Jl
computerize
a Iibrarian
Butthereisanaspectof librarian-ilr
ship which moderntechnologycan
pre-empt-andwith the librarian's
;nli@
blessing.
tr't
That is the repetitive,time-con- irqtl
suming,non-creativeproceduresinvolvedin bookordering.
@
ast-r
BATAB,a newly developed,
computerizedbookorderingsystem
for afmost any type of library, frees
munication of data (book orders and
the librarianfrom tedious routine, reports) between libraries and Baker
gives more time for professional & Taylorcustomers.
activities.
BATABis availableto all Baker &
BATABautomatesanyor all ot
Taylorcustomers,as an optionalserva library'sbookorderingoperations ice, free of any system design, pro-from book acquisitionthrough
grammingand leasingcosts.
fundaccounting
andbudgetcontrol.
For more detailsabout the many
BATABis versatile,designedto
important benefits BATAB can bring
meetthe individualneedsand ooer- to your library,askyour Baker& Taylor
atingbudgetsof virtuallyany library representative,or write to the Baker &
(public,university
andcollege,school Taylordivisionnearesty
library systems,co-op systemsand
librarieswith branchesor deoartments).
TheBaker&Taylor(
OL
DEST
&LA
RGES'E S"-*-"',"]^]'ffi
It'stested,in use,and easilyopI N T H E U N I T E D S T A T"'
Division: Somerville, N J Oaa76. 50 Kirbv Ave
eratedby presentlibrarypersonnel. MEastern
i d w e s t & S o u t h e r n O i v i s i o n :M o m e n c e . l l l 6 0 9 5 4
Weste.n Divrsion: Reno, Nev 895O2,38O Edison Way
An importantoptionalfeatureof
lnleGtate Library Service Co.: (A Subsrdiary):
BATABis the B&T W|RE-SERV|CE, O k l a h o m aC i l y , O k l a 7 3 11 8 , 4 6 0 0 N C o o p e r
Baksr & Taylor New Books Inspgction Centersi
Baker& Taylor'stelephonetransmis- Los
Angeles, Calrf 90036 5820 Wilshire Blvd
sion systemthat providesfast com- HB oo sutsot noVn ,iTc ei nxi t7v73OT 12 9M,1a7i On S1Wt ., Wc raatye Sd o w n . M a s s O 2 1 2 2
l

NOTE: BATA B is an additronat Baker & Taylor service which wil I in no way affect book prices
drscounts or services to Baker & Taylor customers who etect not to use this system
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FOR SALE

Fine collcctionof Rusia'n Tecbni.calBooks
This collection comprises 425 volumes, 140 pamphlets and l0 atlases on
the subjects of Machinery, Automobiles, Aviation, Ships, Tractors, Rockets
etc., published between 1933 and 1963.
List available upon request.

$950.00

Price for the collection

THEWORLD'SI.EADING

I||c.
$lsc[0rl.lfaf||

orficesin
lI{TERNATI0NALB00KStttERS
FRANCE/
GERMANY/
ENGLAND/
BRAZIL
COLOMBIA/

York,N. Y. 10003
3l Eastt0 Street/New

Doesyour currenl iobber supply the books of qll U.5.
publishers?
We do, with only d very few excepfions.
Foltowing are a few examples of the publishers that we do supply:
American Data Processing
American GeologicalSociety
American Library Association
Books for Libraries
R. R. Bowker
Chemical RubberCompany
CommerceClearingHouse
Educational Directories, I nc.
Johnson Reprint

Kraus-Thomson Reprint
Modern LanguegeAssociation
Natl. Council of Teachers of English
Natl. Councilof Teachersof Math
National EducationAssociation
NationalGeographic Society
RussellSage Foundation
Peter Smith
Xerox

Collegelibrariesare our business-our only business!
lf you wish additional information, please write or call us collect in St. LouisArea Code 314, 739-3100.

MIDWEST TIBRARYSERVICE
ll4o0 DorsettRoad-Maryland Heights,Missouri63042

Expert Seraice on

MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Ior

ALITIBRARIES
*

Foxon'slibroriqnsGuide
Available on request
"4,

For the very best library subscription stirvice-ask ibout
or:rr Till
Forbidden Automatic Renewal plan.
{t

t. w. tAxoNc0.,lNc.
15 Southwest pqrk
Westwood, Mqss, 02090

*
€onlinuousServiceto Librqries
Since1886

This couponopensa
new approachto plays with

Chicorel
Index to Plays
inAnthologies
VOLU]IIE 1

CUSHING-MAL[OY,
INC.
1350 Norrh Moin Street
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 4STO7

TITHOPRINTERS

... indexesplays of all types,in English
and in translation, Broadwav to Off-OffBroadway, plays for children, texts,
radio and TV, etc.
"Unique, quick, comprehensive,
uncomplicated...'i, Celest e Ashley,
Theatre Librarian, Stanfor d IJniv er sity.
COMPREHENSM . .. more than
11,000
entries,over 500books included.
By a librarian-for librarians!

known for

QUATITY_ECONOMYSERVICE
Lel us quote on your nexl
printing

No doublelook-up, ". . . a much needed
work . . . compiled and organized bv a
librarian who knows problems of the
profession . . .", Richard Samuelson,
Librarian, SomersetCollege,N .J.
SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION
OFFER! Good until December 31.
1969.Only $14.40(Regularty g16.00)
in the U.S.A.& Canada.
CHICORELLIBRARY PUBLISHING CO.
330West 58 St. New York, N.y. 10019
Telephone (212) 246-17
43

SCANNING
OPTICAL
.

TO
LIBRARYCATALOGCARDSCONVERTED
MAGNETICTAPEBY OPTICALPAGESCANNER

. OUTPUTTAPESWRITTENIN L.C.MARC II FORMAT
We Are Srofied fo Convert Lorge Shelf Lisrs
FORDETAILSWRITEOR PHONEKEN BENSON,GENERALMANAGER

INPUT SERVICES, INC.
ST,,DAYTON'OHIO45402
I I I E. FOURTH
(Bt3',t 22+73816
SPECIALISTS /N THE CONVERSION OF
LIBRARY CATALOG CARDS TO MAGNETIC TAPE

A Guideto o Seledionof
BosedScience
ComputerqndTethnology
Reference
in fie U.S.A.
Services
compiled bY
Scienceand TechnologY
ReferenceServicesCommittee
ReferenceServicesDivision,
AmericanLibrary Association
Compilation of 18 professional so'
cieties, government agencies, and
private organizationswith reference
services available in machine-readable form. Each descriptionincludes
the characteristicsof the data base,
the equipment configuration,and the
use of the file. Most of the services
are also available in a printed version. 32 pages,$1.50 prepaid,$2.50
if billed.

Orderf rom: ReferenceServices
ALA
Division,
5O E. HuronSt.,
C h i c a g o l,l l i n o i s6 0 6 1 1

Chiong's New Model

Coiolog Cord Duplicotor
Price$54.50
Imoortant imDrovements acbieved from wide
experience. aisure to prcduce bigh quality
caialos erds. with enlarged space good also
post-card, book card, book
for plinting
pocket, address, etc.
Plus new features in stencil and new ink
to dry in l0 minutes.
Patented . Perlotmance Guaralteeal
Order "On Approval" lnvited
Order now directly from the lnventor:

Chiong Smoll Duplicotors
53100Juniper Road
South Bend, Indiana 46637

THREE GREAT REFERENCE
WORI{S AVAILABLE AGAIN
IN GALE REPRINT EDITIONS
Villiam ThomasLowndes
THE BIBLIOGRAPHER'SMANUAL OF
ENGLISH LITERATURE.
an account of rare, curious, and useful
publi$ed in or relating to Great Britain and
from thc invention of printing; with biblioand critical notices, collations of the rarer
and the priccs at which they havc becn sold
One of the truly greatbibliographicalworks of all
, the Bibliographer's manutl lists about 50,000
ks with

author, title, place, date and size, with

"Thc work it €ms, ws rims as much to thc
collector rs ao the sholrr, rnd ahe entricr nol infG
qumtly end in the book lrade's cusaom[y ur of
rpithetr .nd decription6. . . . The slid inform.tion
prcvided by Ebdt in the origind work rnd trken ova
in transletion, pleces belore us r onprehensive end
usful piclure of lhe reeurcB rvrilable to Gqmu
sholts rt the beginning of lhe nineaenth cenaury,
I form.tive period of cbsicd rnd medieved end
remisnce shobrship,'1-Not6
rnd Qucriet
bndon: Henry C. Bohn, 1869
Republished: G.le RePuch Compny, 1967
Eight Volumes - 3,363 Pages- $97.50

notes as to rarity, value, editions,reprints,
., of principal works in Divinity, Ecclesiastical
and
History, Biography,Voyagesand Travels,Antiqities, Heraldry,Jurisprudence,
Sciences,the Arts, etc
Volume 8 hasan appendixof lists of publications
societiesand printing clubs,books issuedby private
, lists of series,etc
"A requir€d iaem in any reeuch libruy, and will
be suSht by colletors who value the turgid commentries.'a--Reference Qudtqly
Oxford: Oxford Univqsity Pres, I837
Republished:GaleResuch Company,t968
Four Volumes - 1,080 Pages. $98.50

A list of 150,0O0works arrangedby author and
subject, covering every department of science,art,
and literature, with the price, size, and publisher's
name (both English and American) of each book.
Volume Vl offers one of the twentieth century's
most valuable and comprehensiveauthor, title, and
subject indexes, plus the addressesof some 1,500
British publishers,private presses,learned societies,
etc.

Friedrich A. Ebert
A CENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARY

"\{illiam SwenSonnqshein'sEestSootr belonts
to the greatageof l9th centurybibliogr.phywhen
giant works,lugely plannedend cmied throuth by
sinSle individuals,csteblishedahe bibliogrphicd

Translaled
from theGermanby Arthur Browne
The Ebert is an imporrantuniversalbibliographyof
24,28Orareor noteworthybooksunconfinedto any one
period or language,whose original pubhcation(l/keBibliographisches

Lexicon,

lnipzig,

William Swan Sonnenschein
THE BEST BOOKS:
A Reader'sGuide to the Choice of the Best Available
Books in Every Department of Science, Art and
Literature, with the Dates of the First and Last
Editions. and the Price. Size and Publisher's Name
(Both English and American) of Each Book: A Contribution Towards Systematic Bibliography

F

A

haus,2 vols., 1821-30)washeraldedas one of rhe
library events of the early nineteenthcentury
A typical entry givesthe author, ritle and subtitle,
, publisher,date, size, number of volumes,prices,
ritical or historical commentarv. and notes on desof editions

watqshed from which oul own century
ously drawn.'!--From
the Intoduction

hes continu-

london:
G@rge Routledge & Sons, l9l0-35, 3rd Ed.
Republished: Gale Re*uch
Company, 1969

Six Volumcs- 3,760Pages- $ 165.fi)

c\o
GALE RESEARCHCOMPANY
t00t Tof,ri. 0ITio[.
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LIB
OFCONGRE
AND NATION
IISTS,Lg4z.Lg
AUTHOR
UNIONCATATOG
A MasterCumulation
A twenty-oneyear supplementto
A Catalog of Books Represented
by Library of Congress Printed
Cards, bringing together in one
alphabem
t a t e r i aflr o m t h e
f o l l o w i n gL i b r a r yo f C o n g r e s s
q u i n q u e n n i apl r i n t e dc a t a l o g s :
I Catalogof Books Represented
by Library of CongressPrinted
Cards- Supplement ( | 942
7947)
I

The Library of Congress,Author
catalog, 7948- | 952

1 The National Union Catalog:
A CumulativeAuthor List.
7953- 1957
I

The National Union Catalog:
A CumulativeAuthor List,
1958- 1962

I Wltf, about twenty-five percent of Gale's 152-volumeIi
of Congressand National Union Catalog Author Lists, 1942A Master Cumulation completed, user response to the
volumes is unanimously enthusiastic. The consensus is

to A Catalogof
Gale'scumulationof the four supplements
Repre.rentedby Library of CongressPrinted Cards (pub
1942)witl be one of the most convenientlyuseful bibliogra
and catalogingtools in the library.
The set will cumulate the Library of Congress cata
represented
by printed cardsissuedduring the twenty-onel
1942-1962,and catalogingfor the National Union Catal<
other North American librariesfrom 1956through 1962,a
of about 2.600.000entries.
The standardof excellenceestablishedwith the first
of LC-NUC Author Lists. 1942-1962.and sustained
subsequentvolumes,reflectsthe experienceand professiona
of Gale's skilled staff of librarians, linguists, specialists,
technicians.Their proficiencyin making logical,consistent,
practical editorial judgments,basedon modern rules, has
mitted them to plan the organizatlon ol entnes to most eftect
meet the needs of the library. The savings in search trme a
for anyone who uses LC printed catalogs frequently is an
nomic factor of maior consequence.

LC-NIJC Author Lists, 1942-1962,merits your serious
sideration.Order and use the pubiishedvoiumesfree for
days. Let us know when you have decidedto keep them
we'll bill you as volumesare deliveredat $19.00each.The
cost is $2,888.00.If, for any reason,they don't work for
return the volumes to us and you will be under..no fu
obligation.

COMPA
GALERESEARCH
BOOK TOWER

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 482

